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Abstract 

Self-piercing riveting (SPR) and Riv(et)-Bonding techniques have been widely employed for 

the assembly of vehicle Body-in-White (BIW) structures in the automotive industry. To 

deepen understanding of the two fastening methods and to facilitate their practical applications, 

numerical and experimental investigations of the SPR/Riv-Bonding processes were carried out 

in this thesis. Four problems encountered during practical applications of the SPR and Riv-

Bonding were systematically studied, and the main contents are summarised below:  

(1) Quality of the SPR joint is usually assessed by analysing the joint cross-sectional profile 

captured from the sectioned specimen. However, it is still not clear how much impact the 

specimen cutting position may impose on the captured shape of this joint profile, and on the 

joint quality evaluation result. Therefore, the influences of improper specimen cutting 

positions on the joint cross-sectional profile and on the measurement accuracy of joint quality 

indicators were systematically investigated. A strategy was also proposed accordingly to 

correct the measurement error of interlock, and was proved to be effective to reduce the 

relative interlock error to 1%~3%. 

(2) It has been widely acknowledged that the die geometry can significantly influence the SPR 

joint quality by altering the deformation behaviours of rivet and sheets during the joining 

process. However, due to the limitations of experimental SPR tests, there is still not clear 

understanding of how different die parameters affect the events happened during the SPR 

process. Therefore, a two-dimensional (2D) simulation model of SPR process was firstly 

developed, and then employed to numerically investigate the effects of die type, die depth, die 

diameter and die pip height on the flare behaviour of rivet shank, the deformation behaviours 

of sheets and the variation trend of riveting force.  

(3) Strong fluid-structure interaction (FSI) happens between the solid parts (i.e., rivet and 

sheets) and uncured adhesive layer during the Riv-Bonding process. Until now, it is still a 

challenge to numerically simulate this phenomenon. In this thesis, a 2D simulation model of 

Riv-Bonding process was successfully developed. The uncured adhesive (i.e., SikaPower 498) 

was meshed with Lagrangian elements, and its flow behaviour was approximately represented 

with the Ostwald-de Waele power law. Experimental Riv-Bonding tests with different 

configurations were conducted, and a good agreement between the simulation and 

experimental results was obtained. The developed simulation model was proved capable of 

predicting the adhesive flow behaviour, rivet and sheets deformation behaviours and riveting 

force during the joining process. 

(4) During the Riv-Bonding process, how the adhesive layer affects the events happened in 

the riveting process and the final quality of riveted connection is still not clearly understood. 

Therefore, interrupted experimental tests with flat die and pip die were carried out in this thesis 

to figure out the differences between the SPR process and the corresponding Riv-Bonding 

process. SPR/Riv-Bonding joints with different top sheet thicknesses were also tested to study 

the effects of adhesive layer in joints with varying configurations. The experimental results 

revealed that, regardless of the die type and top sheet thickness, adhesive pockets were always 

formed around the joining region and thus affected the deformations of rivet and sheets. The 

adhesive layer imposed negative influences on the interlock formation, whilst its effects on the 

remaining bottom sheet thickness varied under different joint configurations.
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Nomenclature 

l1 Remaining rivet head thickness perpendicular to the sectioned surface, mm 

l2 Height of the captured joint cross-sectional profile from direction A, mm 

l3 Height of the captured joint cross-sectional profile from direction B, mm 

r Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

ttip Remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip, mm 

tcen Remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre, mm 

tc Remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre, mm 

v1 Punch speed, mm/s 

D1 Die diameter, mm 

Dh Diameter of the rivet head on the specimen, mm 

Dh-m Width of the rivet head on the captured joint cross-sectional profile, mm 

Din Diameter of the inner interlock boundary, mm 

Dout Diameter of the outer interlock boundary, mm 

F Joining force, kN 

Fr Riveting force, kN 

Fclamping Clamping force, kN 

Fmax Maximum riveting force, kN 

H Rivet head height, mm 

H1 Die depth, mm 

I Interlock, mm 

Im Measured interlock, mm 

Itrue True interlock, mm 

K Stiffness of the C-frame, kN/mm 

L1 Rivet length, mm 

L2 Die displacement along the vertical direction, mm 

L3 Length of the cantilever, mm 
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R1 Flared rivet shank radius, mm 

R2 Deformed rivet shank radius, mm 

Rin Radius of the inner interlock boundary, mm 

Rin-true True radius of the inner interlock boundary, mm 

Rout Radius of the outer interlock boundary, mm 

S1 Vertical distance between inner interlock boundary and the top surface of rivet, mm 

S2 Vertical distance between the two interlock boundaries, mm 

Tt Top sheet thickness, mm 

Tb Bottom sheet thickness, mm 

Tmin Minimum remaining bottom sheet thickness, mm 

∆h Offset distance, mm 

α1 Deflection angle, ° 

θ1 Rotation angle, ° 

δoffset Relative error of interlock with only the Δh, % 

δoff+rot Relative error of interlock with Δh as well as θ1, % 

δrotation Relative error of interlock with only the θ1, % 

eoffset Absolute error of interlock with only the Δh, mm 

eoff+rot Absolute error of interlock with Δh as well as θ1, mm 

erotation Absolute error of interlock with only the θ1, mm 
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Abbreviation 

2D Two-dimensional 

3D Three-dimensional 

ALE Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian 

BIW Body-in-White 

CEL Coupled Euler Lagrangian 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

CFRP Carbon fibre reinforced polymer 

E-SPR Electromagnetic self-piercing riveting 

EP-SPR Electroplastic self-piercing riveting 

FE Finite element 

FEM Finite element modelling 

FSI Fluid-structure interaction 

GUI Graphical user interface 

HSS High strength steel 

JLR Jaguar Land Rover 

NVH Noise, vibration and harshness 

RSW Resistance spot welding 

SPG Smoothed Particle Galerkin 

SPR Self-piercing riveting 

SSPR Single-sided piercing riveting 

TA-SPR Thermally assisted self-piercing riveting 

UHSS Ultra-high strength steel 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Research Background  

1.1.1. Self-piercing riveting technique 

Over recent years, lightweight construction strategies have become increasing important due 

to economic reasons and environmental protection [1]. In the automotive industry, more and 

more lightweight materials, such as aluminium alloys, magnesium alloys and composites, have 

been widely utilized on the car Body-in-White (BIW) structures to reduce fuel consumption 

and greenhouse gas emissions [2, 3]. The resistance spot welding (RSW) is the most widely 

used technique to join steel car body panels, but encounters many challenges when joining 

aluminium alloy parts due to the high thermal conductivity, low melting point and natural 

surface oxide layer [4]. To deal with this issue, self-piercing riveting (SPR) achieved a rapid 

development during the last few decades. It has been reported that the SPR joint can achieve 

similar or even higher shear strength and T-peel strength compared to the RSW joint [5]. 

Meanwhile, it can also achieve a similar or even better fatigue strength than the RSW joint [6]. 

Until now, the SPR technique has been widely adopted by many motor companies, such as 

Audi, JLR and BMW [7], as one of the major fastening approaches for the assembly of car 

BIW structures. In addition, this joining technique has also been widely used in the packing 

industry [8] and civil engineering field [9] to connect thin-walled structures. 

Clamping Piercing Flaring Tool releasing

Die

Punch

Rivet

Bottom 
sheet

Top sheet

Blank-holder

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the four major steps in a self-piercing riveting process 

As a mechanical joining technique, the SPR is effective to connect two or more 

similar/dissimilar sheets. Figure 1.1 illustrates the four steps during a SPR process: (1) 

Clamping; (2) Piercing; (3) Flaring; (4) Releasing the joining tools. First of all, the top and 

bottom sheets are clamped together by the blank-holder and the die. Then, under high pressure 

from the punch, a semi-tubular rivet pierces through the top sheet and flares into the bottom 

sheet. Finally, all the joining tools are released, and the two sheets are successfully connected 
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together by a mechanical interlock formed between the rivet shank and the bottom sheet. The 

advantages and disadvantages of the SPR technique are summarised below. 

Advantages of the SPR technique: 

(1) No pre-drilled hole is required [10] and thus each SPR joint can be manufactured in 

one operation. This effectively simplifies the assembly procedures compared with 

conventional mechanical fastening approaches, such as bolting [11] and traditional 

riveting [12]. 

(2) Suitable for joining structures made of similar or dissimilar materials [13], such as 

high strength steels, aluminium alloys and composites. 

(3) Not sensitive to surface conditions of the connected structures and therefore suitable 

for coated and painted parts [14]. 

(4) Environmentally friendly: low energy requirement, no fume and low-noise emission. 

(5) No heating is required, and thus can eliminate the possible thermal deformation of 

connected structures. 

(6) Higher fatigue strength than the RSW joint [15]. 

(7) Easy to be integrated into the automatic production line. 

Disadvantages of the SPR technique: 

(1) Two-sided accessibility of the connected structures is required. 

(2) Large riveting force is required. 

(3) Inflexibility of changing the die during the SPR operation 

(4) Poor performance for brittle materials [16]. 

The mechanical performance of SPR joints, such as tensile strengths [9], fatigue life [6] and 

corrosion resistance [17], is highly important for the performance of connected structures. 

Therefore, the main objective of SPR joint design is to ensure the joint strengths. As a 

mechanical connection, the performance of a SPR joint is directly linked with the joint cross-

sectional profile as shown in Figure 1.2. Three quality indicators are usually measured from 

the joint cross-sectional profile to assess the SPR joint quality, including the interlock (I), the 

minimum remaining bottom sheet thickness (Tmin) and the rivet head height (H) [18]. The SPR 

joint quality is significantly affected by the joint configuration, including the rivet material, 

rivet profile, die profile, die-to-rivet volume ratio, sheet material, sheet thickness and sheet 

sequence [19]. In addition, the setting parameters of the SPR system, such as the riveting speed, 

the clamping force and the C-frame stiffness will also influence the final joint quality. 

Therefore, to achieve a high quality SPR joint and to improve the joint strengths, it is necessary 

to have comprehensive understanding of the above-mentioned factors’ impact on the joining 

process as well as the final joint quality. 
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Figure 1.2: Relationships between the joint cross-sectional profile and the joint mechanical performance 

1.1.2. Riv(et)-Bonding technique 

In order to enhance the strengths and to improve the noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) 

performance of the self-piercing riveted structures, a thin adhesive layer is normally involved 

at the interface between connected sheets. This hybrid joining technique is called Riv(et)-

Bonding, and has also been widely used in the automotive industry. Figure 1.3 shows the 

major steps during a Riv-bonding process: (1) Applying the uncured adhesive; (2) Clamping; 

(3) Riveting; (4) Tools releasing and (5) Adhesive curing. Compared with the SPR process, 

the main differences are the added thin adhesive layer before the riveting process and the 

adhesive curing operation after the riveting process. 

v1Adhesive

Bottom part

Fclamping

Die

Punch

v1
v2

Applying the 

adhesive
Clamping Riveting

Tool 

releasing

Uncured

Adhesive 

curing

Uncured Cured

 

Figure 1.3: Schematic of the major steps in a Riv-bonding process 

The SPR system designed for SPR joints still works well for Riv-Bonding joints. The Riv-

bonding technique can effectively overcome the individual drawbacks of the SPR joint and 

the adhesive bonded joint. For example, the adhesive layer in the Riv-Bonding joint can 

effectively reduce the stress concentration around the riveted region, and avoid the galvanic 

corrosion caused by direct contacts between dissimilar metals [6]. The riveted connection in 

the Riv-Bonding joint is less sensitive to the service environments, and thus can effectively 
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overcome the mechanical strength decay of the adhesive bonded connection when exposing in 

the environments with a high moisture, a high temperature or corrosive agents [20].  

The mechanical performance of Riv-Bonding joints is determined together by the riveted 

connection and the adhesive bonded connection. The above-mentioned factors that affect the 

SPR joint quality (e.g., rivet material, sheet sequence and die profile) will also influence the 

final Riv-Bonding joint quality. In addition, the joint parameters that affect the adhesive 

bonded joint quality, such as the adhesive type, adhesive thickness and structure surface 

conditions, will also influence the performance of Riv-Bonding joints. Different from the 

adhesive bonded joints, the adhesive usually distributes non-uniformly between the connected 

sheets in the Riv-Bonding joints. This is because the adhesive around the riveting zone will be 

squeezed outward due to the high riveting force during the forming process of the riveted 

connection. As a result, the riveting process will unavoidably influence the mechanical 

performance of the adhesive bonded connection. In turn, the adhesive layer will also impose 

effects on the riveting process, especially when a large amount of adhesive is trapped around 

the riveting zone. The trapped adhesive will directly alter the deformation behaviours of rivet 

and sheets, and therefore affect the quality of riveted connection. Therefore, to achieve a high 

quality Riv-Bonding joint, it is very important to have clear understanding of the events 

happened during the joining process and how different joint parameters affect this joining 

process. 

1.2. Research Gaps 

During the last few decades, a considerable number of studies have been conducted by 

researchers to extend application ranges and to deepen understanding of the SPR and Riv-

Bonding techniques. However, due to the complex joining parameters affecting the final 

joining results, the two fastening techniques still have many unsolved theoretical and practical 

problems. More efforts are required to extend the applications of the two joining techniques. 

Some existing research gaps are summarised below: 

(1) Research gap 01: 

As mentioned above, the SPR joint quality is usually assessed by measuring the three 

quality indicators from the joint cross-sectional profile. It is widely acknowledged that 

the joint cutting position has a critical influence on the captured joint cross-sectional 

profile and on the three quality indicators. However, there is still not clear understanding 

of how much influence the improper joint cutting position may bring to the captured joint 

cross-sectional profile and to the magnitudes of three quality indicators. 
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(2) Research gap 02: 

The die profile has critical influences on the joint formation and the final joint quality. 

However, due to the intrinsic property of the SPR joint, it is difficult to directly observe 

the joint formation during the SPR process. Until now, there is still not clear 

understanding of how the different die geometrical parameters (e.g., die diameter and die 

depth) affect the rivet and sheets deformation behaviours. This is not only meaningful for 

the selection of rivet/die during new joint design, but also benefit for the development of 

new type dies. 

(3) Research gap 03: 

The Riv-Bonding technique has been widely used in the industry field. However, because 

of the difficulties to model the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) between the solid parts 

and the uncured adhesive, there is still not a simulation model of Riv-Bonding process 

suitable for industry applications in the public domain. This significantly affects the 

development of Riv-Bonding technique, and limits the development of simulation models 

for strength prediction of Riv-Bonding joints. 

(4) Research gap 04: 

 Compared with the SPR joints, the better mechanical performance of the Riv-Bonding 

joints has been widely reported. However, the impact of the adhesive layer on the events 

happened during the riveting process is rarely studied. The flow behaviour of the uncured 

adhesive during the riveting processes with different die types is still not clear. The 

influence of the adhesive layer on the quality of riveted connection has not been 

comprehensively studied. 

1.3. Outline of the Thesis 

Experimental and numerical studies were conducted in this thesis to fill up the above-

mentioned research gaps. The whole thesis is divided into eight chapters, and the contents of 

each chapter are summarised below: 

(1) Chapter 1 briefly introduces the SPR and Riv-Bonding techniques, and summarises the 

existing challenges as well as the main objectives of this thesis. 

(2) Chapter 2 systematically reviews the literatures relevant to the SPR, adhesive bonding 

and Riv-bonding techniques. 

(3) Chapter 3 investigates the influences of improper cutting position on the measurement 

accuracy of the joint quality indicators (i.e., H, I and Tmin). The improper cutting position 

induced distortion of the joint cross-sectional profile was qualitatively compared and 
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discussed. A mathematic model was developed to estimate the interlock errors under 

different improper cutting conditions. The impact of the cutting position on the remaining 

bottom sheet thickness was also analysed and discussed in detail. A correction approach 

was proposed to compensate the interlock error caused by the improper cutting position. 

Two graphical user interfaces (GUI) for the interlock error estimation and correction were 

also developed to facilitate the practical applications. 

(4) Chapter 4 describes the development procedures of the FE model for the SPR process. 

The determinations of critical model input information were discussed in detail, including 

the rivet and sheet material properties, the mesh size, the material damage model and the 

friction coefficients. The FE model developed in this chapter lays a foundation for the FE 

model development of the Riv-bonding process. 

(5) Chapter 5 numerically explores the influences of critical die geometric parameters, 

including the die type, die diameter (D1), die depth (H1) and die pip height, on the SPR 

process using the developed FE model of SPR process in Chapter 4. The variation trends 

of the flared rivet shank radius (R1) and the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint 

centre (tc) during the SPR process were numerically monitored. The relationships between 

the material deformations and the SPR joint quality were also discussed. Compared with 

the experimental SPR test, the FE model of SPR process demonstrated huge advantages 

in efficiency to extend the understanding of the SPR technique. 

(6) Based on the developed FE model of SPR process in Chapter 4, a 2D axisymmetric FE 

model of Riv-Bonding process was successfully developed in Chapter 6 to meet the 

strong demands from the automotive industry. The Ostwald-de Waele power law was 

adopted to approximately represent the properties of the adhesive SikaPower 498. 

Interrupted laboratory tests of the Riv-Bonding process, and experimental tests of Riv-

Bonding joints with varying configurations were carried out to validate the prediction 

accuracy of the FE model. The work conducted in this chapter lays a foundation for 

further quality prediction and mechanical strengths modelling of Riv-Bonding joints. 

(7) Using the interrupted experimental tests, Chapter 7 explores the impact of adhesive layer 

on the riveting process, including the deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets, 

variation trend of the riveting force and distribution of the adhesive. The potential defects 

and benefits induced by the adhesive layer on the riveted connection with different dies 

were also identified and analysed. Single factor experiments were also carried out to 

investigate the influences of top sheet thickness (Tt) on the final quality of the riveted 

connection and on the adhesive distribution. 

(8) Chapter 8 summarises the major conclusions from this thesis, and discusses the potential 

research topics that might be benefit for further developments of the SPR and Riv-

Bonding techniques.  
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2. Literature Review 

A comprehensive literature review was conducted in this chapter to better understand the up-

to-date research status of the self-piercing riveting (SPR), the adhesive bonding and the 

Riv(et)-Bonding techniques. The research hotspots and strategies of each fastening approach 

were reviewed from the aspects of finite element (FE) simulation and experimental test. 

2.1. Self-Piercing Riveting Technique 

The SPR technique was initially proposed in the 1960s but did not attract enough attentions 

during the following three decades. Due to the strong demands from the automotive industry 

to find out a suitable joining approach for aluminium alloys and mixed-material structures, it 

achieved a rapid growth and development since 1990s [19]. After 30 years development, the 

SPR has become one of the major joining approaches in the automotive industry. A 

considerable number of studies have been carried out to explore and to extend the application 

ranges of the SPR technique [19, 21–23]. Figure 2.1 shows the changing trend of annual 

publications about the SPR during the past 25 years. It can be seen that increasing attentions 

are being paid on this topic. 
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Figure 2.1: Annual publications during the last three decades on the SPR (Data from Web of Science) 

The major objectives of SPR joint design are to improve the SPR joint quality and to enhance 

the corresponding joint mechanical performance. Figure 2.2 summaries the research hotspots 

relevant to the SPR technique, including the setting parameters of SPR system, the sheet 

configurations, the rivet parameters and the die profiles. Impact of the SPR system on the joint 

quality has been widely studied from the aspects of driving system, joining speed, clamping 
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force, C-frame structure and other assistant technologies. The sheet configuration is the basis 

of a SPR joint, and its critical factors include the sheet material, sheet thickness, sheet 

thickness ratio, number of layers and sheet sequence. These parameters will significantly affect 

the joint quality and thus the final joint mechanical performance. For a specific sheet 

combination, improvement of joint quality is mainly achieved by optimizing the parameters 

of rivet and die. The most important rivet parameters are the rivet material, rivet hardness, 

rivet type, rivet shank diameter, rivet length and rivet surface coating. The most important die 

parameters include the die type, die diameter, die depth and other geometric parameters. In 

addition, the die-to-rivet volume ratio is also very critical for the final joint quality [24–26]. 

The experimental SPR test, finite element (FE) modelling and mathematic modelling are the 

three most frequently used research approaches for the SPR technique. 

SPR joint

SPR 
system

Sheet 

Joining speed

Rivet

Material
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Die volume
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C-frame deflection
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Assistant technique
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Failure model
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Deformation of rivet

Fatigue life

 

Figure 2.2: Research structure and hotspots of the SPR technique 

2.1.1. Self-piercing riveting system 

The SPR system plays a very important role in the joining results. The Böllhoff, Henrob and 

Tucker are the three largest SPR system suppliers in the industrial sector. Their SPR systems 

are also widely applied in the academic sector. Different driving units and control strategies 

are adopted in these SPR systems.  
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Böllhoff GmbH develops the SPR riveting system driven by a hydraulic system, and the 

joining process is controlled by the hydraulic pressure and the rivet displacement. The riveting 

process will be terminated once the pre-set pressure or the specified distance of rivet 

penetration is reached [27]. Henrob Ltd develops the servo-driven SPR system. During the 

joining process, the punch is first speeded up to a specified speed and then drives the rivet into 

the sheets by its inertia. Different initial speeds of the punch are usually selected for different 

joint configurations to achieve a flush rivet head and to ensure a desired joint quality [24, 28]. 

The rivet coatings [29] and sheet coatings [30] will affect the optimal setting parameters of the 

above two types of SPR systems. Tucker GmbH also develops the servo-driven SPR system, 

but the joining process is controlled by the rivet displacement. The punch moves downward at 

a constant speed and presses the rivet into the sheets. The joining process is terminated when 

the pre-set rivet head height is reached. Different from the Henrob and the Böllhoff SPR 

systems, it is no need to frequently adjust the system setting parameters to achieve a uniform 

rivet head height in every SPR joint. 

In addition to the abovementioned three types of SPR systems, some other new SPR systems 

have also been developed by researchers from academia. An electromagnetic self-piercing 

riveting (E-SPR) system was developed by Liang et al. [31], in which the punch is accelerated 

by the electromagnetic force and then drives the rivet into the sheets. The changing trend of 

the punch speed is very similar to that in the Henrob SPR system: the punch speed first 

increases to the maximum value and then decreases to zero. The maximum punch velocity of 

this E-SPR system reached up to 7.2m/s, and thus this SPR system has the ability to achieve 

high speed riveting. However, to get a sound SPR joint, the discharge energy of the riveting 

system should be optimized for each joint configuration. A gunpowder driving SPR system 

was proposed by Wang et al. [15], and the maximum punch speed could reach up to 54 m/s. 

This system is especially designed for repairing failed SPR joints. Electroplastic self-piercing 

riveting (EP-SPR) was proposed by Lou et al. [32], in which a direct current was applied on 

the sheet to improve its plasticity (Electroplastic effect). It was found that the EP-SPR method 

could effectively increase the plasticity of the metal sheet and lead to a higher SPR joint quality. 

Meanwhile, the riveting force was relatively lower than the SPR process. A thermally assisted 

self-piercing riveting (TA-SPR) process was proposed by Deng et al. [33], and successfully 

utilized to connect the 2.0mm AA6061-T6 top sheet and 1.2mm DP980 bottom sheet by 

improving the ductility of the DP980 using the induction heating method. Similarly, a laser 

assisted self-piercing riveting approach was developed by Durandet et al. [34] to connect low 

ductility materials without cracking of the bottom sheet. 

The influences of riveting speed on the joint quality have been investigated in some studies. 

For example, the quality of SPR joints made with high and low riveting speeds was examined 
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by Liang et al. [31]. The high riveting speed (7.2m/s) was achieved using an electromagnetic 

self-piercing riveting (E-SPR) system, while the lower riveting speed (2.0mm/s) was achieved 

using a universal testing machine. The results indicated that a higher riveting speed could 

contribute to a greater interlock and therefore a higher maximum shear strength. Wang et al. 

[15] further improved the riveting speed to around 54m/s using an impact SPR system driven 

by the gunpowder. A conventional hydraulic press-based SPR system was also utilized to 

manufacture SPR joints under a lower speed. It was found that a higher riveting speed could 

reduce the plastic deformations of the top sheet and rivet shank, and improve the joint tensile-

shear strength. In contrast, a study carried out by Hahn et al. [35] reported that the riveting 

speed showed very limited influences on the final SPR joint quality. Experiment results from 

Li et al. [36] revealed that the riveting speed had significant effects on the SPR joint quality 

when the Henrob SPR system was employed. This is mainly attributed to the special driving 

unit used in the SPR system, which first accelerates the punch to predefine speed and then 

strokes on the rivet to form the SPR joint. 

Due to the large riveting force during the SPR process, the C-frame of the SPR system will be 

deflected. The deflection of different structure C-frames under high loading forces was 

numerically analysed by Markowski et al. [37], and the strategies to reduce the C-frame mass 

without compromising the structure rigidity were also discussed. A approach was proposed by 

Haque et al. [38] to deduce the C-frame displacement from the recorded force-displacement 

curve to get the true force-displacement curve. By adding a high stiffness spring underneath 

the die, Hönsch et al. [39] considered the C-frame deflection in the developed 2D simulation 

model of SPR process.  

2.1.2. Evaluation of joint quality 

The quality standard of SPR joint is usually designed according to the application requirements 

and may vary at different industrial sectors. As shown in Figure 2.3, three most important 

characteristic values measured on the joint cross-sectional profile are usually employed to 

preliminarily evaluate the SPR joint quality: (1) the interlock (I), which is the horizontal 

distance that the rivet shank flares into the bottom sheet and directly determines the joint 

mechanical performance. Too small interlock might lead to failures of the rivet shank pull-out 

from the bottom sheet [40]; (2) the minimum remaining bottom sheet thickness (Tmin), which 

is the minimum thickness on the deformed bottom sheet. It can appear at any position of the 

deformed bottom sheet, and its magnitude directly affects the joint corrosion performance (e.g. 

resistance to liquids and gases) [22]. Fatigue failure may occur on the bottom sheet if the Tmin 

is too small [41]; (3) the rivet head height (H), which is the vertical distance between the upper 

surfaces of the top sheet and the rivet, and directly influences the surface flatness of the 
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connected structures. According to the study of [36], the H also determines the final position 

of the rivet inserted into the sheets and therefore will affect the final magnitudes of the I and 

Tmin. The assessment criteria for the three indicators varies from company to company. For 

example, according to the quality standard of a world-leading car manufacturer [19], the H 

should be between 0.3mm and −0.5mm. The I should be greater than 0.4mm for SPR joints 

with an aluminium alloy bottom sheet and greater than 0.2mm with a steel bottom sheet. The 

Tmin should be always greater than 0.2mm and fracture of the bottom sheet should be avoided 

[36]. 

I

H

Tmin

 

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the three quality indicators measured on the joint cross-sectional profile 

In addition to satisfying the joint quality standard, a high quality SPR joint should also avoid 

any other type of defect. Figure 2.4 shows the potential defects that might be formed during 

the SPR process, including: (1) fracture of the rivet shank in Figure 2.4(a); (2) large gap 

between the rivet and the top sheet in Figure 2.4(b); (3) large gap between the sheets in Figure 

2.4(c) and (4) fracture of the bottom sheet in Figure 2.4(d). These defects will impose 

significant influences on the joint mechanical performance, and thus should be eliminated 

during new joint design, for example by selecting suitable rivet and die combinations. 

Fracture

Fracture

(a)

(d)

Gap

(b)

Gap

(c)
 

Figure 2.4: Possible defects formed in a SPR joint: (a) fracture of the rivet shank [42], (b) gap between the rivet 

and top sheet, (c) gap between sheets and (d) fracture of the bottom sheet [41],  

In practical applications, the force-displacement curve is still the most effective indicator to 

monitor the joining process and the final joint quality [43]. Changes of the joint quality or 
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incorrect usage of rivets (e.g., rivet length or hardness level) can be easily detected from this 

curve. With interrupted experimental tests, the force-displacement curve of the SPR process 

with carbon steel sheets and steel rivets was systematically studied by Haque et al. [38]. Figure 

2.5 shows the characteristic curves for joints with carbon steel sheets. It was proved that that 

the critical events (e.g., the sheet bending, piercing of the top sheet, blanking of the top sheet, 

die filling and rivet flaring) are directly linked with the force-displacement curve and can be 

recognized from the variation trends of the riveting force. 

 

Figure 2.5: Characteristic curves for SPR joints of carbon steel sheets with rivets of 555 HV hardness [38] 

2.1.3. Sheets, rivet and die 

Sheets: 

As a mechanical fastening approach, the SPR technique can be used to join sheets made of 

similar or dissimilar materials. It is very suitable for ductile materials and can also be extended 

to join low ductile materials with the help of other assistant technologies, such as the induction 

heating method [33] and the laser heating method [34]. A huge number of studies have been 

conducted to investigate the suitability of the SPR technique on different types of sheet 

materials. For instance, the joinability of the magnesium alloy and aluminium alloy sheets was 

explored by Luo et al. [16], including the combinations between AA6063-T6 and AM50, and 

between AA5754-0 and AZ31B-0. The joinability of high tensile strength steel and aluminium 

alloy AA5052-H34 with conventional rivet and die was experimentally and numerically 

studied by Abe et al. [44]. The quality of SPR joints with dissimilar sheet materials (i.e., PA6-

matrix thermoplastic composite, PA6 with reinforcing fibres (glass fibre and carbon fibre), 

AA5754 aluminium alloy) was investigated by Zhang et al. [45]. To date, it has be proved that 

the SPR technique has a very wide application range, including aluminium alloys [18], 

magnesium alloys [46], fiberglass composites [47], high strength steels [44], titanium [48] and 

copper alloys [49].  
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In addition to two-layer stacks, the SPR can also be utilized to connect stacks with three or 

more layers. So far, SPR joints with three layers have been widely used in the automotive 

industry. However, most of the existing studies focused on two-layer joints and only a few 

studies paid attention to the three-layer joints. Kato et al. [50] numerically investigated the 

joinability of SPR joints with three aluminium alloy sheets. Abe et al. [51] experimentally and 

numerically studied the joinability of SPR joints with three high strength steel and aluminium 

alloy sheets. By redesigning the shapes of rivet and die, the quality of three-layer joints with 

the 5000 series aluminium alloy top sheet and ultra-high strength steel middle and bottom 

sheets successfully optimized by Abe et al. [52]. The influences of joint configuration on the 

mechanical strengths and failure mode of three-layer SPR joints were experimentally studied 

by Han et al. [53]. Therefore, more efforts are still required to gain clear understanding of the 

formation mechanism of three-layer joints, and the differences between the two-layer and 

three-layer SPR joints. 

Two-layer joint Three-layer joint

Two-layer stack Three-layer stack

Top sheet

Bottom sheet

Top sheet

Bottom sheet

Middle sheet

(a) (b)
 

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the (a) two-layer and (b) three-layer SPR joints 

As shown in Figure 2.7(a), the thickness ratio between the top sheet and bottom sheet (i.e., 

Tt/Tb) is also a very important factor for the final joint quality. The effects of sheet thickness 

ratio on the SPR joint quality with a 2D FE model were numerically investigated by Mucha 

[54]. The results revealed that the interlock (I) decreased with the increment of the sheet 

thickness ratio, while the remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet shank tip (ttip) 

showed an increasing trend. The significant influence of the sheet thickness ratio on the SPR 

joint failure model was reported in the study of Yuan et al. [55]. The rivet tail was pulled out 

from the bottom sheet if the bottom sheet was thinner than the top sheet, while the rivet head 

was pulled out from the top sheet if the bottom sheet was apparently thicker than the top sheet. 

In general, stacks with a small thickness ratio are much easier to be connected with the SPR 

technique than stacks with a large thickness ratio. This is because the contact area between the 
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rivet shank and the top sheet increases with the increment of the top sheet thickness, which 

will prevent the deformation of the rivet shank along the radial direction and leave a shorter 

rivet length to form a sufficient mechanical interlock in the bottom sheet. The thin bottom 

sheet usually has a relatively low stiffness [56] and is more likely to be pressed backward 

rather than pierced by the rivet shank. In addition, there is not enough space for the rivet shank 

to form a sufficient interlock without penetrating the thin bottom sheet. 

Sheet thickness ratio =

Tt

Tb

t

b

T

T

Sequence 1

Sequence 2

(a) (b)

Top sheet

Bottom sheet

Sheet A

Sheet B

Sheet B

Sheet A

 

Figure 2.7: Schematic of the (a) sheet thickness ratio and (b) sheet sequence 

The sheet sequence also has critical influences on the SPR joint quality, as shown in Figure 

2.7(b). It will not only change the sheet thickness ratio but also alter the bottom sheet material 

if dissimilar sheet materials are employed. In general, to achieve a higher joint quality, it is 

recommended to place the thinner sheet on the punch side (i.e., top sheet) and the thicker one 

on the die side (i.e., bottom sheet). For sheets with different materials, there is still not a 

uniform conclusion about the sheet sequence. Some researchers believe that the sheet with a 

higher strength should be used as the top sheet, while the sheet made of a greater ductility 

material should be used as the bottom sheet [57]. This is because the bottom sheet usually 

undergoes a larger deformation than that of the top sheet during the SPR process. The ductile 

material on the die-side is much easier to be deformed to form a sufficient mechanical interlock, 

and is more likely to prevent the appearance of bottom sheet cracks [16]. However, the rivet 

shank might be severely compressed when piercing through the high strength top sheet due to 

the large riveting force, or even cannot pierce through the top sheet. In contrast, some 

researchers think that the sheet with a higher strength should be placed on the die side, while 

the sheet with a more ductile material should be placed on the punch side. The effect of sheet 

sequence on the quality of SPR joints with vibration-damping steel and Al5052-H32 sheets 

was studied by Kam et al. [40]. The results indicated that larger interlock and Tmin were 

achieved when the vibration-damping steel was employed as the bottom sheet. However, the 

problem is that the harder bottom sheet is more difficult to be deformed and thus may impose 

negative influences on the formation of interlock. 

Rivet: 

During the SPR process, the rivet firstly pierces through the top sheet and then flares into the 

bottom sheet to mechanically connect the sheets together. The rivet material, rivet geometry 
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and rivet surface condition are the three research hotspots. Steel rivets at different hardness 

levels demonstrate very good performances, and have been widely employed to connect stacks 

made of aluminium alloys, high strength steels and other types of materials. Aluminium alloy 

rivets usually undergo severe deformation during the SPR process, and thus have limited 

applications in practice [27]. However, the steel rivet will increase the difficulty and costs for 

recycling of aluminium alloy structures. Therefore, some researchers made efforts to improve 

the performance of aluminium alloy rivets for aluminium alloy structures. For example, to 

reduce the severe compression of aluminium alloy rivets, Abe et al. [58] numerically optimised 

the shapes of die and aluminium alloy rivet with the developed FE model. The experimental 

results revealed that the aluminium alloy rivet can be used to connect aluminium alloy stacks, 

but the joining range was very narrow. The possibility of joining aluminium alloy 6060 sheets 

with rivets made of three different aluminium alloys, including the 6082-T6, 7108-T5 and 

7287-T6, was investigated by Hoang et al. [27]. The results indicated that it was possible to 

join aluminium alloy sheets if a proper aluminium alloy for the rivet was chosen. Meanwhile, 

it was also found that the rivet material had no influence on the initial stiffness of the SPR 

joint when the tensile displacement was small, but a crucial effect on the maximum force and 

maximum displacement of the tested joints. The fracture mechanism of AA7278-T6 rivets 

during the SPR process was also experimentally and numerically studied by the same authors 

[42]. The tensile strength, grain structure and the particle distribution along three directions 

(0°, 45°, 90°) with respect to the extrusion direction were comprehensively investigated. In 

addition to the rivet materials, surface decarburization technique was also employed by Van 

Hall et al. [59] to improve the rivet performance. The experiment results revealed that the 

intentional surface decarburization of the rivet can prevent the formation of fractures along the 

rivet leg periphery, while maintain sufficient column strength to pierce through the sheet 

without rivet shank buckling. 

The rivet geometry has significant influences on the SPR joint quality, and also attracts a lot 

of attentions from the industry and academia. For example, Jiang et al. [60] investigated the 

effects of rivet geometry on the quality and mechanical properties of the electromagnetic self-

piercing riveting (E-SPR) with CFRP/Al and steel/Al stacks. Nine rivets with different blade 

angle, inner diameter and leg length were employed. Ma et al. [16] studied the influences of 

rivet length on the joint quality, and found that the interlock increased but the remaining 

bottom sheet thickness decreased with the rivet length changing from 5.0mm to 6.0mm. 

Karathanasopoulos et al. [61] numerically explored the influences of inner radius of rivet leg 

on the SPR joint quality. The rivet geometry was numerically optimized by Uhe et al. [62] to 

successfully connect the sheets with two different material combinations initially requiring 

two rivet geometries. The influences of rivet tip geometry on the SPR joint quality and 
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mechanical strengths were experimentally studied by Li et al. [63]. The results indicated that 

the rivets with a sharper tip could lead to a greater interlock and a higher lap-shear strength. 

Fu and Mallick [64] investigated the influences of rivet diameter, rivet length and rivet 

hardness on the static and fatigue performances of AA5754 SPR joints. 

In addition to the rivet geometry, the rivet surface condition will also affect the SPR joint 

quality. Because it can directly influence the friction forces between the rivet and sheets, and 

therefore changes the deformation behaviour of rivet. The frequently used surface 

modification methods include coatings [30], impression [65], polishing, grit blasting [66] and 

lubricants [67]. Some efforts have been made to understand the influences of rivet surface 

conditions on the joining process and the final joint quality. For example, Karim et al. [29] 

compared the influences of the mechanically plated Zn-Sn-Al (Almac®) and the electroplated 

Zn–Ni rivet coatings on the SPR joint quality indicators and mechanical strengths. The 

experiment results indicated that the Zn-Ni rivet coating contributed to a greater interlock 

compared to the Almac® rivet coating. With a 2D model of SPR process in MSC Marc, Mucha 

[54] found that the friction coefficient between the rivet and sheets (0.05~0.25) had limited 

effects on the maximum riveting force, but imposed apparent influences on the deformation 

behaviours of the rivet shank and top sheet. Similarly, it was reported by Hoang et al. [42] that 

the friction coefficient between the rivet and sheets had less effects on the force-displacement 

curve, but significantly influenced the plastic strain localisation on the rivet shank. 

Die: 

The major function of die is to properly guide the deformation behaviours of rivet and sheets 

to form a desired SPR joint. Any change of the die geometry will inevitably alter the joining 

results. Dies with different geometries have been reported in the existing studies, and can be 

roughly classified into the flat die and the pip die, as shown in Figure 2.8(a)(b). The main 

difference between the two types of dies is whether there is a die pip around the centre of die 

cavity or not. The die pip can effectively increase the rivet shank flare, and reduce the 

accumulation of bottom sheet material around the central area. Figure 2.8(c)(d) show the 

cross-sectional profiles of SPR joints made with flat dies and pip dies respectively. The die 

depth, die diameter and die pip height are the three most important die parameters. A 

considerable number of studies have been performed to uncover the die parameters’ influences 

on the joining results, and to improve the SPR joint quality. For example, Ma et al. [24] studied 

the influences of the die diameter and pip height on the rivetability of the self-piercing riveted 

AA6061-T6 and mild steel CR4 sheets. It was found that the changes of the die diameter and 

pip height could affect the joint quality by altering the deformation behaviours of the sheets. 

The possibility to make SPR joints with a flat anvil rather than contour dies was experimentally 

proved by Hahn et al. [35]. This was achieved using a high punch velocity (greater than 10m/s). 
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The effects of five different dies on the quality of SPR joints with vibration-damping steel and 

Al5052-H32 sheets were studied by Kam et al. [40]. It was found that the flat die had a better 

performance than the pip die. With the increment of the die taper angle and the die diameter, 

the interlock showed a decreasing trend, but the Tmin showed an increasing trend. Using a FE 

simulation model, Abe et al. [51] numerically optimized the die profile for three-layer SPR 

joints with high strength steel and aluminium alloys sheets, and assessed the effect of the 

optimized die on the joining range of three-layer joints. The experimental results showed that 

a die with larger depth and diameter could effectively extend the joining range of the three-

layer joints. 

(a)

Flat die Pip die

(b)

(c) (d)

 

Figure 2.8: Schematic of (a) the flat die, (b) the pip die, (c) the SPR joints with flat dies [66, 68–70] and (d) the 

SPR joints with pip dies [24, 33, 71, 72] 

Compared with the experimental test, the FE simulation approach is more convenient to be 

employed for the die parameter analysis. For instance, with a 2D simulation model in LS-

DYNA, the die diameter and die depth were numerically optimized by Mori et al. [4] according 

to the sheet sequence, and successfully utilized to connect the ultra-high strength steel and 

aluminium alloy sheets with the SPR technique. Mori et al. [73] also numerically analysed the 

deformation behaviours of rivet and sheets with different die profiles, and found that the severe 

compression of the rivet leg when piercing the upper high strength steel sheet could be 

eliminated by optimizing the die diameter and depth. The effects of the die profile on the rivet 

shank deformation and SPR joint quality were studied by Mucha [54] using a 2D model in 

MSC Marc Mentat. It was found that the die profile had significant influences on the force-

displacement curve and the final joint quality. Jäckel et al. [74] established a 2D axisymmetric 

simulation model in DEFORM V11 and then sensitivity studies were carried out to investigate 

the effects of die geometry on the SPR joint quality. A new die conception with a force-

controlled moveable bottom was proposed by Drossel and Jäckel [75] to improve the 
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joinability of materials with limited ductility by SPR technique. The simulation and 

experimental results showed that the stacks with top sheet made of EN AW-6016-T4 and 

bottom sheet made of AlSi9MnF could be joined successfully without cracks on the bottom 

sheet. The damages of the carbon fibre reinforced plastic sheet during the SPR process was 

studied by Landgrebe et al. [76], in which the effects of the traditional die and a new die with 

a moveable bottom proposed in [75] on the damage situation of the CFRP sheet were also 

compared. 

Rivet and die selection: 

In addition to individual parameters of the rivet and die, during the SPR joint design process, 

the rivet and die should also match with each other. The die-to-rivet volume ratio, which is the 

ratio between the die cavity volume and the rivet volume, is a critical factor during the 

selection of rivet and die for new stacks. A die-to-rivet volume ratio smaller than one means 

that the die cavity is smaller than the rivet volume. This may lead to large compressive forces 

between rivet and sheets, and result in a relatively large riveting force. A die-to-rivet volume 

ratio greater than one means that the die cavity is greater than the rivet volume, and there is 

enough space in the die cavity to accommodate the rivet and sheet materials during the SPR 

process. Lou et al. [77] reported that the die-to-rivet volume ratio slightly larger than 1.0 could 

lead to a greater interlock for Al-to-steel or steel-to-Al sheet combinations, and was also 

benefit for the tightness of SPR joints. The influences of the die-to-rivet volume ratio on the 

SPR joint were studied by Ma et al. [24]. The experiment results indicated that a fully filled 

die cavity can provide a greater resistance to speed up the rivet leg flare, while an incompletely 

filled die cavity could make the deformation of the bottom sheet easier and result in a smaller 

interlock. The interaction effects of rivet and die parameters on the SPR joint quality were 

investigated by Zhao et al. [25, 78]. The results emphasized the critical influences of the die-

to-rivet volume ratio on the interlock. In practical applications, this volume ratio can be 

adjusted by controlling the rivet head height (H) within the range defined in the quality 

criterion. Under some conditions, the die-to-rivet volume ratio cannot correctly reflect the real 

fill condition of the die cavity if the rivet cavity is not fully filled, especially with a flat die. 

More efforts are still required to get clear understanding of the die-to-rivet volume ratio’s 

impact on the SPR process and on the joint quality. 

2.1.4. Mechanical strength of SPR joint 

Tensile tests under different static or dynamic loading conditions are usually conducted to 

evaluate the mechanical performance of a SPR joint. To date, a large number of studies have 

been carried out to assess the joint performance. Figure 2.9 shows the frequently used 

specimen shapes during the cross-tensile test [68, 79], lap-shear test [80] and coach-peel test 
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[81]. To assess the joint strength under different loading directions, testing fixtures shown in 

Figure 2.10 were employed during the cross-tensile tests in [68, 79]. The joint mechanical 

strength, energy absorption [82], fretting wear [72, 83], fatigue life [28, 71] and failure mode 

[84, 85] are the research hotspots.  

(a)

(b) (c)
 

Figure 2.9: Schematic of different specimen shapes used in the (a) cross-tensile test [68, 79], (b) lap-shear test 

[80] and (c) coach-peel test [81] to evaluate the SPR joint mechanical strengths 

(a) (b)
 

Figure 2.10: Testing fixtures developed to alter the loading direction of SPR joint [68, 86] 

2.2. Adhesive Bonding Technique 

Adhesive bonding is a widely employed fastening approach in the modern industry field due 

to the potentials of reducing joint weight and manufacturing cost [87]. Figure 2.11 shows the 

three steps in an adhesive bonding process: (1) Applying the adhesive; (2) Pressing the top 
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sheet to make the adhesive uniformly distributed between the connected sheets; (3) Curing the 

adhesive. In practice, the adhesive thickness is usually controlled by adding glass balls with a 

specific diameter into the adhesive [88] or using spacers [89]. Different from the SPR 

technique, the adhesive bonding process is quite simple and thus the vast majority of existing 

studies focus on the mechanical strength evaluation of adhesive bonded joints. With a high 

strength adhesive, the bonded joint usually can achieve a very good mechanical performance. 

Adhesive

Bottom part

Pressure

Table

Adhesive 
thickness

Applying the adhesive Pressing 

Top part
Adhesive

Curing  

Figure 2.11: Schematic of the three steps for an adhesive bonding process 

In general, there are three macro-mechanical failure types of adhesive bonded joints: (1) 

adhesive failure shown in Figure 2.12(a), in which the crack initiation and subsequent 

propagation occur at the interface between the adherend and the adhesive; (2) cohesive failure 

shown in Figure 2.12(b), in which the crack occurs in the middle of the bondline due to 

existing voids or high strength bi-material interfaces; (3) hybrid failure shown in Figure 

2.12(c), in which cracks partially occur at the interface between the adherend and the adhesive, 

and partially happen in the middle of the bondline. Compared with the cohesive failure, the 

adhesive failure is more likely to happen because of the high stress concentration at the bi-

material interface. In many failure cases, it can be found that the cracks initiate in the adhesive 

layer, but propagate to the bi-material interface [90]. In addition to the failure of adhesive 

bonded region, failure of the adherend will also happen if the strength of the adherend is 

obvious lower than that of the adhesive bonded zone [91], as shown in Figure 2.12(d)(e).  

(b) Cohesive failure(a) Adhesive failure (c) Hybrid failure

Adhesive

(e) Bottom sheet failure(d) Top sheet failure
 

Figure 2.12: Schematic of the three failure modes of the adhesive bonded region and failures of the adherend 

Many factors will affect the mechanical performance of the adhesive bonded joints, including 

the adhesive thickness [92, 93], adhesive type [94, 95], defects in the adhesive layer [96, 97], 

surface conditions of the adherends [98, 99], adhesive curing conditions [100, 101], operating 
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temperature [102, 103], scarf angle [104, 105], overlap length [106, 107] and adherend 

properties [108, 109], as shown in Figure 2.13. So far, a huge number of experimental studies 

have been conducted to investigate the influences of above-mentioned factors on the joint 

tensile strengths under different loading conditions [110, 111], the fatigue strength [112, 113], 

the failure mode and corrosion resistance [114, 115]. In addition to the experimental method, 

the finite element modelling approach has also been widely employed by researchers. A 

considerable number of FE models have been developed to predict the mechanical 

performance of the adhesive bonded joints. ABAQUS [90, 116–118], ANSYS [118–122], LS-

DYNA [123] and MSC Marc [124] are the most popular commercial FE software used in this 

research area. During the simulation of adhesive bonded joints, the biggest challenge is how 

to model the behaviours of the adhesive bonded zone. Until now, there are four major 

approaches frequently used for the modelling of the adhesive bonded connection.  

Adherend properties

Thickness
Surface condtion

Scarf angle

Overlap length

 

Figure 2.13: Factors affecting the mechanical performance of the adhesive bonded joint 

Figure 2.14(a) schematically shows the first approach: the adhesive layer is modelled with 

continuum elements, and the adjacent elements at the interface between the adhesive layer and 

the adherends share same nodes (i.e., assuming the perfect bonding condition). To simulate 

the failure behaviour and evaluate the mechanical strengths of adhesive bonded joints, material 

failure criteria should be selected carefully according to the adhesive type. For brittle adhesives, 

maximum principal stress criterion, yield criterion, and maximum shear stress criterion can be 

used to numerically analyse the failure process. For ductile adhesives, maximum principal 

strain criterion, maximum shear strain and strain energy can be used [125]. This simulation 

method is capable of investigating the deformation behaviour of the adhesive layer, the effects 

of the adhesive thickness and the stress distribution around the bonded zone. However, it 

neglects the effect of the bi-material interface in terms of its stiffness and strength, and cannot 

be used to model the adhesive failure of bonded joints. It is also highly dependent on the mesh 

refinement because stress concentration usually appears around the areas near the edges of the 

adhesive layer [127, 128]. Figure 2.14(b) shows the second approach: continuum elements 

are used to model the behaviour of bulk adhesive and zero-thickness interface elements are 

inserted at the adhesive-adherend interface to model the adhesive failure of bonded joints. In 

the third and fourth approaches, the adhesive layer is totally represented by interface or 

cohesive elements. A single or several layers of finite thickness cohesive elements are utilized 
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in the third approach and damage criteria are used to describe the failure behaviour of adhesive 

layer, as shown in Figure 2.14(c). A layer of zero-thickness cohesive elements is used in the 

fourth approach and the failure behaviour of adhesive layer is governed by different kinds of 

traction-separation laws, as shown in Figure 2.14(d). 

Shared nodes
(Perfect bonding)

Continuum 
element

Zero-thickness 
interface element

Continuum 
element

(a)

Zero-thickness 
cohesive element

(c)

(b)

(d)

Finite thickness 
cohesive element

 

Figure 2.14: Schematic of the four approaches for the modelling of adhesive bonded joints 

2.3. Riv(et)-Bonding Technique 

The Riv-Bonding technique, which is developed based on the SPR technique and the adhesive 

bonding technique, integrates the benefits of the two joining approaches and overcomes their 

individual limitations [128]. Figure 2.15(a) shows the cross-sectional profile of a Riv-Bonding 

joint. The adhesive layer in the Riv-Bonding joint can effectively eliminate the stress 

concentration problem of the solo SPR joint. Meanwhile, a significant increment of static 

strength, fatigue strength, energy absorption and corrosion resistance can also be achieved in 

the Riv-Bonding joints [129]. Due to the great performance of the Riv-Bonding joint, it has 

been widely utilized in many industrial sectors, especially the automotive industry [130]. The 

main drawback of the Riv-Bonding joint is that adhesive pockets might be formed between 

the multiple SPR joints, and lead to global deformations of the connected structures [131]. In 

addition to the Riv-Bonding, there are also other types of hybrid joining techniques widely 

used in the industry field, such as the traditional rivet-bonding [133, 134], Clinch-bonding 

[134], Bolt-bonding [135], the single-sided piercing riveting (SSPR)-bonding [136] and Weld-

bonding [137]. Figure 2.15(b)~(f) show the cross-sectional profiles of joints manufactured 

with these hybrid joining methods. 
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Figure 2.15: Cross-sectional profiles of different types of hybrid joints: (a) Riv-Bonding, (b) traditional rivet-

bonding [132], (c) Clinch-bonding [134], (d) Bolt-bonding [135], (e) SSRR-bonding [136] and (f) Weld-bonding 

[137] 

According to the sequence of riveting process and bonding process, there are three different 

ways to manufacture a Riv-Bonding joint: (1) the sequential method, the SPR process is 

conducted after the adhesive layer is cured, and initial micro-damages might be introduced 

into the adhesive layer and reduce the mechanical strength of the bonded connection [134]; (2) 

the fixing method, the SPR process is performed before the adhesive layer is cured; (3) the 

injection method, the rivet is installed and then the adhesive is injected into the gap between 

the sheets [139, 140]. Among the three approaches, the second method is the most frequently 

utilized way in the industry sector. Many parameters can affect the quality of Riv-Bonding 

joints, such as the adhesive viscosity, the amount of the adhesive, the adhesive application 

method (e.g., continuous beads or intermittent beads) and the magnitude of clamping force 

[140]. The rivet and die parameters will also impose influences on the quality of Riv-Bonding 

joints. To date, many experimental studies have been carried out by researchers to extend the 

application range of the Riv-Bonding technique, and to better understand the differences 

between the SPR process and the Riv-Bonding process.  

According to the research direction, the existing studies can be divided into two groups. The 

first group focuses on exploring the impact of the adhesive layer on the events happened during 

the joining process, such as the distribution of adhesive, deformation behaviours of rivet and 

sheets and the final quality of Riv-Bonding joints. However, only a limited number of studies 

classified to this group were reported in the public domain. Moroni [141] reported that no 

adhesive was found around the joining region of the Riv-Bonding joint, and the adhesive layer 

demonstrated little influence on the deformations of rivet and sheets. The influences of 

adhesive layer on the interlock formation in the Riv-Bonding joint with DC04 sheets and 

3.0mm diameter rivets were evaluated by Hahn and Wibbeke [140]. It was found that the 

adhesive pocket formed during the joining process imposed negative effects on the interlock 

formation. The influences of die diameter, die depth and rivet length on the quality of three-
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layer SPR joints with or without the adhesive layer were studied by Abe et al. [52]. Hahn and 

Wibbeke [140] reported that joints with thin sheets or low yield strength sheets would be more 

possibly affected by the adhesive layer. To better understand the Riv-Bonding process and 

facilitate the design of Riv-Bonding joints, more studies are still required to find out how the 

adhesive layer affects the joining process and the final quality of riveted connections. 

Meanwhile, influences of the rivet, die and SPR system parameters on the Riv-Bonding 

process and the final joint quality are also worth investigating. 

The second group pays more attention to the performance evaluation of Riv-Bonding joints, 

such as the tensile strengths under different loading conditions, energy absorption and fatigue 

life. So far, most of the existing studies belong to this group. For example, the shear strengths 

of SPR joints and Riv-Bonding joints with a hot-melt adhesive layer were experimentally 

compared by Baurova et al. [138]. The results revealed that the joint shear strength apparently 

increased after adding the adhesive. He et al. [142] experimentally investigated the shear 

strength and energy absorption of Riv-Bonding joints with AA5754 sheets. The results 

indicated that the maximum shear load of the Riv-Bonding joint is 14% higher than that of the 

corresponding SPR joint, whereas the energy absorption is much lower than that of the SPR 

joint. Liu and Zhuang [143] experimentally studied the mechanical strengths and failure 

mechanisms of Riv-Bonding joints with the carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) top sheet 

and the AA5754-H22 bottom sheet. It was found that the ply angle of the CFRP and the sheet 

thickness had significant influences on the joint shear strength and the failure mode. Sun et al. 

[6] found that the application of the adhesive Dow Betamate 4601 significantly enhanced the 

fatigue strength of SPR joints under lap-shear loading condition, but a smaller improvement 

was observed under cross-tension loading condition. The shear strength and fatigue strength 

of adhesive aided SPR joints with AM50 magnesium alloy sheets were studied by Miyashita 

et al. [144]. The results showed that the adhesive layer could not eliminate the cracks on the 

bottom sheet, but effectively improved the joint shear strength and fatigue strength. It was also 

found that the adhesive properties had significant influences on the shear strength of the Riv-

Bonding joint. Di Franco et al. [145] studied the lap-shear strength of Riv-Bonding joints with 

CFRP top sheet and aluminium alloy AA2024-T6 bottom sheet. The influences of the distance 

between rivets on the shear strength and fatigue life of Riv-Bonding joints with 1.5mm CFRP 

top sheet and 2.7mm aluminium 2024-T6 bottom sheet were also investigated by Di Franco et 

al. [146]. It was found that both of the maximum shear strength and the fatigue life at different 

load levels increased when the rivet distance changed from 30mm to 60mm, while a same 

failure mode was observed for all joints with different rivet distances. Hahn and Wibbeke [140] 

evaluated the influences of adhesive layer on the shear strength and energy absorption of the 

Riv-Bonding joints with DC04 sheets and 3.0mm diameter rivets. It was found that the 
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mechanical strength of the Riv-Bonding joints could be optimized by increasing the rivet 

hardness and punching velocity, and by decreasing the clamping force and the adhesive 

viscosity. Lee et al. [147] reported the greater lap-shear strengths of the Riv-Bonding joints 

with high strength steel (HSS) sheets or ultra-high strength steel (UHSS) sheets compared with 

solo SPR joints. Jiang et al. [148] experimentally investigated the lap-shear strength and the 

failure process of Riv-Bonding joints. The results revealed that the Riv-Bonding joint endured 

a greater peak load than the solo SPR joint. The failure process of bonded connection in the 

Riv-Bonding joint was divided into two stages rather than the instantaneous failure of the solo 

bonded joint. Song et al. [149] reported that the lap-shear strength of the Riv-Bonding joints 

with composite/steel sheets was 45.3% greater than that of the pure SPR joints, but the energy 

absorption decreased after adding the adhesive layer (9.1%). Zvorykina et al. [137] 

experimentally compared the lap-shear strength and cross-tension strength of SPR joints and 

Riv-Bonding joints. The lap-shear strength and fatigue performance of the Riv-Bonding joints 

with aluminium alloy AA5754-H32 sheets were evaluated Moroni [141]. Guo and El-Tawil 

[150] studied the influences of adhesive layer on the lap-shear strength, T-peel strength and 

fatigue life of the SPR joints with steel and aluminium sheets. Fiore et al. [151] studied the 

effects of adhesive curing time on the performance of Riv-Bonding joints with GFRP top sheet 

and aluminium alloy 6082 T6 bottom sheet. Presse et al. [152] proposed a stress-based 

approach to calculate the fatigue life of multi-material connections by SPR and adhesive. The 

fatigue lives of the SPR joint and adhesive bonded joint were calculated individually, and then 

simply superposed together to get the fatigue life of the Riv-Bonding joint. The fatigue life of 

Riv-Bonding joints and SPR joints under different loading directions and different load levels 

was experimentally compared by Wu et al. [153]. A mechanism-based fatigue life evaluation 

method was also proposed based on the failure analysis to predict the fatigue life of Riv-

Bonding joints. Actually, the mechanical strength of a Riv-Bonding joint depends on both of 

the bonded connection and the riveted connection. In addition to the performance evaluation 

of the entire Riv-Bonding joints, attentions should also be paid to the quality of the riveted 

connections in the Riv-Bonding joints. Because adhesives with different functions are usually 

utilized according to the application requirements. For example, in the automotive industry, 

some types of adhesives are employed to improve the structure crash resistance, while other 

types are just used for sealing purpose or a long-term corrosion resistance. 

In addition to the experimental test, the finite element modelling is also an effectively way to 

study the Riv-Bonding joints. The existing FE models can be classified into two groups: (1) 

FE model of Riv-Bonding process, which can be utilized to predict the joint quality and to 

visually inspect the joint formation process; (2) FE model for strength prediction of Riv-

Bonding joint, which is mainly designed to assess the joint mechanical strengths. As for FE 
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models of Riv-Bonding process, the biggest challenge is how to model the fluid-structure 

interaction (FSI) between the solid parts (i.e., rivet and sheets) and the liquid-like uncured 

adhesive during the joining process. Due to the different natures of solids and fluids, the metal 

rivet and sheets show elastic-plastic behaviours but the uncured adhesive demonstrates a 

viscous flow behaviour. Solid structures can be conveniently simulated with the finite element 

(FE) method. As for the uncured adhesive, the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method, 

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method and the Coupled Euler Lagrangian (CEL) 

method are the promising simulation approaches. For the FE model of Riv-Bonding joint 

strength prediction, the biggest challenge is how to obtain the joint cross-sectional profile, 

including the deformed rivet, deformed sheets and the adhesive distribution between the 

connected sheets. Experimental approach can be used to get the joint cross-sectional profile, 

and then the joint geometries are extracted to establish the FE model. However, this method 

is time consuming and makes the model development process very complicated. The ideal 

method is to directly use the joint model from the simulated Riv-Bonding joint. The stress and 

strain distributions of the joint can also be transferred and considered into the FE model of 

Riv-Bonding joint strength prediction. But this needs a mature FE model of Riv-Bonding 

process.  

Solid parts
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Figure 2.16: Schematic of the two strategies for the simulation of Riv-Bonding process 

There are generally two strategies to simulate the Riv-Bonding process [154]. The first one is 

simulating all the solid parts and uncured adhesive with only one software, as shown in Figure 

2.16(a). Many commercial FE software have already integrated the modules for solid 

simulation and fluid simulation, such as ABAQUS, ANYSIS and Ls-Dyna. The second 

strategy is simulating the solid parts with one software and simulating the liquid adhesive with 

another software. Then, the interaction between the solid parts and the adhesive is achieved 

by exchanging data using a coupling software (e.g., MpCCI), as shown in Figure 2.16(b). Due 

to the function limitations of the accessible simulation software, modelling of the top sheet 
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penetration during the Riv-Bonding process is still a challenge. Until now, there are only a 

limited number of studies focusing on the simulation model development of Riv-Bonding 

process. Neugebauer et al. [155] firstly developed the simulation model of Riv-Bonding 

process using the second strategy mentioned above. The simulation result showed a reasonable 

agreement with that from the experimental test. Three types of software were employed, 

including the ABAQUS, FLUENT and MpCCI. Landgrebe et al. [156] experimentally 

inspected the formation of adhesive pockets between two Riv-Bonding joints, and studied the 

influences of the distance between two joints on the deformations of the top and bottom sheets. 

A surrogate model was proposed based on the developed FE model of Riv-Bonding process 

in [155], and was utilized to analyse the adhesive distribution in the structure assembled with 

multiple Riv-Bonding joints. Then, Fricke et al. [132, 155] from the same research group also 

demonstrated the capability of surrogate model of Riv-Bonding process simulation model on 

the simulation of complex industrial structures. The surrogate model was developed by 

extracting the time-dependent adhesive flow rate and the sheets’ displacements on a cylindrical 

boundary using the FE simulation model of Riv-Bonding process. With the proposed surrogate 

model, the impact of the adhesive flow on a complex structure with multiple joints was 

successfully predicted. Potgorschek et al. [157] successfully developed a 2D simulation model 

of the Riv-Bonding process in software Simufact.Forming 15. The material property of the 

uncured epoxy-based adhesive was modelling using the stress-strain rate curves at different 

temperatures. A good agreement between the simulated and the experimentally tested joint 

cross-sectional profiles was observed. 

Compared with the FE model of Riv-Bonding process, the simulation model development for 

joint mechanical strength prediction is relatively easier because the adhesive layer has already 

cured in the Riv-Bonding joints. The methods for modelling of adhesive bonded joints (see 

Figure 2.14) can also be employed to model the Riv-Bonding joint. So far, to the author’s 

knowledge, there are few FE models of Riv-Bonding joint strength prediction. This might be 

limited by the slow progress of the FE model for the Riv-Bonding process. There are two 

possible strategies to simulate the adhesive bonded connection during the strength prediction 

of Riv-Bonding joint, as shown in Figure 2.17. The first one is using continuum elements to 

model the behaviour of cured adhesive layer. The second one is using finite thickness cohesive 

elements to represent the cured adhesive layer. More work is still needed in order to better 

understand the mechanical performances of Riv-Bonding joints using the FE technique. 
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Figure 2.17: Schematic of the two possible approaches for the modelling of adhesive bonded connection in Riv-

Bonding joints 

2.4. Summary 

In this chapter, the up-to-date literatures relevant to the SPR, adhesive bonding and Riv-

bonding techniques are systematically reviewed, including the joint quality assessment and 

mechanical performance evaluation. Limitations of the current research and the solutions 

proposed in this thesis are summarized below:  

(1) In the existing studies, the SPR joint quality was usually evaluated by quality indicators 

measured from the joint cross-sectional profile. Although it is widely acknowledged that 

the joint cutting position has critical influences on the joint profile and on the quality 

indicators, there are few studies focusing on the influence of the improper joint cutting 

position on the joint quality evaluation. Therefore, a systematic investigation was carried 

out in this thesis to uncover the impact of the joint cutting position. 

(2) The relationships between the die parameters and the joint quality have been widely 

studied in the literature. However, due to the difficulties to directly observe the joint 

formation during the SPR process, there is still no clear understanding of how die 

parameters (e.g., die diameter and die depth) affect the joint formation. Therefore, the 

impact of different die geometrical parameters on the joint formation was numerically 

investigated in this thesis. 

(3) Because of the difficulties to model the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) between the solid 

parts and the uncured adhesive, there is still not a simulation model of Riv-Bonding 

process suitable for industry applications in the existing literature. Therefore, a finite 

element (FE) model of Riv-Bonding process was developed in this thesis to meet the fast 

response requirement from the industry sector. 

(4) The better mechanical performance of Riv-Bonding joints compare to SPR joints has been 

widely reported. However, the impact of the adhesive layer on the events happened during 
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the riveting process is rarely studied. The flow behaviour of the uncured adhesive during 

the riveting processes with different die types is still not clear. The influence of the 

adhesive layer on the quality of riveted connection has not been comprehensively studied. 

Therefore, experimental investigation was carried out in this thesis to explore the impact 

of the adhesive layer. 
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3. Influences of Specimen Cutting Position on SPR Joint 

Quality Measurement 

It is widely acknowledged that the joint cutting position plays an important role in the joint 

quality evaluation. However, there is still no clear understanding of how much impact the 

improper cutting position has on the measurement accuracy of the three quality indicators (i.e., 

the rivet head height (H), interlock (I) and minimum remaining bottom sheet thickness (Tmin)). 

Therefore, this chapter systematically investigated the influences of joint cutting positions on 

the measurement accuracy of these quality indicators. Firstly, the improper cutting position 

induced distortion of joint cross-sectional profile was qualitatively compared and discussed. 

Then, the influences of the cutting position on the H and the I were analysed. A mathematic 

model was developed to estimate the interlock errors under different cutting conditions. The 

impact of the improper cutting position on the remaining bottom sheet thickness was also 

analysed and discussed in detail. To compensate the interlock error caused by the improper 

cutting position, a correction/compensation approach was proposed by measuring the offset 

distance (∆h) and the rotation angle (θ1) between the cutting plane and the joint central plane. 

To facilitate the practical applications, two graphical user interfaces (GUI) for the interlock 

error estimation and correction were also developed. Finally, experimental SPR tests were 

carried out to estimate the interlock error levels for physical SPR joints and to verify the 

performance of the proposed interlock error correction method. 

3.1. Introduction 

The SPR joint quality is usually evaluated by three quality indicators measured on the joint 

cross-sectional profile as shown in Figure 3.1: the rivet head height (H), the interlock (I), and 

the minimum remaining bottom sheet thickness (Tmin). Therefore, the accuracy of the captured 

joint cross-sectional profile is very important for the joint quality evaluation. Figure 3.2 

illustrates the procedures to experimentally get the cross-sectional profile of a SPR joint, 

including the specimen manufacturing, specimen cutting, sectioned surface polishing and 

cross-sectional profile inspection. Under the ideal conditions, the specimen is cut along the 

joint central plane, and the true values of the three quality indicators are measured on the 

captured cross-sectional profile. However, during the experimental tests, many factors will 

affect the specimen cutting position, such as the specimen shape, the specimen clamping 

position and the wear of grinding wheel. Therefore, it is very difficult to experimentally cut 
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the specimen through the joint central plane. The misalignment between the cutting plane and 

the joint central plane will inevitably affect the accuracy of the captured joint cross-sectional 

profile, and bring measurement errors to the three quality indicators. By standardizing the 

specimen size and using specially designed fixtures during the riveting and cutting processes, 

this misalignment could be effectively reduced and the influences on the joint quality 

indicators could also be minimised. However, these special fixtures may become not workable 

under some situations. For example, the SPR joints cut from a vehicle Body-in-White (BIW) 

(as shown in Figure 3.3) usually have a nonstandard size/shape, and thus can only be sectioned 

roughly based on the operator’s experience. Moreover, improper polishing operation for the 

sectioned surface may further aggravate such misalignment. Consequently, the specimen 

preparation, especially the improper cutting operation, will cause errors to the captured joint 

cross-sectional profile and the measured three quality indicators. 

 

Figure 3.1: Three joint quality indicators measured on the cross-sectional profile of a SPR joint 

Fabrication Cutting Polishing

Central 
plane

Inspection  

Figure 3.2: Quality evaluation procedures for SPR joints 

 

Figure 3.3: SPR joints in the car Body-in-White (BIW) structure 

Recent years, FE models of SPR process have been successfully developed to predict the joint 

quality [159, 160]. Different from experimental SPR tests, the cutting operation carried out in 

the FE software will not affect the measurement accuracy of the three quality indicators, 
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because the simulated specimens can be exactly cut along the joint central plane. However, 

experimental SPR tests are still required for the calibration and validation of FE models [2, 

161]. The errors from the specimen preparation stage during the experimental SPR tests will 

therefore indirectly affect the prediction accuracy of the developed SPR simulation model. 

Although the specimen preparation (especially the specimen cutting) is so important for the 

SPR joint quality evaluation and for the FE model development, there are still few reports 

devoting to this issue in the public domain.  

3.2. Improper Specimen Cutting 

During the specimen preparation process, the improper polishing operation for the sectioned 

surface may also affect the captured joint cross-sectional profile and the measured joint quality 

indicators. For clarity, the error induced by the improper specimen polishing is also regarded 

as the error caused by the specimen cutting. 

3.2.1. Types of improper cutting positions 

Under the ideal conditions, as shown in Figure 3.4(a), the SPR joint is exactly cut along the 

joint central plane (Red line). The joint central plane and the cutting plane (Blue line) coincide 

with each other. However, a misalignment always exists between these two planes in any 

experimental SPR test. According to the relative positions, the improper specimen cutting 

positions can be divided into three types: (1) Pure offset in Figure 3.4(b), the two planes are 

parallel but with a offset distance (∆h); (2) Pure rotation in Figure 3.4(c), the cutting plane 

passes through the central line of the rivet head but had a rotation angle (θ1) against the joint 

central plane; (3) Offset+Rotation in Figure 3.4(d), there is an offset distance (∆h) as well as 

a rotation angle (θ1) between the two planes. 

(b) Pure offset (c) Pure rotation (d) Offset+Rotation

θ1 

 h  h

θ1 

Central 

plane

Cutting 

plane

(a) Correct

Rivet

 

Figure 3.4: The ideal specimen cutting position and three improper cutting positions: (a) correct position, (b) 

pure offset, (c) pure rotation and (d) offset+rotation 
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3.2.2. Influences on the joint cross-sectional profile 

Taking the SPR joint with the 1.2mm+2.0mm AA5754 sheets and the 6.0mm long boron steel 

rivet as an example, the joint cross-sectional profiles at different cutting positions were 

captured using software SolidWorks 2018. As shown in Figure 3.5, a 3D joint model was first 

created based on the experimentally observed joint cross-sectional profile (left half or right 

half). Then, this 3D model was virtually sectioned at different cutting positions, and all the 

corresponding joint cross-sectional profiles were recorded. The tested SPR joint was not 

exactly axisymmetric, but was assumed to be axisymmetric in the created 3D joint model. This 

will not affect the following discussions because the left half and right half of the SPR joint 

can be evaluated individually in practice. In addition, the accuracy of the tested joint profile 

would not affect the reliability of the conclusions made in this section. Because all the analyses 

were carried out based on the 3D joint model rather than the experimentally tested joint. The 

joint appearances and cross-sectional profiles with the pure offset distances (∆h) and pure 

rotation angles (θ1) are given in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 respectively. 

Tested cross-sectional profile 3D model Cutting at different positions Cross-sectional profile  

Figure 3.5: Procedures to get the joint cross-sectional profiles virtually at different cutting positions 

As shown in Figure 3.6, when the ∆h is smaller than 1.0mm, it is not easy to identify the 

occurrence of cutting offset by visually observing the joint appearance and the cross-sectional 

profile. The rivet profile (Purple region) kept almost the same when the ∆h increased from 

0.0mm to 1.0mm. In contrast, when the ∆h becomes greater than 1.0mm, the rivet profile 

changed a lot compared to that without the cutting offset (∆h=0mm). The severe distortion of 

rivet profile and the captured outside surface of bottom sheet (Zone 1) clearly indicated the 

occurrence of cutting offset. For the joint quality, the ∆h showed no influence on the rivet head 

height (H) because the relative positions between the upper surfaces of the rivet and top sheet 

were not affected, but imposed significant influences on the remaining bottom sheet thickness. 

The ∆h also showed some impacts on the interlock (I) and this will be discussed later. 
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Figure 3.6: Joint appearances and cross-sectional profiles at different pure offset distances (Δh) 

Compared with the cutting offset distance, the occurrence of cutting rotation angle is easier to 

be visually identified from the joint appearance but still difficult to be discovered from the 

joint cross-sectional profile as shown in Figure 3.7. When the θ1 is less than 10°, the joint 

cross-sectional profiles kept almost the same. When the θ1 becomes larger than 10°, obvious 

changes of the remaining bottom sheet thickness were noticed. The changes of rivet profile 

become evident when the θ1 increases to 20° and 25°. It was also discovered that the θ1 

imposed a larger influence on the bottom half than on the upper half of the joint cross-sectional 

profile. This is because the cutting plane passes through the central line of the rivet head, and 

the points on the cutting plane have different distances to the joint central plane. A larger 

distance resulted in a greater distortion between the joint profiles captured on the joint central 

plane and on the cutting plane. For the joint quality, the θ1 also showed no influence on the 

rivet head height (H) but imposed obvious influences on the interlock (I) and on the remaining 

bottom sheet thickness. 

θ1=0° θ1=5° θ1=10° θ1=15° θ1=20° θ1=25°

Central 
plane

 

Figure 3.7: Joint appearances and cross-sectional profiles at different pure rotation angles (θ1) 

When the cutting offset and cutting rotation happen at the same time, a superimposed effect 

would be imposed on the joint cross-sectional profile. The joint appearances and cross-

sectional profiles at such type of cutting position would be a combination of Figure 3.6 and 

Figure 3.7, and are not presented here to avoid repetition. 
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3.3. Evaluation of Cutting Position’s Effects on the Joint Quality 

Indicators 

To better understand the relationships between the cutting position and the measurement errors 

of the joint quality indicators, influences of the three types of improper cutting positions on 

the rivet head height (H), the interlock (I) and the remaining bottom sheet thickness were 

analysed and discussed.  

3.3.1. Error estimation of the rivet head height 

As shown in Figure 3.8, the rivet head height (H) is the vertical distance between the top 

surface of the rivet (Surface A) and the upper surface of the top sheet (Surface B). During the 

experimental tests, the locations of these two surfaces are not affected by the cutting position. 

Therefore, the H observed on the cutting plane equals exactly to the true H on the joint central 

plane, and will not be influenced by the Δh and θ1.  

A

B

H

Surface A

Surface B I

 

Figure 3.8: Locations of the two boundaries for the rivet head height (H) and the two boundaries for the interlock 

(I) 

3.3.2. Error estimation of the interlock 

According to the definition, the magnitude of interlock (I) is directly determined by the 

locations of the inner interlock boundary (Point A) and the outer interlock boundary (Point B), 

as shown in Figure 3.8. The appearance of the Δh and θ1 would affect the measured value of 

I by altering the locations of the two interlock boundaries. Therefore, the influences of the 

three types of improper cutting positions on the I were analysed, and the corresponding relative 

and absolute errors of interlock were estimated. 

3.3.2.1. With only the offset distance (Δh) 

As shown in Figure 3.9, the inner and outer interlock boundaries are two circles in the three-

dimensional space (Circle A for the inner boundary and Circle B for the outer boundary). The 

intersection points (i.e., Points A and B) between the two circles and the joint central plane are 

the true positions of the two interlock boundaries. When there is a Δh between the joint central 
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plane and the cutting plane, the observed positions of the two interlock boundaries become the 

intersection points between the two circles and the cutting plane (Point A1 and B1). The true 

interlock boundaries on the central plane are projected onto the cutting plane along the 

trajectories of the Circles A and B. 

 

Central plane

A

B

A1

B1

Cutting plane

 h

A

B B1

A1

Central plane

Cutting plane

Circle A

Circle B

Circle A

Circle B

(a) (b)  

Figure 3.9: Projections of the two interlock boundaries on the cutting plane with an offset distance (Δh) 
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the interlock values on the joint central plane and on the cutting plane with an offset 

distance (Δh) 

To evaluate the interlock error induced by the improper cutting position, as shown in Figure 

3.10, the measured interlock (Im) on the cutting plane was firstly derived using the dimensions 

on the joint central plane and the cutting plane. The Rin-true and Itrue denote the true radius of the 

inner interlock boundary and the true interlock on the joint central plane. The magnitude of 

Rin-true is determined by the initial radius of rivet shank and its degree of deformation during 

the riveting process. According to the geomatical relationships, the Im can be expressed as a 

function of the Itrue, Rin-true and Δh: 

 ( )
2 2 2 2

m in true true in trueI R I h R h− −= + −  − −   (3.1) 

The relative error (δoffset) and absolute error (eoffset) of interlock with only the Δh can be 

calculated using Eq.(3.2) and Eq.(3.3) respectively. Substituting Eq.(3.1) into Eq.(3.2) and 
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Eq.(3.3) yields Eq.(3.4) and Eq.(3.5). By observing the structures of the Eq.(3.4) and Eq.(3.5), 

it can be found that the δoffset and eoffset are always equal to (Δh =0) or greater than zero (Δh >0). 

This means the Im would be always greater than the Itrue due to the existence of Δh. Meanwhile, 

it was found that the magnitudes of δoffset and eoffset are not only affected by the Δh but also by 

the Rin-true and Itrue.  

 100%m true

offset

true

I I

I


−
=   (3.2) 

 
offset m truee I I= −  (3.3) 

 

( )
2 2 2 2

2
1 100%true in true

offset

in true true in true

I R

R I h R h

 −

− −

 
+ = − 

  + −  + −  

 (3.4) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2offset in true true true in true in true true true in turee R I h I R R I h I R h− − − −= + −  +   − + −  +   −   (3.5) 

Taking the SPR joints with ∅5.3mm boron steel rivet and AA5754 sheets as an example, the 

influences of the Δh on the interlock were demonstrated. For this type of SPR joints, the Rin-

true usually locates in the range of 2.65mm~4.0mm and the Itrue generally belongs to the range 

of 0.0mm~2.0mm. Using Eq.(3.4) and Eq.(3.5), surface diagrams of the eoffset and δoffset at the 

offset distances 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 1.5mm, 2.0mm and 2.5mm are presented Figure 3.11 and 

Figure 3.12 respectively. It can be seen that both of the eoffset and δoffset showed an increasing 

tendency with the increment of Δh. For a fixed Δh, the eoffset showed an increasing trend with 

the increment of Itrue. In contrast, the δoffset demonstrated an opposite trend and decreased with 

the increment of Itrue. Moreover, both of the eoffset and δoffset showed a decreasing tendency with 

the increment of Rin-true. This means that the Δh would impose a smaller influence on the 

measurement accuracy of interlock if the interlock was formed at a position far from the joint 

axis. As shown in Figure 3.11, the Rin-true showed very limited influence on the eoffset when the 

interlock was relatively small (Itrue<0.5mm), but an obvious impact when the interlock had a 

large value (Itrue >1.0mm). As shown in Figure 3.12, the Rin-true always had a significant 

influence on the δoffset, and imposed a greater influence with a small interlock than with a large 

one. In addition, it can also be found that both of the eoffset and δoffset could still maintain at a 

low level when the Δh increased to 1.0mm as shown in Figure 3.11 (b) and Figure 3.12 (b). 

However, further increment of Δh resulted in unacceptable measurement errors as presented 

in Figure 3.11 (c)(d) and Figure 3.12 (c)(d). 
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(a)  h=0.5mm (b)  h=1.0mm (c)  h=1.5mm
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(d)  h=2.0mm  

Figure 3.11: Absolute error (eoffset) of the interlock with different offset distances (∆h) 
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(b)  h=1.0mm (c)  h=1.5mm (d)  h=2.0mm  

Figure 3.12: Relative error (ẟoffset) of the interlock with different offset distances (∆h) 

3.3.2.2. With only the rotation angle (θ1) 

As shown in Figure 3.13, the joint central plane and the cutting plane become not parallel 

when there is a rotation angle (θ1). The two interlock boundaries on the joint central plane 

(Points A and B) are projected along the trajectories of Circle A and B onto two different planes 

(Plane A and Plane B) paralleling to the central plane. The ∆h1 denotes the offset distance from 

the Plane A to the central plane, and can be expressed as a function of the θ1 and the vertical 

distance (S1) between the inner interlock boundary (Point A) and the top surface of the rivet, 

as shown in Eq.(3.6). The ∆h2 denotes the offset distance between the plane A and plane B. It 

can be expressed as a function of the θ1 and the vertical distance (S2) between the two interlock 

boundaries (Points A and B), as shown in Eq.(3.7). 
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Figure 3.13: Projections of the two interlock boundaries from the joint central plane to the cutting plane with a 

rotation angle (θ1) 

 1 1 1tanh S  =   (3.6) 

 2 2 1tanh S  =   (3.7) 
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of the interlock values on the joint central plane and the cutting plane with a rotation 

angle (θ1) 

Figure 3.14 shows the dimensions on the joint central plane and on the cutting plane. 

According to the geometrical relationships, the Im can be expressed as a function of the Rin-true, 

Itrue, ∆h1 and ∆h2, as shown in Eq.(3.8). Substituting the Eq.(3.6) and Eq.(3.7) into the (3.8) 

gives the Eq.(3.9). It can be seen that the Im is not only affected by the horizontal distance from 

the interlock formation zone to the joint axis (i.e., Rin-true), but also influenced by the vertical 

distance from the interlock formation zone to the rivet head (i.e., S1 and S2). To evaluate the 

effects of the θ1 on the interlock measurement accuracy, the relative error (δrotation) and absolute 

error (erotation) of the interlock with only the θ1 are calculated using the Eq.(3.10) and Eq.(3.11) 

respectively. Substituting the Eq.(3.9) into Eq.(3.10) and Eq.(3.11) yields Eq.(3.12) and 

Eq.(3.13). However, different from the δoffset and eoffset, the sign of the δrotation and erotation cannot 

be determined by simply comparing the structures of Eq.(3.12) and Eq.(3.13). 

 ( ) ( )
2 2 2 2

1 2 1m in true true in tureI R I h h R h− −= + −  +  − −   (3.8) 

 ( ) ( )
2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 1 1 1tan tanm in true true in trueI R I S S R S − −= + − +  − −   (3.9) 
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I I
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To find out the effects of the θ1 on the interlock, the erotation and δrotation at different rotation 

angles (5°, 10°, 15° and 20°) of SPR joints with the ∅5.3mm boron steel rivet and AA5754 

sheets were plotted in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16. The Rin-true and S1 were assumed to be 

fixed at 2.65mm and 3.0mm respectively. This would not affect the changing trend of interlock 

with varying rotation angles. The Itrue and the S2 changed within the ranges of 0.0mm~2.0mm 

and 0.0mm~4.0mm. It can be seen from Figure 3.15 that the erotation was negative in most cases 

and only had a positive value when the S2 was very close to zero. This indicates that the Im is 

more likely smaller than the Itrue if only the θ1 existed between the joint central plane and the 

cutting plane. For a fixed Itrue, the absolute value of erotation always demonstrated an increasing 

trend with the increment of S2. This means the interlock formed by a larger insertion angle 

would be less affected by the θ1 compared with that formed by a larger insertion depth (Figure 

3.13). For a fixed S2, the absolute value of erotation always showed a decreasing trend with the 

increment of Itrue. A faster changing speed of erotation was found with a larger S2. As shown in 

Figure 3.16, similar changing trends of δrotation were observed with the variations of S2 and Itrue. 

It is worth noting that the largest absolute value of δrotation was found at a small Itrue but a large 

S2. 

(a) θ1=5° (b) θ1=10° (c) θ1=15°
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Figure 3.15: Absolute error (erotation) of the interlock with different rotation angles (θ1) 
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Figure 3.16: Relative error (ẟrotation) of the interlock with different rotation angles (θ1) 

3.3.2.3. With the offset distance (Δh) and rotation angle (θ1) 

In practical applications, the cutting offset and the cutting rotation more likely occur at the 

same time. According to the rotation directions of the cutting plane, there are two possible 

situations as shown in Figure 3.17(a) with a positive rotation angle (θ1>0) and in Figure 3.17 

(b) with a negative rotation angle (θ1<0). The projected two interlock boundaries (Points A1 

and B1) move far away from the joint central plane when the θ1 is positive, while move close 

to the joint central plane with a negative θ1. Figure 3.18 shows the relationships between the 

Itrue and the Im at the two situations. According to the geometrical relationships, the Im can be 

calculated using Eq.(3.14) for the θ1>0 and Eq.(3.15) for the θ1<0. The ∆h1 and ∆h2 can be 

calculated with Eq.(3.16). Substituting the Eq.(3.16) into the Eq.(3.14) and Eq.(3.15) yield a 

same equation Eq.(3.17). So the Im under the two situations can be calculated using a uniform 

equation. The relative error (δoff+rot) and absolute error (eoff+rot) of interlock with Δh as well as 

θ1 can be calculated using the Eq.(3.18) and Eq.(3.19) respectively. The sign of δoff+rot and 

eoff+rot will be positive if the Δh had a dominating effect and be negative if the θ1 had a greater 

influence. Due to the multiple variables involved in Eq.(3.17), it is difficult to discuss the 

changing trends of the δoff+rot and eoff+rot. Instead, the interaction effects of Δh and θ1 on the 

measurement accuracy of interlock were discussed in the following sections using 

experimental SPR joint data. 
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Figure 3.17: Projections of the two interlock boundaries from the joint central plane to the cutting plane with a 

offset distance (Δh) and a rotation angle (θ1): (a) θ1>0 and (b) θ1<0 
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Figure 3.18: Schematics of the interlock on the joint central plane and on the measurement plane with an offset 

distance (Δh) and a rotation angle (θ1) 
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3.3.3. Error estimation of the remaining bottom sheet thickness 

As shown in Figure 3.19(a), the remaining bottom sheet thickness on the joint cross-sectional 

profile is directly determined by the infinite points on the upper surface (Red) and lower 

surface (Black) of the bottom sheet. The projection of these points from the joint central plane 

to the cutting plane is very similar to that of the two interlock boundary points in Figure 3.8. 

Taking the points A and B in Figure 3.19(a) as an example, the projection trajectories (Circles 

A and B) of the two points are shown in Figure 3.19 (b). When with the ∆h or θ1, only part of 

these points can be projected from the joint central plane to the cutting plane. Meanwhile, the 

relative positions of these points would be affected during the projection process, and become 

different from the original ones on the joint central plane. This would lead to an unrealistic 

bottom sheet thickness distribution. Therefore, the influences of the three types of improper 

cutting positions on the captured bottom sheet profile were analysed and discussed 

qualitatively. 
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Figure 3.19: Schematics of (a) points located on the upper and lower surfaces of the bottom sheet and (b) 

projection of the boundary points A and B from the joint central plane to the cutting plane 

3.3.3.1. With only the offset distance (∆h) 

Figure 3.20 shows the true bottom sheet profile on the joint central plane and the captured one 

on the cutting plane with the ∆h. It can be seen that only the bottom sheet profile in the green 

region of Figure 3.20 (b) was projected onto the cutting plane as shown in Figure 3.20 (c). 

The bottom sheet profile in the yellow region of Figure 3.20 (b) could not be projected onto 

the cutting plane and thus the thickness data in this region was not accessible on the cutting 

plane. The width of the yellow region is two times of the ∆h, which means the amount of 

missing thickness data increase with the increment of the ∆h. 

It can also be found that the shape of the green region in Figure 3.20 (b) is quite different from 

that of the blue region in Figure 3.20 (c). During the projection process, the green region was 

stretched along the horizontal direction in order to cover the larger blue region. Figure 3.21 

shows the projection trajectories of these boundary points from the green region to the blue 
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region. The radius of the projection trajectory is different for each point and equals to the 

distance from the projected point to the original point O. Due to the different trajectory 

radiuses, a large distortion occurred around the joint central region while a limited distortion 

was found around the rivet tip. For example, the green region between points A1 and B1 was 

stretched to a wider blue region between the points A3 and B3. While the green region between 

points D1 and E1 was stretched to an almost same width blue region between the points D3 and 

E3. 

According to the projection pattern, the bottom sheet thickness along the vertical direction in 

the green region of Figure 3.20 (b) can be exactly measured on the cutting plane but with a 

position shift (≤ ∆h). While the measured thickness along the direction perpendicular to the 

bottom sheet surface would be greater than the true values in the green region. Because of the 

different distortion levels on the blue region, the bottom sheet thickness measured around the 

joint central area would have a higher measurement error than that measured around the rivet 

tip. In other words, the measurement error of bottom sheet thickness demonstrates a decreasing 

trend from the joint centre to the rivet tip, as presented in Figure 3.20 (c). 
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Figure 3.20: Schematic of the (a) ideal and actual cutting positions, (b) the bottom sheet profile on the joint 

central plane and (c) the bottom sheet profile on the cutting plane with an offset distance (∆h) 
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Figure 3.21: Projection trajectories of the boundary points from the joint central plane to the cutting plane with 

an offset distance (∆h) 

Taking the SPR joint with the 1.2mm+2.0mm AA5754 sheets and the 6.0mm long boron steel 

rivet as an example, the virtually captured bottom sheet profiles with offset distances 0.0mm, 
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0.5mm, 1.0mm and 1.5mm are compared in Figure 3.22. It can be seen that the ∆h showed 

very limited influences on the bottom sheet profile when the ∆h had a small value (e.g., 

0.5mm), as shown in Figure 3.22 (a). The captured bottom sheet profile with ∆h=0.5mm was 

still very close to that from the joint central plane (∆h=0.0mm). So the measurement error of 

bottom sheet thickness would maintain at a very low level. However, when the ∆h increased 

to larger values (e.g., 1.0mm and 1.5mm), as shown in Figure 3.22 (b), the inspected bottom 

sheet profiles became quite different from that on the joint central plane, especially around 

joint central area. Because of the high-level measurement error, the real quality of the 

deformed bottom sheet could not be reflected by the measured bottom sheet thickness on the 

cutting plane. Therefore, it is necessary to control the ∆h within a small range in order to 

accurately evaluate the quality of the deformed bottom sheet. 

 h=0.0mm  h=1.0mm  h=1.5mm

1.0

1.5

 h=0.0mm  h=0.5mm

0.5

(a) (b)  

Figure 3.22: Virtually captured bottom sheet profiles on the cutting plane with different offset distances (∆h): (a) 

0.0mm and 0.5mm, and (b) 0.0mm, 1.0mm and 1.5mm 

3.3.3.2. With only the rotation angle (θ1) 

Figure 3.23 shows the captured bottom sheet profiles on the joint central plane and on the 

cutting plane with the θ1. Similar to the ∆h, the θ1 would also lead to thickness data missing of 

the bottom sheet as well as distorted bottom sheet profile on the cutting plane. As presented in 

Figure 3.23 (b), the width of this thickness data missing region (Yellow region) is determined 

not only by the θ1 but also the relative distance between the rivet head and the bottom sheet. 

Increments of the θ1 or the relative distance could result in more missing data of the bottom 

sheet thickness. Only the green region in Figure 3.23 (b) was projected to the blue region in 

Figure 3.23 (c) on the cutting plane. Figure 3.24 shows the projection trajectories of these 

boundary points from the green region to the blue region. Due to the existence of θ1, the 

boundary points on the green region were projected to different planes paralleling to the joint 

central plane. Different from with only the ∆h, it can be seen that the boundary points located 

on the same vertical line in the green region (e.g., points B1 and B2) were projected to different 

vertical lines (e.g., points B3 and B4). As a result, the measured bottom sheet thickness along 

the vertical direction on the cutting plane in Figure 3.23 (c) would be slightly larger than the 

true value on the joint central plane shown in Figure 3.23 (b). The measured bottom sheet 

thickness along the direction perpendicular to the bottom sheet surface would be more likely 

larger than the true value. 
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Figure 3.23: Schematic of the (a) ideal and actual cutting positions, (b) the bottom sheet profile on the joint 

central plane and (c) the bottom sheet profile on the cutting plane with a rotation angle (θ1) 
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Figure 3.24: Projection trajectories of the boundary points from the joint central plane to the cutting plane with a 

rotation angle (θ1) 

Taking the SPR joint with 1.2mm+2.0mm AA5754 sheets and 6.0mm long boron steel rivet 

as an example, the virtually captured bottom sheet profiles with rotation angles 0°, 5°, 10°, 15° 

and 20° are compared in Figure 3.25. As shown in Figure 3.25 (a), the captured bottom sheet 

profile on the cutting plane with θ1=5° was almost the same with that on the joint central plane 

(θ1=0°). However, obviously different bottom sheet profiles were observed when the θ1 

increased to larger values (i.e., 10°, 15° and 20°) as shown in Figure 3.25 (b). It can be seen 

that the θ1 imposed a larger influence on the lower boundary (Zone1) than the upper boundary 

(Zone2) of the bottom sheet. Therefore, it is very important to control the θ1 within a small 

range to accurately evaluate the quality of the deformed bottom sheet. 

θ1=0° θ1=5° θ1=0° θ1=10° θ1=15° θ1=20°

(a) (b) Zone1

Zone2

 

Figure 3.25: Virtually captured bottom sheet profiles on the cutting plane with different rotation angles (θ1): (a) 

0°, 5°, and (b) 0°, 10°, 15°, 20° 
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3.3.3.3. With the offset distance (Δh) and rotation angle (θ1) 

When the cutting offset and the cutting rotation occurred at the same time, the effects of the 

Δh and θ1 would be superimposed to affect the bottom sheet profile. It is worth noting that the 

rotation direction of the cutting plane would impose different influences on the bottom sheet 

profile, as shown in Figure 3.26. When with a positive rotation angle (θ1>0), a larger part of 

the bottom sheet profile (yellow region) on the joint central plane cannot be projected onto the 

cutting plane as presented in Figure 3.26 (a). This would lead to a larger measurement error 

of bottom sheet thickness than with only a Δh or only a θ1. In contrast, when with a negative 

rotation angle (θ1<0) as presented in Figure 3.26 (b), the missing thickness data caused by the 

Δh would reduce to a smaller amount (yellow region). This effectively reduces the distortion 

degree of the captured bottom sheet profile and improves the measurement accuracy of bottom 

sheet thickness. 

Previously, the bottom sheet profiles of the SPR joint with AA5754 sheets and 6.0mm long 

rivet with varying Δh and θ1 have been compared in Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.25 respectively. 

With both of the Δh and θ1, the captured bottom sheet profile would be determined by the 

relative magnitudes of the Δh and θ1. Due to the plentiful combinations of the Δh and θ1, the 

bottom sheet profiles of this SPR joint at different cutting positions were not presented here. 

a

a b

b

a-a b-b

Central plane Cutting plane
θ1 

a
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2 h
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 h
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(a)   θ1>0
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B4

(b)   θ1<0  

Figure 3.26: Schematic of the bottom sheet profiles on the joint central plane and on the cutting plane with an 

offset distance (∆h) and a rotation angle (θ1) 

As discussed above, the appearances of the Δh and θ1 would affect the captured bottom sheet 

profile on the cutting plane. As a result, the measurement accuracy of the Tmin would be 

inevitably influenced. Depending on the formation position, the measured Tmin may have 

different error levels. If the Tmin was formed around the joint central area, it may have a very 

large error because of the missing thickness data (yellow region in Figure 3.26) and the large 

bottom sheet profile distortion around the joint central area. In contrast, if the Tmin was formed 
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around the rivet tip, it more likely has a limited error due to the minor distortion of the bottom 

sheet profile around the rivet tip.  

3.3.4. Correction of cutting position’s effects on the joint quality indicators 

Under the conditions when the SPR joints were not or could not be sectioned through the joint 

central plane (e.g., joints cut from the car BIW), it is important and necessary to 

correct/compensate the errors of joint quality indicators induced by the improper cutting 

position. As previously discussed, the rivet head height (H) is not affected by the cutting 

position and thus does not need any correction. In addition, because the bottom sheet profile 

is determined by an infinite number of points on the upper and lower surfaces of the deformed 

bottom sheet, it is very difficult to correct the error of the remaining bottom sheet thickness. 

First of all, the missing thickness data in the yellow region of the joint central plane (as shown 

in Figure 3.26) cannot be recovered from the captured joint profile on the cutting plane; 

Secondly, it is possible but requires a huge workload to eliminate the distortion of the captured 

bottom sheet profile from the cutting plane. Therefore, the correction of the bottom sheet 

thickness was not discussed in this study. 

For the interlock, its value is only determined by the positions of the inner and outer interlock 

boundaries. Therefore, it is relatively easy to correct the interlock error induced by the 

improper cutting position. According to the geometrical relationships shown in Figure 3.18, 

the Itrue can be expressed as a function of six dimensions measured on the sectioned joint 

specimen, as shown in Eq.(3.20). The Rin is the measured radius of the inner interlock boundary 

on the cutting plane. Figure 3.27 shows the procedures to correct the interlock error in 

practical applications: First, the ∆h and θ1 were measured from the sectioned specimen; Then, 

the joint cross-sectional profile was captured, and the S1, S2, Rin and Im were measured; Finally, 

all the six measured parameters were entered into the Eq.(3.20) to calculate the Itrue. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 22

1 1 2 1 1 1tan tan tantrue in m inI R I h S S R h S  = + +  +  +  − +  +   (3.20) 
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Itrue+eoff-rot+δoff-rot

 

Figure 3.27: Flow chart for the interlock error correction in practical applications 

In practical applications, measurement of the six parameters (i.e., ∆h, θ1, S1, S2, Rin and Im) is 

very critical for the correction result of interlock. There are two ways to get the value of ∆h: 

(1) Directly measure the diameter of the rivet head (Dh) and the remaining rivet head thickness 

perpendicular to the sectioned surface (l1) on the specimen as shown in Figure 3.28(a), and 

then calculate the ∆h using Eq.(3.21); (2) Measure the diameter of the rivet head (Dh) and the 

width of the rivet head (Dh-m) on the captured joint cross-sectional profile as presented in 

Figure 3.28 (b), and then calculate the ∆h using Eq.(3.22). Similarly, there are also two 

approaches to obtain the θ1: (1) Directly measure the included angle (α) between the top 

surface of rivet head and the joint sectioned surface as shown in Figure 3.28 (c), and then 

calculate the θ1 using Eq.(3.23); (2) Measure the height of the captured joint cross-sectional 

profile from direction A (l2) and the height of the captured joint cross-sectional profile from 

the direction B (l3) as shown in Figure 3.28 (d), and then calculate the θ1 using Eq.(3.24). 
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For the S1, S2, Rin and Im, the observation directions (A or B) would not affect the measured 

values of the Rin and Im but would influence the values of the S1 and S2. When observing the 

joint cross-sectional profile along the direction vertical to the joint central plane (Direction A), 

the positions of interlock boundaries along the vertical direction would not be affected by the 

Δh and θ1. In other word, the measured S1 and S2 will be exactly equal to the values on the 

joint central plane. In contrast, when observing the joint cross-sectional profile along the 

direction vertical to the cutting plane (Direction B), the positions of interlock boundaries 

would be affected by the Δh and θ1. As a result, the measured S1 and S2 became slightly larger 

than the values on the joint central plane. Therefore, it is suggested to measure these four 

parameters on the joint cross-sectional profile captured along the direction A. Moreover, it is 

also worth noticing that, compared with the joint profile captured from the direction A, the 

joint profile captured from the direction B was slightly stretched along the vertical direction, 

as shown in Figure 3.28 (d). This leads to a larger distortion of the captured joint cross-

sectional profile, and would affect the quality evaluation of the deformed bottom sheet. 

Therefore, it is recommended to inspect the joint cross-sectional profile along the direction A 

and then evaluate the joint quality. 

 

Figure 3.28: Strategies to obtain the six parameters (∆h, θ1, S1, S2, Rin and Im) for the interlock error correction 

3.4. Assessment of the Proposed Estimation and Correction Methods 

Using the proposed approach, the cutting position’s influences on the measurement accuracy 

of interlock in physical SPR joints were estimated. The effectiveness of the developed 

interlock error correction method was also verified. 
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3.4.1. Development of graphical user interface (GUI) 

For an easier use in practical applications, two graphical user interfaces for the interlock error 

estimation and correction were developed using the App Designer in MATLAB R2018a, as 

shown in Figure 3.29. In the GUI for interlock error correction, the initial interlock errors of 

the sectioned SPR joint were also calculated. The two GUIs were used in the following 

sections. 

(a) (b)  

Figure 3.29: Developed graphical user interfaces (GUI) for (a) interlock error estimation and (b) interlock error 

correction 

3.4.2. Experiment design 

Ø5.3mm boron steel rivets (Hardness: 280±30HV10) and aluminium alloy AA5754 sheets 

were used throughout the experiment. Fifteen SPR joints with different configurations were 

made as listed in Table 3.1. The top sheet thickness (Tt), bottom sheet thickness (Tb), rivet 

length (L1) and die type varied from joint to joint. The specimen size is 40mm×40mm as 

presented in Figure 3.30. Figure 3.31 illustrates the dimensions of the rivets and dies used in 

the experimental SPR tests. The intrinsic variability of the SPR process inevitably brings many 

variations into the joining process and thus affects the final laboratory test results. To minimise 

such effects, repeated trials were usually performed when evaluating the SPR joint quality. 

However, this chapter focused on the measurement error for the individual joint, and thus only 

one sample was made for each joint configuration. All the fifteen joints were manufactured 

using a servo SPR system manufactured by Tucker GmbH, as shown in Figure 3.32. This 

riveting system is displacement controlled rather than pressure controlled, and therefore the 

rivet head heigh (H) was set to 0.0mm for all the joints. The riveting speed is 300mm/s, and 

the clamping force of the blank-holder is approximately 5.0~6.0kN. 

All the specimens were sectioned using an abrasive-wheel cutting machine. To ensure the 

cutting plane is as close as possible to the joint centre plane, the specially designed fixtures for 

the 40mm×40mm specimen were used during the riveting and the cutting processes. The cross-
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sectional profile for each joint was captured using an optical microscope after the surface 

polishing. The experimentally captured fifteen joint cross-sectional profiles are shown in 

Figure 3.33, and all of them were assumed to be the true joint profiles on the joint central 

plane. The necessary dimensions, including the S1, S2, Rin-true and Itrue, were measured and 

recorded in Table 3.1. Then, the interlock errors for each SPR joint were estimated if these 

joints were improperly sectioned at different cutting positions.  

Table 3.1: Joint configurations and experiment results 

Joint 

no. 

Thickness (mm) 

Rivet 

(Boron steel) 
Die 

Experiment results 

Top sheet/Tt 
(AA5754) 

Bottom sheet/Tb 
(AA5754) 

S1 
(mm) 

S2 
(mm) 

Rin-true 
(mm) 

Itrue 
(mm) 

3-1 1.2 1.0 

C5.3*5.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 

2.60 0.71 3.47 0.45 

3-2 1.2 1.2 2.60 0.87 3.18 0.50 

3-3 1.2 1.5 2.72 0.97 3.11 0.54 

3-4 1.2 2.0 2.54 1.24 2.86 0.66 

3-5 1.0 1.5 2.34 1.16 2.99 0.61 

3-6 1.5 1.5 2.95 0.86 3.19 0.42 

3-7 1.5 1.2 

C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 

2.76 1.06 3.16 0.74 

3-8 1.5 1.5 2.52 0.98 3.37 0.84 

3-9 1.5 2.0 2.57 1.10 3.18 0.92 

3-10 1.2 2.0 2.44 1.66 3.06 0.97 

3-11 1.8 2.0 2.92 0.98 3.23 0.68 

3-12 2.5 2.0 3.45 0.56 3.60 0.38 

3-13 1.2 2.0 
C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Flat die-A 

2.68 2.11 2.84 0.93 

3-14 1.8 2.0 3.16 1.61 2.94 0.78 

3-15 2.5 2.0 3.65 0.74 3.28 0.49 

 

40

40

Top sheet

Bottom sheet

Rivet

 

Figure 3.30: Specimen dimensions of the SPR joint (in mm) 
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Figure 3.31: Dimensions of the (a) semi-tubular rivets and (b) dies (in mm) 

 

Figure 3.32: Structure of the Tucker SPR system 
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Figure 3.33: Joint cross-sectional profiles from experimental SPR tests 

To verify the performance of the proposed interlock correction method, each SPR joint should 

be sectioned at different cutting positions. However, because every experimentally 

manufactured SPR joint is unique, it is very difficult to experimentally cut one SPR joint at 

different cutting positions (e.g., Ten positions) and observe the cross-sectional profiles. In 

order to overcome this difficulty, an alternative approach was proposed as shown in Figure 

3.34. Firstly, a 2D geometry of the experimentally captured joint cross-sectional profile was 

extracted and used to establish a 3D dummy SPR joint in SolidWorks 2018. Then, this dummy 

joint was sectioned at different cutting positions, and the corresponding joint cross-sectional 

profiles were recorded. Finally, the interlock error at each cutting position was accessed and 

compensated using the proposed error correction method. The developed dummy model may 

be not exactly the same to the experimentally tested one, whilst this would not affect the 

performance assessment of the proposed interlock error correction method. In this research, 

taking the joint 3-10 as an example, the performance of the proposed interlock correction 

method was evaluated. The dummy joint 3-10 was sectioned at ten different cutting positions 

as listed in Table 3.2 and the necessary data (i.e., S1, S2, Im and Rin) was collected from the 

captured joint cross-sectional profiles. The P0 is the referenced cutting position (∆h=0mm, 

θ1=0). Finally, the measured interlock from the remaining nine positions was corrected and 

compared with the interlock at the position P0.  

Joint cross-sectional profile Dummy Joint model
Virtal Cutting at different 

positions
Joint cross-sectional profile
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Figure 3.34: Procedures to virtually cut the SPR joint at different cutting positions and capture the corresponding 

cross-sectional profiles 

Table 3.2: Ten cutting positions of the dummy joint 3-10 

Position no. 
Offset distance 

 Δh (mm) 

Rotation angle 

θ1 (°) 

P0 0.0 0.0 

P1 0.5 5.0 

P2 0.5 10.0 

P3 0.5 15 

P4 1.0 5.0 

P5 1.0 10 

P6 1.0 15 

P7 1.5 5.0 

P8 1.5 10 

P9 1.5 15 

3.4.3. Results and discussion 

3.4.3.1. Interlock error with only the offset distance (Δh) 

Based on the proposed approach, as shown in Figure 3.35(a), the Rin-true and Itrue from the joint 

central plane should be used to evaluate the influences of the Δh on the measurement errors of 

the interlock. Under this ideal condition, a Δh was introduced into the Rin-true and Itrue to 

calculate the Im by the Eq.(3.1). Then, the δoffset and eoffset were estimated with the Itrue and the 

Im. However, in practice, the Rin-true and Itrue cannot be experimentally measured even with the 

assistance of specially designed fixtures. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed 

assessment method under practical conditions, as shown in Figure 3.35 (b), an initial error 

was considered by introducing an initial offset distance (Δh0). The calculated initially 

measured radius of inner interlock boundary (Rin0) and the initially measured interlock (Im0) 

were regarded as the experimentally measured values. Rin0 can be obtained by the Eq.(3.25) 

according to the geometrical relationships shown in Figure 3.18. Then, a Δh was introduced 

into the Rin0 and Im0, and the corresponding δoffset and eoffset were evaluated using the calculated 

Im0 and the Im. 

Rin_true

+

Itrue
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Im0

Δh0 Im
Δh

eoffset + δoffset
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+
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Figure 3.35: Estimation of the interlock errors caused by the offset distance (Δh) under the (a) ideal condition 

and (b) practical condition 

 ( )
22

0 1 1tanin in trueR R h S −= −  +   (3.25) 

Figure 3.36 shows the calculated δoffset and eoffset under the ideal condition (solid lines) and the 

practical condition (dash lines) for the 15 SPR joints in Table 3.1. For simplicity, the Δh0 and 

Δh were set to same values in this study. It can be seen that, when the Δh equalled to 0.5mm 

and 1.0mm, the δoffset and eoffset under the two conditions were almost the same (black and red 

lines). The calculated δoffset and eoffset under the practical condition were still very close to that 

under the ideal condition with the Δh increasing to 1.5mm (blue lines). However, when the Δh 

further increased to 2.0mm, the δoffset and eoffset under the practical condition became much 

larger than that under the ideal condition (green lines). Therefore, it is reasonable to believe 

that the error level of interlock can be estimated directly using the experimentally measured 

Rin and Im as long as the Δh was smaller than 1.5mm. The eoffset fluctuated around 0.01mm, 

0.025mm and 0.07mm for the Δh=0.5mm, 1.0mm and 1.5mm respectively. This means the 

measured interlock was always larger than the true interlock when only with the Δh. The δoffset 

fluctuated around 1%, 5% and 10% for the Δh=0.5mm, 1.0mm and 1.5mm respectively. This 

indicated that the measured interlock can still maintain a very high accuracy if the Δh is smaller 

than 1.0mm.  
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Figure 3.36: Estimated (a) absolute error eoffset and (b) relative error δoffset of the tested SPR joints with different 

offset distances (Δh) 

3.4.3.2. Interlock error with only the rotation angle (θ1) 

When only with the θ1, the measurement errors of interlock under the ideal and practical 

conditions for the 15 SPR joints were also calculated and compared. As shown in Figure 

3.37(a), under the ideal condition, a θ1 was introduced to calculate the Im. Then, the Itrue and 

the Im were used to evaluate the δrotation and erotation. While under the practical condition, the 

Rin_true and Itrue cannot be experimentally measured. As shown in Figure 3.37(b), an initial error 

was considered by introducing an initial rotation angle (θ0). Then, the calculated Rin0 and Im0 
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were used to calculate the Im. Finally, the Im0 and the Im were used to calculate the δrotation and 

erotation under the practical condition. 
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Figure 3.37: Estimation of the interlock errors caused by the rotation angle (θ1) under the (a) ideal condition and 

(b) practical condition 

Figure 3.38 shows the evaluated δrotation and erotation under the ideal condition (solid lines) and 

the practical condition (dash lines) for the 15 SPR joints. For simplicity, the θ0 and θ1 were set 

to the same values in this research. It is obvious that the calculated δrotation and erotation under the 

two conditions were almost the same when the θ1 equalled to 5°, 10° and 15° (black, red and 

blue lines). While when the θ1 increased to 20°, the calculated erotation and δrotation under the 

practical condition were still very close to that under the ideal condition in most SPR joints 

(green lines). Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that the error level of interlock can be 

estimated directly using the experimentally measured Rin and Im as long as the θ1 was smaller 

than 15°. The erotation fluctuated around −0.01mm, −0.02mm and −0.05mm for θ1=5°, 10° and 

15° respectively. The δrotation fluctuated around −1%, −4% and −10% for θ1=5°, 10° and 15° 

respectively. This suggested that the measured interlock with only the θ1 was always smaller 

than the true interlock. Meanwhile, the interlock error could be maintained at a low level if the 

θ1 is controlled smaller than 10° in practical applications. 
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Figure 3.38: Estimated (a) absolute error erotation and (b) relative error δrotation of the 15 SPR joints with different 

rotation angles (θ1) 
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3.4.3.3. Interlock error with the offset distance (Δh) and rotation angle (θ1) 

When the Δh and θ1 vary within the ranges of 0.0mm~1.5mm and 0°~20°, the contour graphs 

of the relative error (δoff+rot) of interlock for the 15 tested SPR joints were calculated and 

recorded in Figure 3.39. By comparing the 15 contour graphs, similar changing patterns of 

the δoff+rot were found. The Δh and θ1 imposed opposite effects on the interlock within the 

studied ranges. The appearance of θ1 compensated part of the interlock error caused by the Δh. 

As a result, the δoff+rot still maintained at low levels when the effects of the Δh and θ1 on the 

interlock were roughly counteracted.  

However, in most instances, the influences of the Δh and θ1 on the interlock were not at the 

same level. The θ1 played a leading role on top left portion of the figures and the δoff+rot always 

had a negative value. Gradient densities of this region in the 15 contour figures were slightly 

different: SPR joints with the interlock formation position far away from the rivet head (i.e., 

large S1 and S2) but close to the joint axis (i.e., small Rin-true) were more sensitive to the θ1 and 

had a higher gradient density. In contrast, the Δh showed a dominant influence on the bottom 

right portion of these figures and the δoff+rot always had a positive value. The gradient densities 

of this region were almost the same in all the 15 joints. This is because the impact of Δh on 

the interlock is only influenced by the Rin-true and Itrue. The Rin-true and Itrue in the 15 joints 

changed within relatively small ranges as listed in Table 3.1, and therefore resulted in similar 

gradient densities of δoff+rot. 

It was also found that the accuracy of interlock was just slightly affected by the improper 

cutting position (δoff+rot ≈ −5%~5%.) if the Δh and θ1 can be controlled smaller than 1.0mm 

and 10° respectively. Although a positive θ1 could compensate the interlock error caused by 

the Δh, it would lead to more missing data of the bottom sheet profile and further worsen the 

measurement accuracy of the remaining bottom sheet thickness. 
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Figure 3.39: Relative error (δoff+rot) of the interlock in the 15 SPR joints with varying offset distances (Δh) and 

rotation angles (θ1) 

3.4.3.4. Correction of interlock error 

Figure 3.40 shows the captured cross-sectional profiles of the dummy joint 3-10 at the ten 

different cutting positions in Table 3.2. When the Δh was greater than 1.0mm or the θ1 was 

larger than 10°, it can be seen that the joint cross-sectional profiles (i.e., P3, P6~P9) already 

became very different from the referenced one (i.e., P0). Figure 3.41(a) compares the 

measured interlock values before and after correction. Before correction, the absolute error of 

the interlock was obvious in the positions P1~P9, and even reached to around −0.15mm at the 

positions P3, P6 and P9. In contrast, after correction using the proposed interlock error 

correction approach, the absolute error of interlock was effectively reduced to a very small 

value (less than 0.03mm). The interlock at all of the nine positions became almost the same to 

the referenced P0. It can be seen from Figure 3.41(b) that the relative error of interlock 

reduced to approximately 1%~3% at all of the nine improper cutting positions. The correction 

results indicated that no matter how large the interlock error induced by the improper cutting 

position is, the proposed correction method could always effectively compensate it to a very 

low level. Therefore, the developed interlock error correction method was proved effective 
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and would be very helpful when the SPR joints were not properly sectioned in practical 

applications, such as SPR joints with irregular shapes extracted from the car BIW structures. 
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Figure 3.40: Cross-sectional profiles of the dummy joint 3-10 at the ten different cutting positions 
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Figure 3.41: Comparison of the (a) interlock and (b) relative error at the ten cutting positions of the dummy joint 
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3.5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the influences of improper joint cutting positions on the measurement accuracy 

of SPR joint quality indicators were investigated and discussed. Error evaluation and 

correction methods for the joint interlock were proposed to minimise the impact of the 

improper cutting position on its measurement accuracy. Two GUIs were also developed to 

simplify the practical applications. The main conclusions from this chapter are summarised 

below: 
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(1) The offset distance (Δh) and rotation angle (θ1) between the cutting plane and the joint 

central plane could significantly influence the measurement accuracy of the interlock (I) 

and the remaining bottom sheet thickness, but no impact on the measured rivet head 

height (H). 

(2) The Δh and θ1 imposed opposite influences on the interlock: the measured interlock (Im) 

was always larger than the true interlock (Itrue) with only the existence of Δh, while the Im 

was always smaller than the Itrue with only the existence of θ1. The interlock error induced 

by the improper cutting position could still be very small when the effects of the Δh and 

θ1 on the interlock were roughly counteracted. 

(3) Under the studied joint configurations, the relative error of the interlock could be 

controlled to approximately −5%~5% if the Δh and θ1 were smaller than 1.0mm and 10°. 

The proposed interlock error correction method showed a very good performance, and 

effectively reduced the relative error of interlock to around 1%~3%. 

(4) The Δh and θ1 could lead to missing data of the remaining bottom sheet thickness around 

the joint central area. Only part of the bottom sheet profile can be projected from the joint 

central plane to the cutting plane. The amount of missing data increased rapidly with the 

increment of the Δh and θ1. Distortion occurred on the measured bottom sheet profile 

during the projection process, and resulted in a higher measurement error of the remaining 

bottom sheet thickness in the region close to the joint axis than in the region close to the 

rivet tip. It is difficult to quantitatively evaluate and correct the measurement error of the 

remaining bottom sheet thickness caused by the improper cutting position.  

(5) The developed GUIs will facilitate the measurement error evaluation and correction of 

the interlock in practical applications. 
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4. Finite Element Modelling of Self-Piercing Riveting 

Process 

During the last ten years, finite element (FE) modelling of SPR process has achieved a rapid 

development and become an effective approach for the study of SPR technique. In this chapter, 

a two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric FE model of SPR process was successfully developed 

with the commercial software Simufact.Forming 15 and its prediction accuracy was validated 

by experimental SPR tests. Determination procedures of critical model input parameters, 

including the rivet and sheet material properties, the mesh sizes of deformable parts, the 

fracture model of top sheet and the friction coefficients at different interfaces, were discussed 

in detail. The FE model developed in this chapter was further employed in Chapter 5 to 

numerically observe and monitor the impact of different joining parameters on the formation 

process of SPR joints. In addition, this model also lays a foundation for the simulation model 

development of Riv-Bonding process in Chapter 6. 

4.1. Introduction 

The design process of new SPR joints relies heavily on experienced joining engineers and 

extensively trial-and-error experimental tests. It has been reported that more than one thousand 

SPR joints are used in a single vehicle, and about twenty thousand experimental SPR tests 

have to be conducted during the development of a new vehicle model [161]. To reduce the 

investments and shorten the design cycle of new SPR joints, it is urgent to find an effective 

way to reduce the number of experimental SPR tests required. Under such circumstances, the 

finite element modelling technique has been employed to develop simulation models that are 

capable of not only predicting the SPR joint quality but also directly inspecting the events 

happened during the riveting process. 

To date, a large number of FE models of SPR process have been successfully developed. The 

FE software frequently employed for the modelling of SPR process include ABAQUS [3], LS-

DYNA [4, 86, 143, 163, 164], DEFORM [74], ANSYS, MSC.Superform [165, 166], MSC 

Marc [54, 167], Forge2005 [167] and Simufact.Forming [2, 39]. Among the different types of 

software, the DEFORM and Simufact.Forming are mainly designed to simulate the metal 

forming process and therefore are relatively easier to use for industrial applications. Two 

methods based on different theories are widely used in most finite element software: (1) 

implicit method and (2) explicit method. The implicit method is more efficient for solving 
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smooth nonlinear problems, while the explicit method is more suitable for a wave propagation 

analysis. The SPR process is a metal forming process, and thus can be regarded as a quasi-

static problem. Both of the above two approaches are suitable for the development of SPR 

simulation model. In addition to the finite element method, some new simulation methods are 

also adopted to simulate the SPR process. For instance, Ishikawa and Aihara [168] simulated 

the SPR process using Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach, Coupled Eulerian-

Lagrangian (CEL) approach and Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method respectively 

in Abaqus/Explicit. It was found that the ALE method is not suitable because the top sheet 

blanking cannot be modelled. Although the fracture of top sheet could be modelled with the 

CEL approach, it required enormous CPU time and was not suitable for practical applications. 

In contrast, the simulation results showed a possibility to use SPH method to simulate the SPR 

process. Huang et al. [169] simulated the SPR process using Smoothed Particle Galerkin (SPG) 

method combined with finite element method (FEM) in LS-DYNA explicit with a 3D model. 

The material of the top sheet within the riveting zone was modelled using SPG particles, while 

other parts were modelled using the FEM. A reasonable agreement between the simulation 

and experimental results was achieved. Overall, the finite element method is still the most 

frequently used approach for the modelling of SPR process. 

4.2. FE Model Development 

4.2.1. Model simplification 

It is important to point out that different SPR systems may produce different SPR joint quality 

and therefore correct modelling of the SPR system plays a critical role in prediction of the 

final joint quality. Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the servo-driven SPR system 

manufactured by the Tucker GmbH. It consists of the servo-driving system, the control panel, 

the punch, the blank-holder, the C-frame and the die. To simplify the FE model and improve 

the simulation efficiency, only the components of SPR system close to the joining region (i.e., 

the punch, the blank-holder and the die) were involved in the simulation model. During the 

SPR process, the joining force (F) (i.e., riveting force Fr + clamping force Fclamping) can reach 

to a very high value (approximately 60kN~80kN). This will lead to C-frame deflection and 

result in a downward movement of the die, as shown in Figure 4.2. The deflection angle (α1) 

of the C-frame can be roughly calculated using the die displacement along the vertical 

direction (L2) and the length of the cantilever (L3) in Eq.(4.1). According to the experimentally 

recorded force-displacement curve, the L2 is only several millimetres and much smaller than 

the L3 (approximately 250mm) in the Tucker SPR system. As a result, the α1 will be a very 

small value. For instance, given that the L2 and L3 are 3.0mm and 250mm respectively, the 
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calculated α1 is just 0.69°. Hence, the die movement during the riveting process can be 

simplified to a pure vertical displacement. Assuming that the deformations of the rivet and 

sheets are axisymmetric, the SPR process can be further simplified as an axisymmetric process. 

Compared with the 3D model, the 2D simulation model has less requirements to the computer 

configuration and thus can effectively reduce the hardware investment. Meanwhile, the 2D 

model needs an apparently shorter simulation time for each case, and thus can give a much 

faster response. Therefore, to meet the fast response requirement for industrial applications, a 

2D axisymmetric model of SPR process was developed in this research using the commercial 

software Simufact.Forming 15. This FE software was selected due to its simple model 

development procedures and good automatic re-meshing ability to deal with severe element 

distortions caused by large sheet deformations during the riveting process. 

 

Figure 4.1: Structure of the Tucker self-piercing riveting system 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the C-frame deflection under a high joining force 
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the structure of the developed SPR simulation model. Six components 

around the joining region were involved, including (1) the punch, (2) the blank-holder, (3) the 

die, (4) the rivet, (5) the top sheet and (6) the bottom sheet. The blank-holder, punch and die 

are made of high strength steels and usually undergo limited elastic deformations during the 

riveting process. To reduce the model size and shorten the simulation time, these three parts 

were modelled as rigid bodies. The rivet and sheets usually undergo large plastic deformations 

during the joining process, and thus were modelled as elastic-plastic bodies. For the downward 

movement of the die induced by C-frame deflection, the Simufact.Forming 15 provides a 

function to model this phenomenon by applying a high stiffness spring underneath the die. 

However, by comparing the simulation results with or without considering the die movement, 

it was found that the simulation results are not obviously different. Instead, when considering 

the die movement, a longer simulation time was required due to the greater rivet displacement. 

Therefore, the die movement during the riveting process was not considered in this model. In 

experimental SPR tests, the edges of sheets can move freely during the joining process. So the 

freedoms of sheet edges were not constrained in the simulation model. The punch moves 

downward at a constant speed (v1) and the clamping force (Fclamping) on the blank-holder was 

modelled by a low stiffness spring with an initial force. 

 

Punch

Blank-holder
Top sheet

Bottom sheet Die

Rivet

v1

Fclamping

Freely moving 
edge

Fixed
 

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the 2D axisymmetric simulation model of SPR process 

4.2.2. Material properties of rivet and sheets 

The materials of sheets and rivet are aluminium alloy AA5754 and boron steel respectively. 

Table 4.1 lists the basic mechanical properties of the two materials. Plastic stress-strain curves 

were utilized to model the deformations of the rivet and sheets during the riveting process. The 

stress-strain curves of AA5754 aluminium alloy were provided by Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) 

and described in detail by Carandente et al. [170], in which the thermal softening effect and 
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strain rate hardening effect were considered. However, due to the high punch velocity (v1=300 

mm/s), the sheet material deformed under very large strain rates (above 100 s-1) during the 

riveting process. The stress-strain curves obtained under low level strain rates (e.g., 0.01 s-1, 

0.1 s-1 and 1.0 s-1) are incapable of modelling the strain rate hardening effect on the material 

strength. Therefore, the strain rate hardening effect on the sheet material was not considered, 

and only the stress-strain curves under the highest strain rate (i.e., 1.0 s-1) were employed as 

shown in Figure 4.4. Meanwhile, the thermal softening effect has a significant influence on 

the sheet material properties and was considered in this model. The stress-strain curve (strain 

rate=0.01 s-1) of boron steel provided by JLR was used to describe the deformation of the rivet 

as shown in Figure 4.5. During the SPR process, the maximum temperature within the joining 

region is lower than 250℃ [2], which has very limited influence on the mechanical properties 

of the boron steel. Thus, the thermal effect on the rivet material properties was not considered. 

Table 4.1: Material properties of the rivet and sheets 

Material 
Young’s Modules 

(GPa) 
Poisson’s ratio 

AA5754 70 0.3 

Boron steel 200 0.3 
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Figure 4.4: Plastic stress-strain curves of the AA5754 at different temperatures (strain rate=1.0 s-1) [170] 
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Figure 4.5: Plastic stress-strain curve of the boron steel (strain rate=0.01 s-1) 

4.2.3. Fracture of the sheets and rivet 

During the SPR process, the top sheet will be penetrated by the rivet shank. Two approaches 

are usually employed to model this phenomenon. The first one is called geometrical separation 

method. As shown in Figure 4.6, a threshold thickness value is predefined and the top sheet 

fracture/separation occurs if the remaining top sheet thickness becomes smaller than this 

critical thickness. This threshold thickness value can be conveniently identified by comparing 

the joint cross-sectional profiles obtained from experimental SPR tests and FE simulations [2]. 

This approach is proved effective for materials with a sufficient ductility, but is incapable for 

sheets made of brittle materials. Until now, it has been widely adopted in many FE models of 

SPR process due to the good performances [2, 6, 56]. 

The second method for modelling of the top sheet separation/fracture is using material damage 

criteria. The most commonly employed material damage models include the Cockcroft and 

Latham damage model (1968), the Johnson and Cook damage model (1985), the maximum 

shear strain failure criterion and the Lemaitre damage model [172]. The material damage 

model should be selected based on the failure modes of the sheet material. Once the predefined 

failure criterion is satisfied, the top sheet fracture/separation occurs and the failed elements are 

deleted from the simulation model [173]. To avoid too large volume loss, a fine mesh size is 

required around the region where the material failure may happen. Different from the 

geometrical criterion, this approach works well for not only ductile materials but also brittle 

materials as long as a suitable material damage criterion is chosen. However, extra 

experimental tests are usually required in order to identify the unknown coefficients in the 

damage model. During the riveting process, the fractures of rivet and bottom sheet may also 

happen, especially the bottom sheet made of materials with a low ductility. This can only be 

modelled with the second approach (i.e., material damage criteria). 
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Predefined threshold thickness Separation/Fracture

 

Figure 4.6: The critical thickness for the separation of the top sheet 

In this research, due to the high ductility of aluminium alloy AA5754, the geometrical 

separation method was implemented to model the top sheet fracture/separation. The suitable 

threshold thickness for the AA5754 top sheet was determined through sensitivity analysis. By 

analysing all the experiment data of SPR joints provided by JLR, it was found that the rivet 

and bottom sheet fractures were only observed in SPR joints involving high strength steels or 

other brittle materials as the bottom sheet. The AA5754 bottom sheet rarely fractures during 

the riveting process unless the rivet length is much greater than the total sheet thickness. 

Therefore, to simplify the simulation model, fractures of the rivet and bottom sheet were not 

considered. 

4.2.4. Element meshing of the sheets and rivet 

Different element meshers integrated in the Simufact.Forming 15 can be chosen according to 

the selected model type (2D or 3D) and the deformation behaviour of the deformable parts. 

For the 2D axisymmetric model, two meshers with different meshing strategies are available: 

(a) ‘Quadtree mesher’ and ‘Advancing Front Quad mesher’. 4-nodes quad elements with four 

gauss points are used in the two meshers. The ‘Quadtree mesher’ can mesh the inside of the 

deformable part with regular quad elements and allocate finer quad elements around the part 

surface. During the SPR process, the boron steel rivet has a much higher strength than the 

AA5754 sheets, and usually undergoes limited deformation. So the ‘Quadtree mesher’ was 

adopted to mesh the rivet. The ‘Advancing Front Quad mesher’ can mesh the whole 

deformable part with regular quad elements, and thus was adopted to mesh the top and bottom 

sheets. Together with the geometrical criterion, it also has the ability to model the top sheet 

separation/fracture by splitting the elements during the simulation. As shown in Figure 4.3, 

three mesh refinement boxes were applied on the rivet tip (red box) and the central areas of 

the two sheets (yellow and green boxes). This can distribute fine elements around the joining 

region in the initial mesh, and improve the prediction accuracy without increasing too much 

simulation time. During the SPR process, the top and bottom sheets undergo severe plastic 

deformations, which can cause serious mesh distortion and convergence problems during the 
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simulation [174]. To deal with this issue, the automatic re-meshing technique based on 

different re-meshing criteria was adopted for the top and bottom sheets. The re-meshing 

criteria for the top sheet are element distortion criterion, strain change criterion and minimum 

thickness criterion. While the re-meshing criteria for the bottom sheet are only element 

distortion criterion and strain change criterion. As for the rivet, the material deformation is not 

very large, and the initial rivet mesh is fine enough to avoid severe element distortion as well 

as the convergence problems. Thus, the re-meshing technique was not used for the rivet. 

4.2.5. Friction coefficients 

The Coulomb friction model was chosen to describe the interactions between the contact 

surfaces. It is reported in [175] that the friction coefficients between different surfaces have 

significant influences on the deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets. For instance, the 

friction coefficient between the bottom sheet and the die could directly affect the final 

thickness distribution of the bottom sheet, while the friction coefficient between the top sheet 

and the rivet could directly influence the rivet shank flaring distance [19-20]. Therefore, the 

inverse method, by comparing the final shapes of the rivet and sheets from the simulations and 

experiments, was used to determine the friction coefficients at different interfaces. In this 

model, it was found that the suitable friction coefficient between the bottom sheet and the die 

was 0.22, while the suitable friction coefficient between other parts was 0.10. 

4.3. Sensitivity Studies 

During the FE modelling, the element mesh sizes for the deformable parts directly affect the 

model size and therefore impose significant influences on the efficiency of the simulation 

model. In theory, smaller mesh sizes can provide a higher prediction accuracy but requires 

more computational resource and time. For industrial applications, it is necessary to make a 

balance between the simulation accuracy and simulation efficiency. The threshold thickness 

of the geometrical criterion has significant influences on the predicted SPR joint quality, 

especially on the magnitude of interlock. A too large threshold thickness will lead to premature 

fracture of the top sheet, while a too small one might cause an unrealistic deformation of the 

top sheet material around the fracture location. Therefore, a mesh size sensitivity study was 

carried out to find out the suitable mesh sizes for different deformable parts. A sensitivity 

study was also conducted to identify the suitable threshold thickness for the AA5754 top sheet. 

The SPR joint with the 1.5mm+1.5mm AA5754 sheets and the Φ5.3×5.0 H0 (280±30HV10) 

boron steel rivet was used in the sensitivity studies. A pip die (Pip die-A) was used, and its 

dimensions are shown in Figure 4.7. Table 4.2 shows the simulation designs and twenty-
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seven simulations in total were performed. Seven levels for the mesh sizes of top sheet, bottom 

sheet and rivet were selected, whilst six levels for the threshold thickness of top sheet 

fracture/separation were chosen. For consistency, the rivet head height was set to 0.0mm in all 

joints. The influences of the element mesh sizes of deformable parts and the threshold 

thickness of the top sheet separation on the prediction accuracy and efficiency were evaluated. 

As shown in Figure 4.8, four indicators were measured on the simulated joint cross-sectional 

profile, including the interlock (I), the deformed rivet shank radius (R2), the remaining bottom 

sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) and under the rivet tip (ttip). The total element number 

for each simulation model and the corresponding simulation time were recorded.  

Ø 9.0 0

1.6 

 

Figure 4.7: Dimensions of the employed pip die (Pip die-A) in the sensitivity studies 

Table 4.2: Simulation design for the sensitivity studies  

Joint 
no. 

Sheet thickness (mm) 

Rivet 
 (Boron steel) 

Die 

Mesh size (mm) 

Threshold 
thickness Top sheet/Tt 

(AA5754) 

Bottom sheet/Tb 

(AA5754) 

Top 

sheet 

Bottom 

sheet 
Rivet 

4-1 

1.5 1.5 
Φ5.3×5.0 H0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 0.06 

0.06 

1.0 0.04 

4-2 0.08 

4-3 0.10 

4-4 0.12 

4-5 0.15 

4-6 0.20 

4-7 0.25 

4-8 

1.5 1.5 
Φ5.3×5.0 H0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 

0.06 

0.1 0.1 0.04 

4-9 0.08 

4-10 0.10 

4-11 0.12 

4-12 0.15 

4-13 0.20 

4-14 0.25 

4-15 

1.5 1.5 
Φ5.3×5.0 H0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 0.10 0.12 

0.04 

0.04 

4-16 0.06 

4-17 0.08 

4-18 0.10 

4-19 0.12 

4-20 0.15 

4-21 0.20 

4-22 

1.5 1.5 
Φ5.3×5.0 H0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 0.10 0.12 0.10 

0.02 

4-23 0.04 

4-24 0.08 

4-25 0.12 

4-26 0.15 

4-27 0.20 
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Figure 4.8: Four indicators measured on the joint cross-sectional profile 

4.3.1. Mesh size of the bottom sheet 

The predicted joint cross-sectional profiles with different bottom sheet mesh sizes are shown 

in Figure 4.9. It can be seen that the joint profile slightly changed with the increment of the 

bottom sheet mesh size. To evaluate the mesh size effect, the variation curves of the four 

indicators are presented in Figure 4.10. As shown in Figure 4.10(a)(b), the predicted values 

of the interlock (I) and the deformed rivet shank radius (R2) fluctuated within very small ranges 

when the bottom sheet mesh size was no more than 0.15mm. However, the two indicators were 

apparently underestimated when the mesh size became greater than 0.15mm. This is because 

the interlock was formed between the rivet shank and the bottom sheet. Too large mesh size 

of the bottom sheet cannot effectively model the deformation of the bottom sheet material 

around the rivet tip. Meanwhile, the changed deformation of the bottom sheet further affects 

the rivet shank deformation behaviour. As shown in Figure 4.10(c), a similar variation trend 

of the remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip (ttip) was observed. This can be 

explained by the changes of the predicted deformed rivet shank radius (R2). The bottom sheet 

thickness under the rivet tip (ttip) was directly determined by the final position of the rivet 

shank, and positively correlated with the deformed rivet shank radius (R2). In contrast, as 

shown in Figure 4.10(d), the bottom sheet mesh size showed limited influences on the 

remaining bottom sheet thickness around the joint centre (tc). Therefore, from the analysis 

above, it can be concluded that the suitable bottom sheet mesh size should be no more than 

0.15mm to ensure the prediction accuracy of the FE model. 

In addition to the simulation accuracy, the efficiency of the SPR simulation model is also very 

important. The mesh size can directly affect the total element number of the whole model, and 

thus influences the simulation time. As shown in Figure 4.11(a), the element number of the 

bottom sheet increased at a low rate when the mesh size was greater than 0.15mm, but a high 

rate when the mesh size was less than 0.15mm. As shown in Figure 4.11(b), a proportional 

relationship between the total element number of the whole model and the simulation time was 

observed. For the industry application, the bottom sheet mesh size can be set to 0.12mm to 

shorten the simulation time without compromising too much accuracy. 
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Figure 4.9: Simulated joint cross-sectional profiles with different bottom sheet mesh sizes: (a) 0.06mm, (b) 

0.08mm, (c) 0.10mm, (d) 0.12mm, (e) 0.15mm, (f) 0.20mm and (g) 0.25mm 
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Figure 4.10: The predicted four indicators with varying bottom sheet mesh sizes: (a) interlock I, (b) deformed 

rivet shank radius R2, (c) remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip ttip and (d) remaining bottom sheet 

thickness around the joint centre tc 
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Figure 4.11: Influences of the bottom sheet mesh size on (a) the bottom sheet element number and (b) the 

simulation time 

4.3.2. Mesh size of the top sheet 

The predicted joint cross-sectional profiles with different top sheet mesh sizes are shown in 

Figure 4.12. It can be found that the prediction accuracy of the simulation model showed an 

obvious decreasing trend with the increment of the top sheet mesh size. Figure 4.13 illustrates 

the variation trends of the four indicators. The predicted values of the interlock (I), the 

deformed rivet shank radius (R2) and the remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip 

(ttip) fluctuated within small ranges when the top sheet mesh size was no more than 0.10mm 

as shown in Figure 4.13(a)(b)(c). While the three indicators were all underestimated when the 

top sheet mesh size became greater than 0.10mm. This is mainly because too coarse top sheet 

mesh cannot accurately capture the deformation behaviour of the top sheet and the separation 

of the top sheet as shown in Figure 4.14(f)(g). Similar to the bottom sheet mesh size, the top 

sheet mesh size also showed limited influences on the remaining bottom sheet thickness 

around the joint centre (tc): the tc was only slightly underestimated when the top sheet mesh 

size was greater than 0.10mm. Therefore, to ensure the simulation accuracy, the top sheet mesh 

size should be no more than 0.10mm. Compared with the bottom sheet mesh size, the top sheet 

mesh size demonstrated a greater influence on the simulation result. 

Figure 4.15 shows the effects of the top sheet mesh size on the element number of the top 

sheet and the simulation time. It can be seen that the top sheet element number increased 

rapidly when the top sheet mesh size was smaller than 0.10mm, as shown in Figure 4.15(a). 

Consequently, the simulation time increased almost linearly to the total element number as 

presented in Figure 4.15(b). Therefore, for industrial applications, the suitable top sheet mesh 

size could be set to 0.10mm. 
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Figure 4.12: The simulated joint cross-sectional profiles with different top sheet mesh sizes: (a) 0.06mm, (b) 

0.08mm, (c) 0.10mm, (d) 0.12mm, (e) 0.15mm, (f) 0.20mm and (g) 0.25mm 
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Figure 4.13: The predicted four indicators with different top sheet mesh sizes: (a) interlock I, (b) deformed rivet 

shank radius R2, (c) remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip ttip and (d) remaining bottom sheet 

thickness around the joint centre tc 
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Figure 4.14: The simulated joint cross-sectional profiles when the rivet penetrated the top sheet (rivet 

displacement=3.29mm) with different top sheet mesh sizes: (a) 0.06mm, (b) 0.08mm, (c) 0.10mm, (d) 0.12mm, 

(e) 0.15mm, (f) 0.20mm and (g) 0.25mm 
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Figure 4.15: Influences of the top sheet mesh size on (a) the top sheet element number and (b) the simulation 

time 

4.3.3. Mesh size of the rivet 

The predicted joint cross-sectional profiles with different rivet mesh sizes are shown in Figure 

4.16. It can be seen that the rivet mesh size also had influences on the simulation result, 

especially the interlock (I) and the deformed rivet shank radius (R2). As shown in Figure 

4.17(a)(b), the magnitudes of the I and R2 varied within small ranges when the rivet mesh size 

was no more than 0.10mm, but were underestimated with coarse rivet element meshes 

(>0.10mm). The predicted remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip (ttip) fluctuated 

with different rivet mesh sizes, as shown in Figure 4.17(c). The bottom sheet thickness around 

the joint centre (tc) was not sensitive to the rivet mesh size, and kept almost the same with 

varying rivet mesh sizes. Therefore, it can be concluded that the rivet mesh size should be not 

greater than 0.10mm. Figure 4.18 illustrates the influences of the rivet mesh size on the rivet 

element number and the simulation time. Different from the top sheet mesh size and bottom 

sheet mesh size, the rivet element number increased slowly with the decrease of the rivet mesh 

size, and the simulation time was not significantly affected within the studied range of rivet 
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mesh size. Thus, for the industrial applications, the suitable rivet mesh size could be set to 

0.10mm. 
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Figure 4.16: The simulated joint cross-sectional profiles with different rivet mesh sizes: (a) 0.04mm, (b) 0.06mm, 

(c) 0.08mm, (d) 0.10mm, (e) 0.12mm, (f) 0.15mm and (g) 0.20mm 
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Figure 4.17: The predicted four indicators with different rivet mesh sizes: (a) interlock I, (b) deformed rivet 

shank radius R2, (c) remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip ttip and (d) remaining bottom sheet 

thickness around the joint centre tc 
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Figure 4.18: Influences of the rivet mesh size on (a) the rivet element number and (b) the simulation time 

4.3.4. Threshold thickness for the top sheet separation 

The predicted joint cross-sectional profiles with different threshold thicknesses for the top 

sheet fracture/separation are shown in Figure 4.19. It can be seen that the threshold thickness 

imposed significant influences on the simulated joint quality. This is mainly because the 

magnitude of the threshold thickness can directly affect the occurrence of the top sheet 

fracture/separation. As shown in Figure 4.20, with the increment of the threshold thickness, 

the fracture of the top sheet occurred at an earlier time and a larger part of the top sheet material 

was deleted from the simulation model. As a result, the rivet shank easily penetrates the top 

sheet and the interlock (I) was overestimated with a threshold thickness greater than 0.08mm, 

as shown in Figure 4.21(a). The threshold thickness demonstrated limited influences on the 

deformed rivet shank radius (R2) as shown in Figure 4.21(b). Both of the remaining bottom 

sheet thicknesses under the rivet tip (ttip) and around the joint centre (tc) were underestimated 

with a too large threshold thickness. Different from the mesh size, the threshold thickness had 

no influence on the total element number and thus had limited influences on the simulation 

time. Therefore, considering that a too small threshold thickness may lead to unrealistic 

deformation of the top sheet material around the fracture position, the threshold thickness for 

the AA5754 top sheet was set to 0.04mm for industrial applications. 
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Figure 4.19: The simulated joint cross-sectional profiles with different threshold thicknesses: (a) 0.02mm, (b) 

0.04mm, (c) 0.08mm, (d) 0.12mm, (e) 0.15mm and (f) 0.20mm 
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Figure 4.20: Fracture/separation of the top sheet with different threshold thicknesses: (a) 0.02mm, (b) 0.04mm, 

(c) 0.08mm, (d) 0.12mm, (e) 0.15mm and (f) 0.20mm 
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Figure 4.21: The predicted four indicators with different threshold thicknesses: (a) interlock I, (b) deformed rivet 

shank radius R2, (c) remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip ttip and (d) remaining bottom sheet 

thickness around the joint centre tc 

Overall, based on the analysis results from the sensitivity studies, the suitable mesh sizes for 

the rivet, top sheet and bottom sheet were set to 0.10 mm, 0.10 mm and 0.12 mm respectively. 

The suitable threshold thickness for the AA5754 top sheet fracture was set to 0.04mm. 

4.4. Validation of the FE Model 

4.4.1. Experiment design 

To verify the prediction accuracy of the developed SPR simulation model, SPR joints with 

different top sheet thicknesses (Tt), bottom sheet thicknesses (Tb) and rivet lengths (L1) were 

experimentally manufactured. Boron steel rivets with hardness 280±30HV10 (H0) and 

aluminium alloy AA5754 sheets were used throughout the experiment. The pip die-A shown 

in Figure 4.7 was also utilized. A uniform specimen size 40mm×40mm was used for all joints 

as shown in Figure 4.22. As presented in Table 4.3, interrupted experimental tests of the SPR 

joint with 1.2mm+2.0mm sheets and C5.3*6.0 H0 rivet were carried out. The whole joining 

process was stopped at five positions by controlling the rivet head height (H). This was 

designed to assess the prediction performance of the SPR model on the rivet and sheets 
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deformations. As shown in Table 4.4, another ten SPR joints with varying sheet thicknesses 

and rivet lengths were also experimentally manufactured. This was designed to evaluate the 

prediction accuracy of the SPR model on the final joint quality. All the SPR joints were made 

using the Tucker servo-driven SPR system shown in Figure 4.1, and only one specimen for 

each joint configuration was manufactured. 

The manufactured SPR joints were sectioned along the joint central plane, and polished using 

a polishing machine. Then, the cross-sectional profile of each joint was captured with an 

optical microscope. The magnitudes of joint quality indicators were measured from the joint 

cross-sectional profiles, including the interlock (I) and the minimum remaining bottom sheet 

thickness (Tmin). The force-displacement curve of each SPR joint was also recorded. All the 

SPR joints in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 were also simulated using the developed SPR 

simulation model. The predicted joint cross-sectional profiles, the joint quality indicators and 

the force-displacement curves were recorded for further comparisons.  

Table 4.3: Design of the interrupted experimental SPR tests 

Joint 

no. 

Thickness (mm) 
Rivet head 
height/H 

(mm) 

Rivet 

(Boron steel) 
Die 

Top sheet/Tt 

(AA5754) 

Bottom sheet/Tb 

(AA5754) 

4-28 

1.2 2.0 

4.0 

C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 

4-29 3.0 

4-30 2.0 

4-31 1.0 

4-32 0.0 

Table 4.4: Design of the SPR joints with varing sheet thickness and rivet length 

Joint 

no. 

Thickness (mm) 
Rivet 

(Boron steel) 
Die Top sheet/Tt 

(AA5754) 
Bottom sheet/Tb 

(AA5754) 

4-33 

1.2 

1.0 

C5.3*5.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 

4-34 1.2 

4-35 1.5 

4-36 2.0 

4-37 1.0 

1.5 
C5.3*5.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 4-38 1.2 

4-39 1.5 

4-40 

1.5 

1.2 

C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 4-41 1.5 

4-42 2.0 
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Figure 4.22: Specimen dimensions of the SPR joint (in mm) 

During the experimental SPR test, the SPR system cannot record the riveting force at the 

moment when the rivet shank starts contacting with the top sheet. Instead, it needs to firstly 

detect the contact between the rivet shank and the top sheet by assessing the force applied on 

the punch. The contact is confirmed by the joining system once this force reaches a certain 

threshold value (e.g., approximately 5.0kN for the Tucker SPR system used in this study), and 

then the SPR system starts recording the force-displacement curve. This will lead to a riveting 

force offset and a displacement offset between the recorded starting point and the true starting 

point of the force-displacement curves. In addition, the C-frame deflection of the SPR system 

will lead to a backward movement of the die and therefore a longer rivet displacement. 

Because the die movement is not considered in the developed SPR simulation model, the 

predicted force-displacement curve will be the true force-displacement curve. To properly 

compare the simulated and the tested force-displacement curves, the influences of the above-

mentioned two factors on the experimentally recorded force-displacement curve should be 

removed. 

Figure 4.23 shows the experimentally recorded original force-displacement curve of a SPR 

joint (black line) and the corresponding modified true force-displacement curves (red, blue 

and green lines) after removing the influences of C-frame deflection (varying C-frame 

stiffnesses, kN/mm). It can be seen that the C-frame deflection shows a minor influence on the 

curve shape when the riveting force is relatively small (Zone 1), but a significant impact when 

the riveting force reaches to a high level (Zone2). Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.24(a), the 

experimentally recorded force-displacement curve can be firstly overlapped with the simulated 

one (Zone 3) to roughly determine the offsets of riveting force and rivet displacement (relative 

positions of the true starting point A1 and the recorded starting point A2). Then, the stiffness of 

the C-frame (K) could be roughly calculated using the Eq.(4.2) with the displacement 

difference between the two curves (∆S) and the experimentally recorded maximum riveting 

force (Fmax). Finally, as shown in Figure 4.24(b), the experimentally measured true force-

displacement curve (blue line) is obtained, and used to evaluate the prediction performance of 

the simulation model. 
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Figure 4.23 The experimentally recorded force-displacement curve and the corresponding true curves with 

different C-frame stiffnesses 
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Figure 4.24 Comparisons of force-displacement curves: (a) between the experimentally recorded and simulated 

and (b) between the modified experimentally measured and simulated 

4.4.2. Results and discussion 

The experimentally captured and numerically simulated joint cross-sectional profiles at five 

positions during the SPR process are compared in Figure 4.25. It is apparent that the 

deformation behaviours of the sheets and the rivet at each position were accurately predicted 

by the simulation model. The separation of top sheet was also accurately captured using the 

geometrical criterion with the threshold thickness 0.04mm (Zone 1 and Zone 2). The gap 

formed between the two sheets (Zone 3 and Zone 4) and even the material folds on the bottom 

sheet (Zone 5 and Zone 6) were also captured by the simulation model. Figure 4.26 shows the 

experimentally tested and simulated cross-sectional profiles of the SPR joints with varying Tt, 

Tb and L1. It can be seen that the predicted joint profiles showed reasonable agreements with 

that from the experimental SPR tests. Comparisons between the tested and the predicted values 

of the I and Tmin are given in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 respectively. The Pearson’s 
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correlation coefficient (r) was adopted to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the simulation 

model. The calculated values of the r for the I and Tmin are 0.97 and 0.90 respectively. This 

indicates that both of the I and Tmin were predicted by the developed simulation model with a 

reasonable accuracy.  

 

Figure 4.25: Comparison between joint cross-sectional profiles during the SPR process from (a) interrupted 

laboratory tests and (b) simulations 

 

Figure 4.26:Comparison of the joint cross-sectional profiles from the simulations and experimental tests: (a) joint 

4-33, (b) joint 4-34, (c) joint 4-35, (d) joint 4-36, (e) joint 4-37, (f) joint 4-39, (g) joint 4-40, (h) joint 4-41 and (i) 

joint 4-42  
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Figure 4.27: Comparisons between the experimentally tested and numerically predicted interlock (I) in SPR 

joints with varying configurations 
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Figure 4.28: Comparisons between the experimentally tested and numerically predicted minimum remaining 

thickness on the bottom sheet (Tmin) in SPR joints with varying configurations 

As shown in Figure 4.29, the true force-displacement curves during the riveting process of the 

SPR joint 4-32 were extracted from both the laboratory interrupted experimental SPR test and 

the FE simulation. The calibrated C-frame stiffness (K) of the Tucker SPR system used in this 

study is approximately 21kN/mm. Therefore, the effect of C-frame deflection on the tested 

load-displacement curve was removed using Eq.(4.3). The st is the true rivet displacement 

relative to the die, and the sa is the absolute rivet displacement. The Fr is the riveting force 

during the SPR process. It can be seen that the simulated force-displacement curve (black line) 

matched well with the tested true curve (red line). The tested curve started around 5.0kN rather 

than 0.0kN (Zone 1) due to the aforementioned contact detection between the rivet shank and 

the top sheet of the SPR joining system. The slightly decline of the riveting force (Zone 2) and 

the sudden growth rate change of the riveting force (Zone 3) were accurately predicted by the 

developed simulation model. Comparisons between the experimentally tested and FE 

simulated true force-displacement curves of the SPR joints in Table 4.4 are given in Figure 
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4.30. It can be seen that not only similar increasing trends but also almost same magnitudes of 

the riveting force were observed on the simulated and tested curves. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to conclude that the developed SPR simulation model is capable of predicting the deformations 

of rivet and sheets during joining process and the final joint quality. So the developed FE 

model of SPR process was directly utilized in the following chapters. 
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Figure 4.29: Comparisons between the simulated and experimentally tested true force-displacement curves of the 

SPR joint 4-32 
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Figure 4.30: Comparisons of the true force-displacement curves from experimental SPR tests and simulations: 

(a) joint 4-33, (b) joint 4-34, (c) joint 4-35, (d) joint 4-36, (e) joint 4-37, (f) joint 4-39, (g) joint 4-40, (h) joint 4-

41 and (i) joint 4-42 

4.5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, a 2D axisymmetric model of SPR process was successfully developed using 

the software Simufact.Forming 15. Sensitivity studies were carried out to determine the 

suitable element mesh sizes of deformable parts and the threshold thickness for the AA5754 

top sheet separation. Interrupted experimental SPR tests and experimental tests of SPR joints 

with varying configurations were conducted to validate the prediction accuracy of the 

developed FE model. The main conclusions from this chapter are summarised below: 

(1) The SPR process can be simplified to an axisymmetric process, and modelled with a 2D 

axisymmetric FE model using the software Simufac.Forming 15. The die movement 

induced by C-frame deflection can be simplified into a pure movement along the vertical 

direction. 

(2) The results of sensitivity studies indicated that, for the industrial applications, the suitable 

mesh sizes for the rivet, top sheet and bottom sheet could be set to 0.10mm, 0.10mm and 

0.12mm respectively. The geometrical criterion demonstrated a good performance for the 
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fracture/separation of AA5754 top sheet, and the suitable threshold thickness could be set 

to 0.04mm. 

(3) The developed FE model of SPR process was successfully validated with the interrupted 

experimental tests and experimental SPR tests with varying joint configurations. The FE 

model demonstrated a reasonable prediction accuracy on the deformation behaviours of 

rivet and sheets, the final SPR joint quality and the riveting force during the riveting 

process. 

(4) To properly compare the experimentally tested force-displacement curve with the 

simulated one, the influences of C-frame deflection on the force-displacement curve 

should be removed. The proposed method showed a good performance to transfer the 

experimentally recorded curve to the true force-displacement curve. 
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5. Influences of Different Die Parameters on the SPR 

Process  

The die profile plays a very important role in the quality of SPR joints because it directly 

influences the events happened during the SPR process, especially the deformations of rivet 

and sheets. In order to improve the joint quality by optimizing the die profile, it is necessary 

to find out how different die geometrical parameters affect the joint formation process. In this 

chapter, the FE model of SPR process developed in Chapter 4 was employed to numerically 

study the events happened during the riveting process. The influences of die type, die diameter 

(D1), die depth (H1) and die pip height on the deformation behaviours of rivet and sheets were 

systematically studied. The variation trends of the flared rivet shank radius (R1) and remaining 

bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) during the SPR process were also numerically 

monitored. Moreover, the relationships between the material deformations and the final SPR 

joint quality were also discussed. Compared with the experimental SPR test, the FE model of 

SPR process demonstrates a huge advantage in efficiency to extend understanding of the SPR 

technique. 

5.1. Introduction 

To form a sufficient mechanical connection, the rivet and sheets always undergo very large 

plastic deformations during the SPR process. The main function of the die is to guide the 

deformations of rivet and sheets, and thus it has critical influences on the riveting process [24]. 

Any change of the die parameters (e.g., die diameter (D1), die depth (H1) and die pip height) 

will alter the material deformations of rivet and sheets, and inevitably affect the final joint 

quality, in terms of the interlock (I), the minimum remaining bottom sheet thickness (Tmin) and 

the rivet head height (H). 

A large number of experimental and numerical studies have been carried out to explore the 

impact of different die parameters on the SPR process and on the final joint quality. For 

instance, Li et al. [176] experimentally studied the influences of die profile on the joint quality, 

mechanical strengths and failure behaviour. Ma et al. [24] experimentally investigated the 

effects of the die diameter and pip height on the rivetability of the AA6061-T6 and mild steel 

CR4 sheets. It was discovered that changes of the die diameter and die pip height influenced 

the joint quality by mainly altering the deformation behaviours of the top and bottom sheets. 

Mori et al. [73] numerically optimized the die profile for the SPR joints with high strength 
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steel and aluminium alloy sheets. It was found that the severe compression of the rivet leg 

when piercing the top high strength steel sheet could be eliminated by optimizing the die 

diameter and depth. Abe et al. [51] numerically optimized the die profile and discovered that 

the die with larger depth and diameter could effectively extend the joining range of three layer 

joints with different high strength steels. Mathias et al. [74] numerically studied the effects of 

the die geometric parameters on the SPR joint quality with a 2D FE model, and found that the 

die depth was the most significant die parameter. To compensate the changes of the boundary 

conditions, a novel die geometry with a moveable bottom was proposed in their study to ensure 

a consistent joint quality. Similarly, a die with a force-controlled moveable bottom was 

proposed and numerically studied by Drossel and Jackel [75] to improve the joinability of 

materials with a limited ductility using SPR. Landgrebe et al. [76] experimentally studied the 

damages of the carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) sheet during the SPR process, and 

compared the effects of the traditional die and the new die with a moveable bottom proposed 

by Drossel and Jackel [75]. Less delamination but more fibre or matrix fractures in the CFRP 

sheet were captured with the new moveable die compared with that with the conventional die. 

Hoang et al. [27] numerically and experimentally studied the effects of the die type (flat die 

and pip die) on the SPR joint with aluminium sheets and aluminium rivet. 

Although the influences of different die parameters on the SPR joint have been widely 

investigated, most of these studies paid more attention to the joint quality rather than the SPR 

process. Meanwhile, most conclusions in these studies were made by analysing the final joint 

cross-sectional profiles. However, the deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets during 

the joining process directly affect the formations of the quality indicators (i.e., I, Tmin and H). 

Therefore, it is necessary to find out how different die parameters affect the deformations of 

the rivet and sheets, and how the changes of material deformation affect the formation of 

critical joint quality indicators. Deeper understanding of the SPR processes with different dies 

will be helpful to form guidelines on how to select a suitable die for a given sheet combination, 

and how to develop new types of dies. 

5.2. Simulation Design 

To study the influences of die type, die diameter (D1), die depth (H1) and die pip height on the 

deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets, ten SPR joints with different configurations 

were designed as listed in Table 5.1. The rivet and sheets were kept the same in all these joints. 

The materials of sheets and rivet are aluminium alloy AA5754 and boron steel respectively. 

The joints 5-1 and 5-2 were used to investigate the influences of the die type (i.e., flat die and 

pip die). The joints 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 made by flat dies with different diameters ranged from 
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7.5mm to 14.0mm were designed to study the effects of the D1. The joints 5-6 and 5-7 made 

by flat dies with different die depths were used to investigate the effects of the H1. The joints 

5-8, 5-9 and 5-10 made by pip dies with different pip heights were designed to discover the 

influences of the die pip height. Figure 5.1 shows the cross-sectional profiles of the flat die-

A and pip die-A. All other dies were modified based on these two referenced dies. The cross-

sectional profiles of pip dies with varying pip heights are illustrated in Figure 5.2. All these 

SPR joints were numerically manufactured with the developed FE model, and the joining 

parameters were the same as that used in Chapter 4. Once all the simulations were completed, 

the simulation results were extracted and analysed in detail. 

Table 5.1: Joint configurations with different die geometric parameters 

Joint 

no. 

Thickness (mm) 

Rivet 

(Boron steel) 

Die parameters (mm) 

Top sheet/Tt 

(AA5754)  

Bottom sheet/Tb 

(AA5754) 
Die no. 

Depth 

/H1 

Diameter 

/D1 

Pip 

height 

5-1 

1.2 2.0 
C5.3*5.0 

(280±30HV10) 

Pip die-A 1.6 9.0 0.0 

5-2 Flat die-A 2.0 8.5 -- 

5-3 Flat die-B 2.0 7.5 -- 

5-4 Flat die-C 2.0 10.0 -- 

5-5 Flat die-D 2.0 14.0 -- 

5-6 Flat die-E 1.8 8.5 -- 

5-7 Flat die-F 2.4 8.5 -- 

5-8 Pip die-A 1.6 9.0 0.0 

5-9 Pip die-B 1.6 9.0 -0.4 

5-10 Pip die-C 1.6 9.0 -0.8 

 

Ø 9.0 1.6 0 Ø 8.5 2.0 

(a) (b)

Pip die-A Flat die-A

 

Figure 5.1: Cross-sectional profiles of the referenced dies: (a) pip die-A and (b) flat die-A 

+

_

Pip height=  0.0 mm

Pip height= -0.4 mm

Pip height= -0.8 mm

 

Figure 5.2: Cross-sectional profiles of the pip dies with different pip heights 
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5.3. Results and Discussion 

As shown in Figure 5.3, for easy explanation, three spaces in the SPR joint were defined as: 

the cavity 1 (i.e., rivet cavity), cavity 2 (i.e., die cavity) and cavity 3 (part of the die cavity 

underneath the rivet cavity). The relationships between the filling conditions of these cavities 

and the deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets were discussed in the following sections. 

Two indicators, including the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) and the 

flared rivet shank radius (R1), were also defined as shown in Figure 5.4 to quantitatively 

analyse the deformation behaviours of the bottom sheet and the rivet shank. 

Cavity 3

Cavity 1

Cavity 2

 

Figure 5.3: Schematic of the three critical rivet and die cavities 

tc

R1

 

Figure 5.4: Schematic of the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) and the flared rivet shank 

radius (R1) measured on the joint cross-sectional profile 

5.3.1. Effect of the die type 

The deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets are closely related to the riveting force. 

Therefore, as shown in Figure 5.5, the force-displacement curves in the joint 5-1 with the pip 

die-A and joint 5-2 with the flat die-A were recorded to assist the study of the SPR process. 

By comparing the magnitudes on the two curves, it can be found that the riveting force with 

the pip die is always greater than that with the flat die throughout the SPR process. The 

maximum riveting force was around 10kN larger with the pip die. To understand the influences 

of riveting force on the rivet and sheets deformations, the cross-sectional profiles of the joint 

5-1 and joint 5-2 at different rivet displacements are presented in Figure 5.6(a) and Figure 
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5.6(b) respectively. For easy explanation, the top and bottom sheets were divided into left and 

right parts as shown in Figure 5.6(a-1). 
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Figure 5.5: Force-displacement curves in the joint 5-1 with pip die-A and the joint 5-2 with flat die-A 

Different deformation behaviours of the bottom sheet with the flat die and pip die were 

observed. Due to the existed die pip in the joint 5-1, a resistance force was applied on the 

bottom of the stack from the beginning of the riveting process. A larger riveting force, as 

shown in Figure 5.5, was needed for the rivet to press the sheet material downward into the 

die cavity. As a result, the bottom sheet thickness above the die pip decreased rapidly as shown 

in Figure 5.6(a-2) to (a-5), and large equivalent stresses were observed on the bottom sheet 

above the die pip as shown in Figure 5.7(a). In addition, a large portion of the bottom sheet 

material on the left part gradually accumulated in the region where the interlock was formed. 

This had positive effects on the formation of interlock and a larger remaining bottom sheet 

thickness around the rivet tip. 

0mm 1.03mm 2.04mm 3.04mm 4.00mm 5.05mm

Left Right

Left Right

(a-1) (a-2) (a-3) (a-4) (a-5) (a-6) 

0mm 1.03mm 2.04mm 3.04mm 4.00mm 5.05mm

(b-1) (b-2) (b-3) (b-4) (b-5) (b-6)  
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Figure 5.6: Joint cross-sectional profiles at different rivet displacements during the riveting processes of the (a) 

joint 5-1 with pip die-A and (b) joint 5-2 with flat die-A 

(b)(a)
 

Figure 5.7: Equivalent stress distributions on the top and bottom sheets in (a) the joint 5-1 with pip die-A and (b) 

the joint 5-2 with flat die-A (rivet displacement=0.52mm) 

In contrast, as presented in Figure 5.6(b-1), no resistance force was applied on the bottom of 

the stack with the flat die at the beginning of the SPR process. As a result, the left part of the 

bottom sheet was rapidly pressed into the die cavity without large plastic deformations as 

shown in Figure 5.6(b-2)(b-3). Relatively small equivalent stresses were observed on the left 

part of the bottom sheet as shown in Figure 5.7(b), and the bottom sheet thickness around the 

joint centre reduced a very small value. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5.6(b-6), the majority 

of the left part material on the bottom sheet stayed underneath the rivet rather than being 

pressed into the region where the interlock was formed. This may have negative effects on the 

interlock formation and the final remaining bottom sheet thickness around the rivet tip. In 

addition, by comparing the Figure 5.6(a-6) and Figure 5.6(b-6), it can be seen that an almost 

uniform bottom sheet thickness was obtained with the pip die, while a large variation of the 

bottom sheet thickness was observed with the flat die. This indicated that the pip die could 

prevent too small bottom sheet thickness in local areas, especially around the rivet tip. 

For the top sheet, as presented in Figure 5.6(a-5) and Figure 5.6(b-5), the left part of top sheet 

with the pip die underwent a larger plastic deformation than that with the flat die. Whilst 

similar deformations of the right parts of the top sheets were observed in the two joints. 

Therefore, the die type showed a greater influence on the bottom sheet deformation than that 

of the top sheet. 

In order to evaluate the influences of the die type on the deformation behaviour of the rivet 

shank, the flared rivet shank radius (R1) during the riveting process was recorded. Figure 5.8 

and Figure 5.9 illustrate the variation curves of the R1 with the pip die-A and the flat die-A 

respectively. According to the increasing trend, the variation curve of the R1 with the pip die 

was divided into two phases (i.e., Ⅰ and Ⅲ), whilst the variation curve of the R1 with the flat 

die was divided into three phases (i.e., Ⅰ, Ⅱ and Ⅲ). During the phase Ⅰ, similar increasing 

patterns of the R1 were observed as the rivet displacement increased: the increasing speed of 
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the R1 firstly increased and then decreased to almost zero when the top sheets were penetrated 

at the points A1 and A2. This can be explained by the variation of the riveting force during this 

period as shown in Figure 5.5. After the fracture/separation of the top sheet, for the pip die, 

the R1 continued increasing from point A1 to the end of the SPR process (phase Ⅲ). For the 

flat die, as shown in Figure 5.9, the R1 kept almost constant from the point A2 to B2 (phase Ⅱ), 

and then started increasing again at the point B2 until the end of the SPR process (phase Ⅲ).  
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Figure 5.8: Variation curve of the flared rivet shank radius (R1) in the joint 5-1 with pip die-A 
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Figure 5.9: Variation curve of the flared rivet shank radius (R1) in the joint 5-2 with flat die-A 

The major difference between the two curves is the absence of the phase Ⅱ for the pip die. By 

observing the cross-sectional profiles of the two joints in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, it was 

found that the phase Ⅱ depended heavily on the filling condition of the cavity 3. There was no 

phase Ⅱ in the joint 5-1 because the cavity 3 was fully filled before the top sheet was penetrated. 

Whilst the phase Ⅱ appeared in the joint 5-2 after the top sheet was penetrated, and ended when 
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the cavity 3 was fully filled at the point B2. Once the cavity 3 was fully filled, the R1 started 

increasing rapidly (phase Ⅲ). 

The necessity of the fully filled cavity 3 for the rapid increase of the R1 in the phase Ⅲ can be 

explained from different point of views. Take the joint 5-2 as an example, from the point view 

of material flow: Before the cavity 3 was fully filled as shown in Figure 5.10(a), the bottom 

sheet material was pushed into the die cavity (the space in Zone 1), which made more space 

for the top sheet material underneath the rivet shank to move downward rapidly (the material 

flow in Zone 2). As a result, the rivet shank also moved downward rather than flaring. 

Therefore, the R1 kept almost constant during this period. In contrast, when the cavity 3 was 

fully filled as shown in Figure 5.10(b), the bottom sheet material kept being pushed into the 

die cavity (the space in Zone 3). However, the Zone 3 is not under the rivet shank, which led 

to a smaller downward moving speed of the top sheet material in Zone 4. Therefore, the rivet 

shank flared rather than moving downward, and a rapid increase of the R1 was observed. From 

the point view of force: As presented in Figure 5.11, for the flat die, relatively small equivalent 

stresses on the rivet shank were observed after the fracture/separation of the top sheet and 

before the cavity 3 was fully filled. Thus, the rivet shank moved downward and the R1 kept 

almost constant. After the cavity 3 was fully filled, large equivalent stresses on the rivet shank 

were observed and the rivet shank started flaring again. So the R1 increased again with the 

increment of the rivet displacement. 

Zone 1

Zone 2
Zone 4

Zone 3 (b)(a)
 

Figure 5.10: Materials flowing behaviour of the rivet and sheets in the joint 5-2: (a) before and (b) after the 

cavity 3 was fully filled 
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2.33mm 2.58mm 2.68mm 3.09mm  

Figure 5.11: Equivalent stress distributions before and after the point B in the joint 5-2 with flat die-A 

As shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, the almost linear increase of the R1 started earlier at 

the point C1 with pip die-A compared with the flat die-A at the point C2 during the phase Ⅲ. 

This phenomenon may be related to the filling condition of the rivet cavity. In the joint 5-1, 

the rivet cavity was gradually filled up from the point B1 to C1. Once the rivet cavity was fully 

filled at the point C1, the material within the rivet cavity showed an almost constant guidance 

effect on the flaring of the rivet shank. In contrast, in the joint 5-2, the rivet cavity was not 

fully filled even at the end of the SPR process. The almost constant guidance effect appeared 

at point C2 when the shape of the materials underneath the rivet cavity kept almost constant. 

5.3.2. Effect of the die diameter 

The force-displacement curves of the joints 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 with different die diameters 

7.5mm, 10.0mm and 14.0mm are presented in Figure 5.12. With the increment of the D1, the 

riveting force at the beginning and at the end of the SPR process showed a decreasing trend, 

whilst it was almost the same in the middle of the SPR process. Meanwhile, the maximum 

riveting force dropped from around 40kN to only 20kN when the D1 changed from 7.5mm to 

14mm. 
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Figure 5.12: Force-displacement curves in the SPR joints with different die diameters 
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Figure 5.13 illustrates the cross-sectional profiles of the joints 5-3 and 5-4 at different rivet 

displacements. Comparing the Figure 5.13(a-2)(a-3) and (b-2)(b-3), smaller distances 

between the bottoms of the stack and the die cavity were observed in the joint 5-4. This is 

because the increment of the die diameter enlarged the area of sheets above the die cavity, 

which made it easier for the top and bottom sheets to be bent into the die cavity and led to a 

slightly smaller riveting force. However, at the same rivet displacements, the depth that the 

rivet shank pierced into the top sheet was smaller in the joint 5-4 than that in the joint 5-3. This 

phenomenon could be explained by the relatively larger downward bending rate of the top 

sheet and the smaller riveting force during this period in the joint 5-4 as shown in Figure 5.12. 

So a larger rivet displacement was required for the rivet to penetrate the top sheet in SPR joints 

with a larger die diameter. Furthermore, large gaps between the rivet and the right part of the 

top sheet (Gap 1 and Gap 2) were observed in the joint 5-4 as shown in Figure 5.13(b-6), 

while no apparent gap was found in the joint 5-3 as shown in Figure 5.13(a-6). This was 

mainly attributed to the bended distance of the right part on the top sheet when the 

fracture/separation of the top sheet occurred as shown in Figure 5.13(a-4) and (b-4). The 

increment of the die diameter caused a larger bended distance of the right part on the top sheet. 

However, the total rivet displacement was not large enough to make the rivet head to press the 

top sheet. So the Gap 1 and Gap 2 was not eliminated in the joint 5-4 at the end of the SPR 

process. The appearance of these gaps may have a negative effect on the mechanical strength 

of the SPR joint, and they could be eliminated by using a larger rivet displacement or a smaller 

die diameter. 
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Figure 5.13: Joint cross-sectional profiles during SPR processes with different die diameters (D1): (a) 7.5 mm 

(flat die-B) and (b) 10.0 mm (flat die-C) 
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To study the influence of the die diameter on the variation of the remaining bottom sheet 

thickness, the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) in the joints with 

different die diameters was recorded as shown in Figure 5.14. For easy explanation, these 

curves were roughly divided into four phases according to the changing trend. A similar 

decreasing tendency of the tc was observed among the three curves, except for the slight 

difference on the far right of these curves.  

During the phase Ⅰ, the left part of the bottom sheet was stretched along the radial direction 

and large equivalent stresses were observed only on the local region around the centre of the 

bottom sheet as shown in Figure 5.15(a). This caused the slow decline of the tc. Once the 

bottom sheet contacted with the bottom of the die cavity, large equivalent stresses were 

observed on a larger region around the centre of the bottom sheet as presented in Figure 

5.15(b). Thus, the tc started decreasing at a higher rate during the phase Ⅱ. The phase Ⅲ started 

when the cavity 3 was fully filled. As illustrated in Figure 5.15(c), the high stress 

concentration area on the bottom sheet transferred to the region around the rivet tip. The low-

level equivalent stress around the centre of the bottom sheet was not large enough to cause 

further reduction of the tc. Therefore, the tc kept almost constant during this period. During the 

phase Ⅳ, the increment value of the tc was heavily influenced by the filling condition of the 

die cavity. Take the joint 5-3 as an example, the die cavity was fully filled before the end of 

the SPR process. With further increment of the rivet displacement, there was no space in the 

die cavity to accommodate extra sheet material. So the top and bottom sheets material was 

pressed towards the unfilled space of the rivet cavity, which caused the rapid increase of the 

tc. 
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Figure 5.14: Variation curves of the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) in SPR processes 

with different die diameters (D1) 
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Figure 5.15: Equivalent stress distribution in the joint 5-3 at different phases (D1=7.5 mm): (a) phase I, (b) 

phase II and (c) phase III 
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Figure 5.16: The flared rivet shank radius (R1) in SPR processes with different die diameters (D1) 

The variation curves of the R1 with different die diameters are illustrated in Figure 5.16. 

Before the fracture/separation of the top sheet at the points A, B and C in different joints, a 

smaller increment of the R1 was observed with a larger die diameter. With the increment of 

the die diameter, the rivet shank encountered a smaller resistance force from the sheets as 

illustrated in Figure 5.12, which caused this smaller incremental value of the R1. After the top 

sheet was penetrated, the R1 kept almost constant for a period. The length of this period varied 

with the die diameter: the larger die diameter, the shorter this period. This is because, with a 

larger die diameter, the fracture of the top sheet delayed a larger time than the delayed time 

that the cavity 3 was fully filled. After the cavity 3 was fully filled at the points D, E and F in 

different joints, a rapid increase of R1 was observed. However, very limited influences of the 

die diameter on the increasing speed of the R1 was observed during this period. In addition, at 

the end of SPR process, a little bit larger R1 was observed in the joints with a larger die diameter. 

From the analysis above, it can be concluded that the die diameter had significant influences 

on the rivet shank flaring behaviour. With a larger die diameter, due to the reduction of the 

riveting force when the rivet pierced the top sheet, it is potential to reduce the possibility of 
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the premature rivet shank compression. Similar conclusions were also made in [73]. Although 

the increment of the die diameter can lead to a larger R1, the influence of this larger R1 on the 

interlock formation needs to be further investigated.  

5.3.3. Effect of the die depth  

The force-displacement curves of the joints 5-6 and 5-7 with different die depths 1.8mm and 

2.4mm are presented in Figure 5.17. The riveting forces are the same on the two curves when 

the rivet displacement changed from 0.0mm to around 2.5mm. With further increment of the 

rivet displacement, a smaller riveting force was observed in the joint 5-7 than in the joint 5-6. 
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Figure 5.17: Force-displacement curves in the SPR joints with different die depths 

Figure 5.18 shows the cross-sectional profiles of the joints 5-6 and 5-7 at different rivet 

displacements. Comparing the Figure 5.18(a-1)(a-2)(a-3) and (b-1)(b-2)(b-3), identical 

deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets in the two joints were observed before the 

bottom sheet contacted with the bottom of the die cavity in the joint 5-6. With a larger die 

depth, the bottom sheet contacted with the bottom of the die cavity at a later time in the joint 

5-7 than that in joint 5-6. Therefore, the bottom sheet material around the rivet tip in the joint 

5-7 was stretched for a longer time, which resulted in a thinner bottom sheet thickness around 

the rivet tip (0.79 mm) as presented in Figure 5.18(b-5). Meanwhile, it was also noticed that 

the rivet shank did not flare into the bottom sheet when the bottom sheet thickness around the 

rivet tip had already become very thin. This is because the cavity 3 in the joint 5-7 was not 

fully filled for a longer period after the fracture/separation of the top sheet. The delayed filling 

of the cavity 3 and the relatively smaller rivet shank flaring distance caused the smaller riveting 

force in the joint 5-7 as shown in Figure 5.17. This phenomenon indicated that a too large die 

depth may have negative effects on the interlock formation and the Tmin. 
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Figure 5.18: Joint cross-sectional profiles during SPR processes with different die depths: (a) H1=1.8 mm (flat 

die-E) and (b) H1=2.4 mm (flat die-F) 

The variation curves of the tc with different die depths are illustrated in Figure 5.19. A similar 

changing pattern of the tc was observed on the two curves. The values of the tc were the same 

on the two curves before the point A. While the rapid decline of the tc in the joint 5-7 appeared 

at a later time compared with that in the joint 5-6. This is caused by the delayed contact 

between the bottom sheet and the bottom of the die cavity in the joint 5-7 at point B. Meanwhile, 

a little bit larger decreasing rate of the tc in the joint 5-7 was observed. This can be explained 

by the slightly larger equivalent stresses distributed on the bottom sheet of the joint 5-7 as 

shown in Figure 5.20. Moreover, a smaller tc was observed at the end of the SPR process in 

the joint 5-7. So the increment of the die depth could lead to a smaller remaining bottom sheet 

thickness around the joint centre. 
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Figure 5.19: Variation curves of the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) during the SPR 

processes with different die depths (H1) 

(a) (b)
 

Figure 5.20: Equivalent stress distribution on the sheets after the bottom sheet contacted with the bottom of the 

die cavity: (a) H1=1.8 mm (flat die-E) and (b) H1=2.4 mm (flat die-F) 

The changing curves of the R1 with different die depths are presented in Figure 5.21. Similarly, 

same increasing values of the R1 on the two curves were observed before the 

fracture/separation of the top sheet at the point A. However, the rapid increment of the R1 

appeared at a later time and lasted a shorter period in the joint 5-7. An almost same increasing 

speed of the R1 during this rapidly increasing stage was captured. As a result, a smaller R1 was 

achieved in the joint 5-7 at the end of the joining process. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the die depth (H1) could significantly influence the flaring behaviour of the rivet shank. A too 

large die depth might have negative effects on the interlock formation. 
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Figure 5.21: The flared rivet shank radius during SPR processes with different die depths (H1) 

5.3.4. Effect of the die pip height 

The force-displacement curves of the joints 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10 with different die pip heights 

0.0mm, −0.4mm and −0.8mm are presented in Figure 5.22. With the increment of the die pip 

height, the riveting force at the beginning and at the end of the SPR process showed an 

increasing trend, whilst it was almost the same in the middle of the SPR process. However, 
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differing from other die parameters, no large changes of the maximum riveting force were 

observed. 
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Figure 5.22: Force-displacement curves in the SPR joints with different die pip heights 

The cross-sectional profiles of the joint 5-8, joint 5-9 and joint 5-10 at different rivet 

displacements are illustrated in Figure 5.23. Similar to the die depth, the die pip height could 

directly determine the time when the die pip contacted with the bottom sheet and applied a 

resistance force on the bottom of the stack. As a result, the deformed bottom sheet thickness 

was changed as shown in Figure 5.23(a-6), (b-6) and (c-6): the smaller the pip height, the 

thicker the remaining bottom sheet thickness above the die pip. This means that the thickness 

of the deformed bottom sheet can be controlled by adjusting the die pip height. Moreover, no 

apparent difference of the top sheet deformation was observed. 
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Figure 5.23: Joint cross-sectional profiles during SPR processes with different die pip heights: (a) 0.0mm (pip 

die-A), (b) −0.4mm (pip die-B) and (c) −0.8mm (pip die-C) 

Figure 5.24 demonstrates the variation curves of the tc with different die pip heights. When 

the pip height was 0.0mm, the die pip contacted with the bottom of the stack at the beginning 

of SPR process. So the tc decreased rapidly with the increment of the rivet displacement at the 

beginning of SPR process. However, when the pip height was smaller than 0.0mm, the die pip 

did not contact with the bottom of the stack at the beginning of the SPR process. So the tc first 

decreased slowly, and then decreased rapidly once the die pip contacted with the bottom of the 

stack. Moreover, the decreasing speed of the tc at the end of the SPR process was almost 

identical among the three SPR joints, and this may be attributed to the same filling condition 

of the rivet cavity. This sharp decline of the tc appeared at an earlier time and lasted a longer 

period with a larger die pip height. Because the rivet cavity was fully filled at an earlier time 

in the joints with a higher die pip. In addition, it was also found that the tc reduced a larger 

value not only at the beginning but also at the end of SPR process with a larger die pip height. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the die pip height had significant influences on the 

reduction of the tc. The increment of the die pip height could lead to a smaller tc at the end of 

the SPR process. 
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The variation curves of the R1 with different die pip heights are illustrated in Figure 5.25. A 

similar increasing trend of the R1 was observed on the three curves. It is worth noting that the 

rivet shank flared a little bit larger distance at the end of SPR process with a higher die pip, 

and this difference was mainly formed in Zone 1. 
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Figure 5.24: Variation curves of the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) in SPR processes 

with different die pip heights 
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Figure 5.25: The flared rivet shank radius (R1) during SPR processes with different die pip heights 

5.3.5. Interaction effects among different die parameters 

In practice, the die profile is usually optimized for new joint configurations by changing the 

different parameters together. It is necessary to understand how these die parameters work 

together to affect the SPR process. Therefore, based on the aforementioned single die factor 

effects on the SPR process, the interaction effects between different die parameters were also 

discussed. 
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For the flat die, the diameter and depth are the two most important parameters. The changes 

of the two factors would directly affect the deformations of the rivet and sheets, and the 

interaction effects of them on the SPR process as well as the joint quality could be roughly 

estimated by the single factor effects. Roughly speaking, the single factor effects of these two 

parameters would be superimposed together to affect the riveting process. According to the 

results above, it can be concluded that the die depth had a larger influence on the SPR process 

and would dominate the interaction effects of these two factors. For instance, a larger die 

diameter (die 1) could lead to a slight increase of the R1 and tc. For the joint quality, the 

interlock would decrease but the Tmin would show an increasing trend. In contrast, a larger die 

depth (die 2) could lead to an obvious decrease of the R1 and tc. For the joint quality, both of 

the interlock and Tmin would show a decreasing tendency. If the die with a larger diameter and 

a larger depth (die 3), the R1 and the tc would be more possible to reduce to a smaller value 

due to the dominated effect of the die depth. However, the reduction value of the R1 and tc 

would be smaller than that with the die 2. For the joint quality, the interlock would reduce to 

a smaller value than both of the die 1 and die 2, while it is difficult to predict the Tmin because 

of the opposite changing trends caused by the larger die diameter and larger die depth. 

For the pip die, except for the diameter and depth, the pip height is also a very important 

parameter. Although the single effects of the diameter and depth of the pip die on the SPR 

process were not discussed above, both of them should have similar influences on the SPR 

process like that in the flat die. The interaction effects between the diameter and depth of the 

pip die on the SPR process would be also similar like that of the flat die. So this is not repeated 

again. The die with a higher pip could lead to an obvious decrease of the tc but a slight increase 

of the R1. For the joint quality, the interlock would increase with a higher die pip, but the 

changing trend of the Tmin is uncertain because of the location change. If the die with a larger 

diameter and a higher die pip, the tc might lightly decrease because the die pip had a stronger 

effect on the tc than the diameter, while the R1 would show an increasing trend. For the joint 

quality, the interlock might show a slight increase rather than decrease, while the changing 

trend of the Tmin is uncertain. If the die with a larger depth and a higher die pip, the tc would 

decrease and the R1 might be also decrease because the die depth may have a larger influence 

than the pip height. For the joint quality, it is hard to predict the interlock and Tmin because of 

the lack of experiment or simulation data. More efforts are required to discover the interaction 

effects among different die parameters on the SPR process and the joint quality. 
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5.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the influences of different die geometric parameters, including the die type, the 

diameter of flat die, the depth of flat die and the pip height of pip die, on the deformation 

behaviours of the rivet and sheets were numerically investigated. The major conclusions from 

this chapter are summarised below: 

(1) For the studied joint configurations, an almost uniformly distributed bottom sheet 

thickness was obtained with the pip die, whilst a large variation of the bottom sheet 

thickness was observed with the flat die. Compared with the flat die, the pip die showed 

a stronger guidance effect on the rivet shank flare.  

(2) Increment of the die diameter (D1) could cause a delay of the top sheet separation/fracture, 

and facilitate the rivet shank flare. The remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint 

centre (tc) first decreased and then increased with the increment of the die diameter. For 

a larger diameter die, a slightly larger rivet displacement should be used to eliminate the 

gaps between the rivet and the right part of the top sheet. This would be benefit for the 

improvement of the joint mechanical strength. 

(3) Increment of the die depth (H1) caused a reduction of the flared rivet shank radius (R1), 

which had a negative effect on the joint quality, especially the interlock. It also led to a 

reduction of the tc, and a smaller bottom sheet thickness around the rivet tip. 

(4) Increment of the die pip height resulted in a smaller tc but a larger R1. By adjusting the 

magnitude of the die pip height, the thickness distribution on deformed bottom sheet can 

be optimized to improve the joint quality. 

(5) The flaring behaviour of the rivet shank depended heavily on the filling condition of the 

die cavity underneath the rivet cavity (cavity 3). Rapid rivet shank flare occurred after the 

cavity 3 was fully filled. 
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6. Finite Element Modelling of Riv-Bonding Process 

To improve the mechanical strengths and water resistance performance of riveted structures, 

SPR technique is usually utilized together with adhesive bonding technique in the automotive 

industry. In this chapter, based on the developed simulation model of SPR process in Chapter 

4, a 2D axisymmetric FE model of Riv-Bonding process was successfully developed for 

industrial applications. The Ostwald-de Waele power law was adopted to approximately 

represent properties of the adhesive SikaPower 498. Interrupted laboratory tests of the Riv-

Bonding process, and experimental tests of the Riv-Bonding joints with varying configurations 

were carried out to validate the prediction accuracy of the developed FE model. The simulation 

model in this chapter lays a foundation for further quality prediction and mechanical strengths 

modelling of Riv-Bonding joints. 

6.1. Introduction 

The Riv-Bonding technique simply combines adhesive bonding and self-pierce riveting 

together to achieve a more reliable and efficient connection. Figure 6.1 shows the major steps 

during the Riv-Bonding process. The adhesive is applied on the centre of the bottom sheet and 

distributed between the two sheets after the clamping process. Then, the normal SPR process 

is carried out to form the Riv-Bonding connection. 

v1Adhesive

Bottom part

Fclamping

Die

Punch

v1
v2

Applying the 

adhesive
Clamping Riveting

Tool 

releasing

Uncured

Adhesive 

curing

Uncured Cured

 

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the Riv-Bonding process 

So far, only a limited number of studies relevant to the Riv-Bonding can be found and most of 

them focused on the joint mechanical performance evaluation. For instance, Baurova et al. 

[138] experimentally studied the shear strength of the Riv-Bonding joints with a hot-melt 

adhesive. He et al. [142] investigated the shear strength and energy absorption of the Riv-

Bonding joints made with AA5754 sheets and a 0.10mm adhesive layer. Liu and Zhuang [143] 

experimentally studied the shear strength and failure modes of the Riv-Bonding joints with the 

top sheet of carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) and AA5754-H22 as the bottom sheet. 
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Miyashita et al. [144] investigated the shear strength and fatigue strength of the Riv-Bonding 

joints with AM50 magnesium alloy sheets. Sun et al. [6] found that the involved adhesive layer 

(Dow Betamate 4601) apparently improved the fatigue performance of the SPR joints under 

the lap-shear loading condition. The above studies have undoubtedly facilitated the 

applications of the Riv-Bonding technique in the industrial field. In addition, efforts have also 

been made by researchers to develop simulation models of the Riv-Bonding process, but the 

progress is not desirable because of the difficulties to describe the fluid-structure interaction 

(FSI) between the uncured adhesive and other solid parts. So far, the only accessible simulation 

model of the Riv-Bonding process was reported by Fricke and Vallée [131]. Two types of 

simulation software were used in their study: one for the modelling of solid parts using 

structural finite element method (FEM), and another for the modelling of the uncured adhesive 

(a high viscosity fluid) using computational fluid dynamic (CFD) method. In addition, a 

coupling software was also used to exchange information at the fluid-structure interfaces 

between the two software. The reason for using different types of software was triggered by 

the different natures between the solid and fluid. The results indicated a reasonable agreement 

between the simulation and the experimental results. However, despite the long time to set up 

the simulation model, this co-simulation method is also computationally expensive and 

requires a wide knowledge on three different software. In the automotive industry, an easy-to-

use and fast response simulation model of the Riv-Bonding process is urgently needed. To 

deal with the FSI between the uncured adhesive and solid parts, a promising solution is the 

Ostwald–de Waele power law, which approximately describes the fluid flow behaviour by 

establishing a relationship between the shear stress and shear rate of the fluid. Due to the 

simplicity, it has already been adopted in many studies to model the fluid flow behaviour [178, 

179]. Recently, based on the simulation method proposed by Ardakan [179], Gerstmann and 

Awiszus [180] successfully developed a fast response simulation model of the Clinch-Bonding 

process. The Ostwald-de Waele power law was used to model the uncured adhesive and 

showed a very good performance. Therefore, to better understand the Riv-Bonding technique, 

a fast response and easy-to-use FE model of the Riv-Bonding process was developed in this 

chapter. 

6.2. Experiment Tests 

6.2.1. Sample preparation 

Before establishing the simulation model of the Riv-Bonding process, experimental tests were 

performed to collect necessary data for the model calibration and verification. Boron steel 

rivets with the hardness 280±30HV10 and aluminium alloy AA5754 sheets were used 
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throughout the experiment. The structural adhesive SikaPower 498 was selected, and its basic 

properties are listed in Table 6.1. This is a one-component epoxy resin-based adhesive and 

can achieve a high mechanical strength once cured. This adhesive can be applied on oiled or 

coated surfaces, and suitable for connections with other joining methods (e.g., resistance spot 

welding, SPR and clinching) [181].  

To calibrate the simulation model, interrupted laboratory tests of the SPR process and the Riv-

Bonding process were carried out. Table 6.2 lists the joint configurations of the interrupted 

test. The joining process was stopped at five positions by controlling the rivet head height (H). 

The size of the specimen dimensions is 40mm×40mm, and the thicknesses of the top and 

bottom sheets are 1.2mm and 2.0mm respectively. The rivet selected for this stack is 6.0mm 

long with a shank diameter of Ø5.3mm. To verify the prediction accuracy of the simulation 

model, as shown in Table 6.3, another four types of SPR joints and four types of Riv-Bonding 

joints with varying top sheet thicknesses and dies were also made experimentally. As for any 

mechanical fastening process, the intrinsic variability of the SPR and the Riv-Bonding 

processes inevitably brings many variations into the process and affect the final laboratory test 

results. To minimise such effects, the same equipment and the same dies as well as the same 

batch of materials were used throughout the experiment. In addition, at least two repeats for 

each position were made in the interrupted laboratory tests and three repeats for each joint in 

Table 6.3 were performed when evaluating the performance of the simulation model. The 

nominal dimensions of the semi-tubular rivet and the die used in the laboratory tests are 

illustrated Figure 6.2. All the joints were made using the servo SPR system provided by 

Tucker GmbH, as shown in Figure 3.32. The riveting speed is set to 300mm/s, and the 

clamping force is approximately 6.0kN controlled by a compressed spring. 

Due to the high viscosity (approximately 3000Pa·s) of the adhesive SikaPower 498 at the 

ambient temperature (shown in Figure 6.3), the adhesive was preheated to about 55℃ to 

reduce its viscosity before manually applied on the bottom sheet. To keep consistent with the 

real application in the automotive industry, as shown in Figure 6.4, the adhesive was applied 

along the centre line of the bottom sheet with a cartridge gun. The amount of the adhesive was 

controlled by the diameter of the gun nozzle (3.0mm in this research). After the adhesive was 

applied on the bottom sheet, the top sheet was rapidly placed on the top of the adhesive 

followed by the riveting process. All the Riv-Bonding joints were placed in a preheated oven 

at 175℃ for 20 minutes to cure the adhesive layer. 
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Table 6.1: Properties of the adhesive SikaPower 498 [181] 

Name 
Dynamic viscosity (Pa·s) Application 

temperature (℃) 
Curing time (min) 

Elongation 
(After curing) 

(20℃) (55℃) 

SikaPower 

498 

Approximately 

3000 

Approximately 

1300 
50~60 20 (175℃) 5.0% 

Table 6.2: Experiment design of the interrupted laboratory tests for the SPR and the Riv-Bonding processes 

Joint 
no. 

Thickness (mm) 

Adhesive SikaPower 
498 

Rivet head 

height/H 

(mm) 

Rivet 
(Boron steel) 

Die 
Top sheet/Tt 

(AA5754) 

Bottom sheet/Tb 

(AA5754) 

6-1 

1.2 2.0 -- 

4.0 

C5.3*6.0 
(280±30HV10) 

Pip die-A 

6-2 3.0 

6-3 2.0 

6-4 1.0 

6-5 0.0 

6-6 

1.2 2.0 

Yes 

(Ø3.0mm nozzle) 

 

4.0 

6-7 3.0 

6-8 2.0 

6-9 1.0 

6-10 0.0 

Table 6.3: Experiment design of the SPR and Riv-Bonding joints for FE model verification 

Joint 

no. 

Thickness (mm) 

Adhesive SikaPower 

498 

Rivet 

(Boron steel) 
Die 

Top sheet/Tt 

(AA5754) 

Bottom sheet/Tb 

(AA5754) 

6-11 1.8 

2.0 -- 
C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 

Pip die-A 
6-12 2.5 

6-13 1.8 
Flat die-A 

6-14 2.5 

6-15 1.8 

2.0 
Yes 

(Ø3.0mm nozzle)  

C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 

Pip die-A 
6-16 2.5 

6-17 1.8 
Flat die-A 

6-18 2.5 

 

Ø 7.75 

6.0 

Ø 5.3 

0.3 
Ø 9.0 

1.6 

0 Ø 8.5 

2.0

Pip die-A Flat die-A
 

Figure 6.2: Schematic of the semi-tubular rivet and dies (in mm) 
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Figure 6.3: Dynamic viscosity-temperature curve of the adhesive SikaPower 498 [181] 
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of applying the uncured adhesive on the bottom sheet  

6.2.2. Geometrical characterization of the Riv-Bonding joints 

To observe the adhesive distribution within the Riv-Bonding joints and to evaluate the joint 

quality, all the joints were sectioned using an abrasive-wheel cutting machine. To ensure the 

cross-sectional profile on the joint centre plane was captured, as shown in Figure 6.5, the 

joints were sectioned at a position slight offset the joint centre line to reserve enough distance 

for the subsequent surface polishing. Then, the cross-sectional profile of each joint was 

inspected and recorded using an optical microscope. To evaluate the prediction performance 

of the FE model on the joint quality, six dimensions were measured on the cross-sectional 

profiles of the Riv-bonding joints as shown in Figure 6.6. The interlock (I), the rivet head 

height (H), the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) and under the rivet tip 

(ttip) are the key joint quality indicators. The diameters of inner interlock boundary (Din) and 

outer interlock boundary (Dout) are used to evaluate the rivet shank deformation and the 

formation of interlock. 
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of the cutting position on the specimen 
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Figure 6.6: Geometrical dimensions measured on the cross-sectional profile of the Riv-Bonding joint  

6.3. FE Model Development  

6.3.1. Model description 

Similar to the FE model of SPR process, a 2D axisymmetric FE model of the Riv-bonding 

process was also developed using the software Simufact.Forming 15 to meet the fast response 

requirement in the industrial applications. Figure 6.7 shows the seven components involved 

in the simulation model: (1) punch; (2) blank-holder; (3) rivet; (4) top sheet; (5) adhesive layer, 

(6) bottom sheet and (7) die. Simulation parameters for the solid parts are the same as that 

used in the SPR simulation model, and therefore not described in detail here. The adhesive 

layer was modelled as a superplastic body. Quadrangle element with four gauss points (type 

10) was chosen, and the ‘advancing front quad mesher’ was used to mesh the adhesive layer. 

The mesh size was set to 0.05mm to allocate enough elements along the adhesive thickness 

direction. During the riveting process, the adhesive flows rapidly within the gap between the 

top and bottom sheets. This will lead to severe element distortion of the adhesive layer and 

convergence difficulty during the simulation. Thus, the automatic element re-meshing was 

implemented for the adhesive layer. During the joining process, the adhesive layer will be 

penetrated by the rivet. To model this phenomenon, the geometrical criterion was also 

implemented for the adhesive layer. A too large threshold thickness value may cause 

unrealistic adhesive separation and large adhesive volume loss due to the element deletion. 
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Thus, in this model, the threshold thickness for the adhesive layer was set to 0.03mm. For the 

interaction between the adhesive and other solid parts, the two sheets and the adhesive layer 

were glued together using the contact type ‘Glued’. The contact interface between the adhesive 

and the rivet was modelled as a friction free condition by setting the friction coefficient to zero. 

Punch

Blank-holder

Top sheet

Bottom sheet
Die

Rivet

Adhesive layer

v2

Fclamping

Free edge

Fixed  

Figure 6.7: 2D axisymmetric simulation model of the Riv-Bonding process 

During the Riv-Bonding process, the blank-holder moved downward with an initial speed, and 

struck on the top sheet. Then, a clamping force was applied on the blank-holder by a 

compressed spring. This clamping procedure had significant effects not only on the adhesive 

distribution, but also on the deformation of the top sheet. Figure 6.8 shows the cross-sectional 

profiles of the SPR joint 6-1 and the Riv-bonding joint 6-6 (H = 4.0mm). It can be found that 

the top sheet outside the rivet bent downward during the SPR process (Zone 1), but kept almost 

flat during the Riv-Bonding process (Zone 2). This difference indicated that the top sheet in 

the Riv-Bonding process first bent upward due to the hydraulic force introduced by the 

accumulated adhesive beneath its central area, but then became almost flat as the riveting 

process proceeded as shown in Figure 6.8(b). Therefore, according to the adhesive distribution, 

the clamping process during the Riv-Bonding process could be divided into two stages as 

presented in Figure 6.9. At the stage 1, the gap between the two sheets is quite large and the 

adhesive could easily flow towards the outside of the interface. The sheets undergo very 

limited elastic deformation due to the low-level pressure from the adhesive layer. An almost 

uniform adhesive distribution can be observed during this stage. However, with further 

downward movement of the blank-holder, the gap between the two sheets becomes narrower 

and the outward flow of the adhesive becomes more and more restricted. At the stage 2, the 

adhesive starts being trapped around the joint centre and less adhesive remains under the 

circular edge of the blank-holder. Plastic deformations occur on the two sheets due to the 
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hydraulic pressure from the trapped adhesive. During this stage, the adhesive unevenly 

distributes between the two sheets. 

To properly simulate the blank-holder strike and to simplify the simulation model, in this study, 

the clamping process was simulated from the beginning of the stage 2. The initial adhesive 

layer thickness was determined using the inverse method and set to 0.3mm. The simulation 

procedures of the Riv-Bonding process are shown in Figure 6.10. When simulating the 

clamping process, the blank-holder first moves 0.3mm at a velocity v1=100mm/s to model the 

blank-holder strike on the sheets. Then, the blank-holder velocity is set to zero and a 5.3kN 

clamping force (Fclamping) is applied to model the blank-holder clamping effect. Subsequently, 

the riveting process is simulated.  

 

Figure 6.8: Deformed top sheets at the rivet head height H=4.0mm: (a) the SPR joint 6-1 and (b) the Riv-

Bonding joint 6-6 
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Figure 6.9: Two stages of the adhesive flow during the clamping process 
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Figure 6.10: Simulation procedures of the Riv-Bonding process: (a) clamping process and (b) riveting process 
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6.3.2. Material properties 

The properties of the rivet and sheets were the same as that used in the FE model of SPR 

process. The uncured adhesive is a kind of high viscosity liquid and its behaviour is quite 

different from the solid materials. Therefore, the biggest challenge is to find out a suitable 

material constitutive model to represent the adhesive flow of the uncured adhesive during the 

riveting process. The uncured adhesive (SikaPower 498) demonstrates a viscoelastic 

behaviour depending heavily on the dynamic viscosity. This adhesive is a non-Newtonian fluid, 

and its viscosity shows a decreasing trend with the increment of the strain rate (i.e., 

pseudoplastic fluid). The adhesive flow between the two sheets is quite simple, and regarded 

as a laminar flow in this research. The Ostward and de Waele power law, which was proved 

capable for the modelling of power law fluids by Jabbari et al. [178], was adopted to describe 

the relationships between the shear stress (τ) and the shear strain rate (  ) of the adhesive layer, 

as shown in Eq.(7.1). The coefficients k and n could be easily identified using rheological 

experiments. The dynamic viscosity ( ) of adhesive depends heavily on the shear strain rate, 

and can be expressed as a function of the shear stress (τ) and shear strain rate (  ) in Eq.(7.2). 

Substituting Eq.(7.1) into Eq.(7.2) yields the dynamic viscosity ( ) as a function of the shear 

strain rate (  ) in Eq.(7.3). 

 nk =   (7.1) 

 





=   (7.2) 

 1nk  −=   (7.3) 

In this research, the experimental viscosity data of the adhesive SikaPower 498 was extracted 

from the paper of Weber et al. [182]. Figure 6.11 shows the shear stress-viscosity curves at 

different temperatures. Using the Eq.(7.2), the adhesive viscosity under varying shear strain 

rates was derived and presented in Figure 6.12. In this model, only the shear strain rate-

viscosity curve at 50°C was implemented. By employing the least squares technique, the 

unknown coefficients in Eq.(7.3) were identified. Values of the k and n are 1582.04 and 0.23 

respectively. However, this fitted shear rate-viscosity curve has very small viscosity values 

(less than 2.0Pa·s) at very high strain rates (greater than 5000 s-1), which is not coincident with 

the reality and also causes simulation stability problems in software Simufact.Forming 15. 

Thus, the index n was adjusted to a larger value 0.48 by using the inverse method. The 

viscosity of SikaPower 498 at 50°C under different shear strain rates was defined in Eq.(7.4). 

 0.521582.04  −=    (7.4) 
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Figure 6.11: Shear stress-viscosity curves of the adhesive SikaPower 498 at different temperatures [182] 
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Figure 6.12: Shear strain rate-viscosity curves of the adhesive SikaPower 498 at different temperatures 

The adhesive was modelled as a superplastic material using the rate-power law constitutive 

model shown in Eq.(7.5) (Hot forging material form 1 in Simufact.Forming 15). By setting 

the coefficient N to zero, the effect of equivalent strain (  ) on the equivalent stress (
f ) was 

inactive and the Eq.(7.5) is simplified to Eq.(7.6). The shear stress ( ) and the shear strain 

rate (  ) could be expressed as a function of equivalent stress (
f ) and equivalent strain rate 

(  ) individually in Eq.(7.7) and Eq. (7.8) according to the study of Gerstmann and Awiszus 

[180].  

 
M N

f C  =  (7.5) 

 
M

f C =   (7.6) 

 
3

f
 =   (7.7) 
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 3 =   (7.8) 

Substituting the Eq.(7.7) and Eq.(7.8) into Eq.(7.1) yields Eq.(7.9). Comparing the Eq.(7.6) 

and Eq.(7.9), the coefficients C and M could be expressed as a function of k and n shown in 

Eq.(7.10). Substituting the identified k and n into Eq.(7.10), the equivalent stress-strain rate 

curve of the adhesive SikaPower 498 could be deduced into Eq.(7.11) and illustrated in Figure 

6.13. 
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Figure 6.13: Equivalent stress-strain rate curve of the adhesive SikaPower 498 (50°C) 

6.3.3. Validation of the FE model 

To evaluate the performance of the developed simulation model, the SPR and Riv-Bonding 

joints in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 were numerically made and compared with the experimental 

test results, including the joint cross-sectional profiles at different joining stages, the values of 

joint quality indicators and the load-displacement curves. All the simulations were executed 

on a PC with a 4-core Intel Core i7 3.4GHz CPU and RAM 16.0G. 

Figure 6.14 presented the experimentally tested and numerically simulated joint cross-

sectional profiles at five positions during the Riv-Bonding process. To highlight the effect of 

the blank-holder strike on the simulation result of the Riv-Bonding process, the simulated joint 

cross-sectional profiles considering (model 1) and without considering (model 2) the blank-

holder strike are compared with that from the laboratory tests. It is obvious that the simulation 
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result considering the blank-holder strike (Figure 6.14(b)) showed a much better agreement 

with the laboratory result (Figure 6.14(a)) than that without considering the blank-holder 

strike (Figure 6.14(c)). When the rivet penetrated the top sheet, the deformation of the top 

sheet material around the rivet tip (Zone 1) and the adhesive distribution under the top sheet 

(Zone 4) were accurately predicted by the simulation model 1 (Zones 2 and 5). The flat top 

sheet (Zone 7) and the final adhesive distribution (Zone 10) were also captured by the 

simulation model 1 (Zones 8 and 11). In contrast, although the model 2 captured the adhesive 

distribution around the joint centre, the deformation of the top sheet and the adhesive 

distribution outside the joining region were not properly simulated. As shown in Figure 6.15, 

the top sheet deflection caused by the adhesive layer was also accurately captured when 

considering the blank-holder strike in the simulation model (model 1). Therefore, in this 

research, the blank-holder strike was considered when developing the simulation model of the 

Riv-Bonding process. 

 

 Figure 6.14: Comparison between the joint cross-sectional profiles during the Riv-Bonding process from (a) the 

interrupted laboratory tests and simulations, (b) considering or (c) without considering the blank-holder strike 
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Figure 6.15: Shapes of the Riv-Bonding joint 6-9 (H=1.0mm): (a) tested, (b) simulated with or (c) without 

considering the blank-holder strike 

To assess the accuracy of quality prediction of the developed FE model for the Riv-Bonding 

joint, the dimensions of the quality indicators measured from the laboratory tested and the 

simulated cross-sectional profiles of the Riv-Bonding joint 6-10 are compared as shown in 

Figure 6.16. For easier comparison, the predicted value of each indicator was normalized to 

the percentage of the correspondingly tested value. It can be seen that there is a reasonable 

agreement between the simulated and the tested values. The simulated interlock is 80% of the 

tested value, and the simulated diameters of the two interlock boundaries (Din and Dout) are 

approximately 98% and 95% of the tested values. The simulated rivet head height is about 94% 

of the tested value. The bottom sheet thickness around the joint centre (tc) was around 15% 

overestimated, and the remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip (ttip) was around 

30% underestimated by the developed simulation model. The tested and simulated cross-

sectional profiles of the Riv-Bonding joint 6-10 are shown in Figure 6.17. Apart from the 

bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip, the simulated adhesive distribution and the sheet 

deformation agreed well with the laboratory tested results. Figure 6.18 compares the true load-

displacement curves extracted from the simulated and tested Riv-Bonding joint 6-10. The C-

frame deflection effect on the tested curve was removed. It can be found that, except for the 

slight difference in Zone 3, the predicted load-displacement curve (black line) matched well 

with the tested curve (red line). The slight decline (Zone 1) and the rapid increase (Zone 2) of 

the riveting force were accurately captured by the simulation model. The above results and 

analyses indicate that the developed simulation model considering the blank-holder strike is 

capable of predicting the Riv-Bonding process. 
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the Riv-Bonding joint 6-10 quality indicators between the laboratory tests and the 

simulation 

 

Figure 6.17: Simulated and tested cross-sectional profiles of the Riv-Bonding joint 6-10 (Effective plastic strain) 
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Figure 6.18: Simulated and tested true load-displacement curves of the Riv-Bonding joint 6-10 

To further verify the performance of the developed simulation model for different joint 

configurations, the simulated and experimentally tested cross-sectional profiles of the eight 

types of joints in Table 6.3 are compared in Figure 6.19. It can be seen that the simulated rivet 

and sheets deformations matched well with that from the experimental tests. Meanwhile, the 

predicted adhesive distributions in the Riv-Bonding joints also showed reasonable agreements 

with that in the tested Riv-Bonding joints. Figure 6.20 compared the simulated and tested joint 

quality indicators, including the interlock (I), the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint 
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centre (tc) and under the rivet tip (ttip), the diameter of outer interlock boundary (Dout). With 

varying top sheet thicknesses and die types, the changing trends of these indicators were 

accurately predicted by the simulation model. The predicted magnitudes of these indicators 

also showed reasonable agreements with that from the experimental tests. Figure 6.21 shows 

the simulated and tested true load-displacement curves. It can be noticed that no matter with 

or without the adhesive layer, the changing trend and the magnitude of the riveting force were 

accurately predicted by the developed simulation model. Therefore, the developed simulation 

model is also capable of predicting the quality of SPR joints and Riv-Bonding joints with 

varying joint configurations. 

 

Figure 6.19: Simulated and tested joint cross-sectional profiles for model validation 
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of the critical quality indicators between the experimentally tested and simulated joints 
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Figure 6.21: Simulated and experimentally tested true load-displacement curves for FE model validation 

6.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter, a 2D simulation model of the Riv-Bonding process, suitable for industry 

applications, was developed using the software Simufact.Forming 15. Interrupted laboratory 

tests of the Riv-Bonding process, and experimental tests of the Riv-Bonding joints with 

varying configurations were carried out to validate the prediction accuracy of the proposed 

simulation model. The main conclusions are summarised below: 

(1) The developed FE model is capable of capturing the events happened during the Riv-

Bonding process, and predicting the quality of the Riv-Bonding joints. 

(2) The blank-holder strike has significant influences on the Riv-Bonding process, and should 

be modelled properly in the simulation model. 

(3) The Ostwald-de Waele power law was proved effective as the material constitutive of 

adhesives, and could be used to approximately predict the adhesive flow during the Riv-

Bonding process. 
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(4) The adhesive layer imposed significant influences on the riveting process by affecting the 

load-displacement curve and the deformation behaviours of the rivet and the sheets. 

(5) The FE simulation model offers a new approach to investigate the Riv-Bonding process 

and provides a foundation for future simulation model development, in terms of the 

quality prediction and mechanical strength prediction under different joint configurations. 
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7. Influences of the Adhesive Layer on the Riv-Bonding 

Process and Joint Quality 

This chapter explores the impacts of the adhesive layer on the joining process, including the 

deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets, variation trend of the riveting force and 

distribution of the adhesive. Interrupted experimental tests were carried out to visually observe 

and compare the joint formation during the SPR process and Riv-Bonding process. Two types 

of die (i.e., flat die and pip die) were utilized to investigate the effects of die type on the Riv-

Bonding processes. The potential defects and benefits induced by the adhesive layer on the 

riveted connection with different dies were also identified and analysed. The influences of the 

adhesive layer on the quality of the riveted connection were also evaluated. In addition, single 

factor experiments were carried out to investigate the influences of top sheet thickness on the 

final quality of the riveted connection and the adhesive distribution. 

7.1. Introduction 

Riv(et)-Bonding is developed from the SPR technique by simply adding a thin adhesive layer 

between the connected sheets. Comparisons between the major steps during a SPR process 

and during a Riv-Bonding process are given in Figure 7.1. The only difference between the 

two processes is whether a thin adhesive layer is involved or not. It has been widely reported 

that this additional bonded connection effectively improves the joint mechanical strengths and 

advances the NVH performance of the connected structures. To date, the Riv-Bonding 

technique has been widely applied to assemble the car Body-in-White (BIW) structures in the 

automotive industry. 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the (a) self-piercing riveting process and (b) Riv-Bonding process 

There are already some studies relevant to this joining technique in the public domain, and 

most of them investigated the performance improvement of Riv-Bonding joints compared with 

the original SPR joints. Baurova et al. [138] concluded that the Riv-Bonding joints had an 

apparently higher shear strength compared to the SPR joints. He et al. [142] found that the 

maximum shearing load of the Riv-Bonding joint is 14% higher, whereas the energy 

absorption is much lower than that of the solo SPR joint. Liu and Zhuang [143] reported that 

the ply angle of the CFRP and the sheet thickness had significant impacts on the shear strength 

and failure modes of the Riv-Bonding joints. Sun et al. [6] found that the application of the 

adhesive Dow Betamate 4601 significantly enhanced the fatigue strength of the SPR joints 

under the lap-shear loading condition, but a smaller improvement was observed under the 

cross-tension loading condition. Miyashita et al. [144] reported that the adhesive layer could 

not eliminate the cracks on the bottom sheet, but effectively improve the joint shear strength 

and fatigue strength. It was also found that the adhesive properties had significant influence 

on the shear strength of the Riv-Bonding joints. Presse et al. [152] developed a simulation 

model of Riv-Bonding joints with aluminium EN AW-6016 and high strength steel 

CR330Y590T-DP sheets, and successfully predicted the joint fatigue life by superposing the 

contributions of the riveted connection and the bonded connection. Wu et al. [153] 

experimentally found that the failure location within the SPR joint was altered after adding the 

adhesive layer. A mechanism-based fatigue life evaluation method was also proposed for the 

Riv-Bonding joints. 

Actually, the performance of the Riv-Bonding joint depends on both the bonded connection 

and the riveted connection. The existing studies emphasize the benefits of the adhesive layer 

on the overall joint performance, but rarely mention the effects of the adhesive layer on the 
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riveted connection. Few reports relevant to the impact of adhesive layer on the joining process 

and the joint quality can be found in the public domain. For a specific joint configuration, the 

viscosity and the application amount of the adhesive may significantly influence the rivet and 

sheet deformations, and thus alter the quality of the riveted connection. With the same type of 

adhesive and application amount, changes of the joint configurations (e.g., the sheet thickness, 

sheet material and the die type) may also alter the effects of the adhesive layer on the riveted 

connection. Fricke and Vallée [131] found that a larger amount of adhesive was trapped around 

the joining region in Riv-Bonding joints with the steel HC340LA sheets. Hahn and Wibbeke 

[140] mentioned that the adhesive layer would impose limited influences on the quality of the 

riveted connection when the total sheet thickness was greater than 2.0mm, but obvious 

influences when the sheet thickness was smaller than 1.6mm. Test results from the study of 

Franco [141] strongly supported this view: no adhesive was found around the joining region 

of the Riv-Bonding joints with 2.0mm/2.0mm AA5754-H32 sheets. In addition, the flow 

behaviour of the uncured adhesive is very sensitive to the strain rate [131], and therefore the 

riveting speed may also affect the quality of the Riv-Bonding joints. There is still a lot of work 

to do in order to have comprehensive understanding of the Riv-Bonding technique. 

7.2. Experimental Procedures 

7.2.1. Experiment plan 

The boron steel semi-tubular rivet with the hardness 280±30HV10 was adopted throughout 

the experiment, and its nominal dimensions are shown in Figure 7.2. The material for both 

top and bottom sheets is aluminium alloy AA5754. The structure adhesive SikaPower 498, 

which is widely used in the automotive industry, was selected for the Riv-Bonding joints. To 

study the influences of the adhesive layer on the riveting process, as listed in Table 7.1, 

interrupted experimental tests of the SPR process and the Riv-Bonding process were carried 

out. The top sheet thickness (Tt) and the bottom sheet thickness (Tb) are fixed at 1.2mm and 

2.0mm respectively. Two types of dies (i.e., pip die-A and flat die-A) presented in Figure 7.3 

were adopted to explore the impact of the die type on the joining process. Each riveting process 

was interrupted at five positions by controlling the rivet head height (H). In addition, as listed 

in Table 7.2, the influences of the Tt on the Riv-Bonding joint quality and the adhesive 

distribution were also investigated experimentally. Twelve joint configurations with or 

without the adhesive layer were made using two different dies, and three levels of the Tt were 

chosen. 
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the semi-tubular rivet (in mm) 
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of the (a) flat die-A and (b) pip die-A (in mm) 

Table 7.1: Interruption tests of SPR process and Riv-Bonding process with different types of dies  

Joint 

no. 

Thickness (mm) 
Adhesive 

SikaPower 

498 

Rivet head 
height/H 

(mm) 

Rivet 

(Boron steel) 
Die type 

Top sheet/Tt 

(AA5754) 

Bottom sheet/Tb 

(AA5754) 

7-P1 

1.2 2.0 -- 

4.0 

C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Pip die-A 

7-P2 3.0 

7-P3 2.0 

7-P4 1.0 

7-P5 0.0 

7-P6 

1.2 2.0 

Yes 
(Ø3.0mm 

nozzle) 

 

4.0 

7-P7 3.0 

7-P8 2.0 

7-P9 1.0 

7-P10 0.0 

7-F1 

1.2 2.0 -- 

4.0 

C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Flat die-A 

7-F2 3.0 

7-F3 2.0 

7-F4 1.0 

7-F5 0.0 

7-F6 

1.2 2.0 

Yes 

(Ø3.0mm 

nozzle) 
 

4.0 

7-F7 3.0 

7-F8 2.0 

7-F9 1.0 

7-F10 0.0 
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Table 7.2: SPR and Riv-Bonding joints with different top sheet thicknesses (Tt) 

Joint 
no. 

Thickness (mm) 

Adhesive 
SikaPower 498 

Rivet 
(Boron steel) 

Die type 
Top sheet/Tt 
(AA5754) 

Bottom sheet/Tb 
(AA5754) 

7-P11 1.2 

2.0 

-- 

C5.3*6.0 
(280±30HV10) 

Pip die-A 

7-P12 1.8 

7-P13 2.5 

7-P14 1.2 
Yes 

(Ø3.0mm nozzle) 
7-P15 1.8 

7-P16 2.5 

7-F11 1.2 

2.0 

-- 

C5.3*6.0 

(280±30HV10) 
Flat die-A 

7-F12 1.8 

7-F13 2.5 

7-F14 1.2 
Yes 

(Ø3.0mm nozzle) 
7-F15 1.8 

7-F16 2.5 

7.2.2. Sample preparation 

The specimen size of the SPR and Riv-Bonding joints is 40mm×40mm. All the rivets, dies 

and adhesive were provided by the Tucker GmbH, whilst the AA5754 sheets were provided 

by Jaguar Land Rover (JLR). To keep consistent with the practical application conditions in 

the automotive industry, the rivet and sheets were directly used without any surface treatment 

(e.g., degreasing). The adhesive was preheated to about 55℃ to reduce its viscosity, and then 

applied on the bottom sheet along the centre line with a cartridge gun, as shown in Figure 7.4. 

This is because the adhesive SikaPower 498 has a poor fluidity at the ambient temperature due 

to the high viscosity (approximately 3000Pa.s at 25℃ in Figure 7.5). The amount of the 

adhesive was controlled by the diameter of the gun nozzle (3.0mm). Once the adhesive was 

applied on the bottom sheet, the top sheet was placed on the top of the adhesive. Then, the 

riveting process was carried out within a very short time to eliminate the temperature effect on 

the adhesive flow behaviour. 

All the joints were made using the servo SPR system manufactured by Tucker GmbH, as 

shown in Figure 3.32. The riveting speed was set to 300mm/s and the clamping force on the 

blank-holder was around 5.0kN~6.0kN controlled by a compressed spring. To ensure the 

effectiveness of the experiment results, three repeats for each joint configuration were 

performed. The Riv-Bonding joints were placed in a preheated oven at 175℃ for 20mins to 

cure the adhesive layer. To eliminate the influences of the heat treatment on the joint quality, 

the corresponding SPR joints were also heat-treated under the same conditions. 
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Figure 7.4: Schematic of applying the uncured adhesive on the bottom sheet  
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Figure 7.5: Dynamic viscosity-temperature curve of the adhesive SikaPower 498 [181] 

7.2.3. Geometrical characterization of the SPR and Riv-Bonding joints 

All the joints were sectioned using an abrasive-wheel cutting machine. According to the results 

in Chapter 3, any improper cutting position will impose apparent influences on the observed 

joint cross-sectional profile, and the measured magnitudes of joint quality indicators. 

Therefore, to ensure the cross-sectional profile on the joint central plane was captured, the 

joint was cut at a position slightly offsetting the joint central plane as shown in Figure 6.5 

with a specially designed fixture. This preserved enough space for the subsequent surface 

polishing work. The joint cross-sectional profile was inspected with an optical microscope 

after polishing. As shown in Figure 7.6, the rivet head height (H), the interlock (I), the 

remaining bottom sheet thickness under the rivet tip (ttip) and at the joint centre (tc) were 

measured to evaluate the quality of the riveted connection for the SPR and Riv-Bonding joints. 

The radius of the interlock inner boundary (Rin) and outer boundary (Rout) were measured to 

analyse the interlock formation as well as the rivet shank flare behaviour. Meanwhile, the 

adhesive distribution within the Riv-Bonding joints was also inspected visually. 
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Figure 7.6: Dimensions measured on the cross-sectional profiles of the (a) SPR joint and (b) Riv-Bonding joint  

7.3. Results and Discussion 

7.3.1. Influence of the adhesive layer on the joining process 

Using the interrupted experimental tests, the joint cross-sectional profiles at five positions 

during the SPR process and the Riv-Bonding process with two types of dies were extracted 

and compared in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 respectively. From the Figure 7.7(b) and Figure 

7.8(b), it can be seen that a large amount of adhesive was trapped between the top and bottom 

sheets regardless of the die type. The preheated adhesive (approximately 55℃) had a high 

flowability and thus applied a uniform hydraulic pressure on the top and bottom sheets. This 

changed the initial interactive forces between the two sheets in the SPR joints. As a result, the 

deformation behaviours of the rivet and sheets were affected. 

 

Figure 7.7: Comparison of the joint cross-sectional profiles during the (a) SPR process and (b) Riv-Bonding 

process with the pip die-A 
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the joint cross-sectional profiles during the (a) SPR process and (b) Riv-Bonding 

process with the flat die-A  

7.3.1.1. Flow behaviour of the adhesive layer 

As shown in Figure 7.7(b-1), after the top sheet was penetrated by the rivet, the remaining 

adhesive in the joining region was divided into two parts. A large part of the adhesive was 

trapped into the rivet cavity and the amount kept unchanged as the riveting process continued 

from Figure 7.7(b-1) to Figure 7.7(b-5). Another part of the adhesive was squeezed outside 

the rivet shank, and its total amount apparently reduced at the end of the joining process as 

shown in Figure 7.7(b-5). Only a thin adhesive layer was left between the two sheets. This is 

because some adhesive was pressed out of the joining region due to the high pressure from the 

rivet head. With the flat die, a similar adhesive distribution was observed during the joining 

process in Figure 7.8(b), and the only difference is that more adhesive was left outside the 

rivet shank at the end of the riveting process. This is because a gap was formed between the 

rivet shank and the top sheet as shown in Figure 7.8(b-5). The main reason for this difference 

is that the top sheets underwent different separation/fracture behaviours with the pip die and 

the flat die. Detailed explanations about the different top sheet fracture behaviours were given 

in the following sections. 

During the Riv-Bonding process, the movement of the blank-holder may impose a significant 

influence on the initial amount of adhesive trapped in the joining region. Compared with the 

aluminium alloy AA5754 sheets, the uncured adhesive is much easier to be deformed. As 

shown in Figure 7.9(a), the uncured adhesive more likely distributes evenly between the two 

sheets with a low blank-holder speed. Because there is enough time for the adhesive around 

the joint centre to flow outward. In contrast, with a high blank-holder speed, the uncured 

adhesive more likely distributes unevenly at the interface of the two sheets as shown in Figure 

7.9(b). This is because the adhesive around the joint central area does not have enough time to 

escape through the narrow gap under the blank-holder. The high sensitivity of the adhesive 
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flow behaviour to the strain rate [180] might also contribute to these different initial adhesive 

distributions. In this research, the blank-holder first moved rapidly downward at a speed of 

100mm/s and struck on the two sheets. The strong impact mainly applied on the circle region 

underneath the blank-holder. As a result, the adhesive around this region was squeezed 

partially towards the joint centre and partially outside the joining region. Figure 7.10 shows 

the adhesive distribution in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-F6. It can be seen that only a very thin 

adhesive layer was left around the clamping region, but a large amount adhesive was trapped 

in the joining region. A constant clamping force (Approximately 6.0kN) was then applied on 

the blank-holder to clamp the sheets together. This restricted the relative movement of the two 

sheets, and also limited the outward flow of the adhesive trapped in the joining region. 

Therefore, the blank-holder speed and the magnitude of clamping force should be selected 

carefully when manufacturing the Riv-Bonding joints. 
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Figure 7.9: Schematics of the adhesive distribution after the clamping process with (a) a low blank-holder speed 

and (b) a high blank-holder speed 

 

Figure 7.10: Remaining adhesive around the clamping region between the blank-holder and the die (joint 7-F6) 

7.3.1.2. Deformations of the top and bottom sheets 

By comparing the cross-sectional profiles of SPR joints and Riv-Bonding joints in Figure 7.7 

and Figure 7.8, it can be found that the deformation behaviours of the top and bottom sheets 

were significantly affected by the adhesive layer. As shown in Figure 7.7(a-1) and Figure 

7.8(a-1), the top sheet outside the rivet was bent downward (green lines) when pierced by the 
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rivet shank in the SPR joints. In contrast, as shown in Figure 7.7(b-1) and Figure 7.8(b-1), it 

still remained almost flat (red lines) after the top sheet was penetrated in the Riv-bonding joints. 

Such different top sheet deformations were highly linked with the resistance force that the 

adhesive applied on the bottom surface of the top sheet outside the rivet. Due to the increasing 

forces imposed on the two sheets by the rivet and die, the hydraulic pressure in the trapped 

adhesive reached to a very high level. This effectively prevented the large downward 

movement of the top sheet in the Riv-Bonding joint. In practical applications, the top and 

bottom sheets sometimes cannot be tightly connected with the SPR technique if the top sheet 

undergoes a too large downward movement. For example, Figure 7.11 illustrates a SPR joint 

with a large gap formed between the rivet head and the top sheet. By adding an adhesive layer, 

the less downward movement of the top sheet outside the rivet may have a great possibility to 

avoid the formation of such gaps, and therefore effectively eliminate this kind of defect in the 

initial SPR joints. 

 

Figure 7.11: A loosely connected SPR joint with a gap formed between the rivet head and the top sheet [183]  

In addition to the deformation behaviour, the fracture behaviours of top sheets with the flat die 

and pip die were also affected by the added adhesive layer. To facilitate the explanation, 

Figure 7.12 schematically plots the top sheet penetration processes of the Riv-Bonding joints 

with the flat die and pip die. As shown in Figure 7.12(a-1) and (b-1), the trapped adhesive at 

the joint centre flowed outward (yellow arrows) with the increment of the rivet displacement. 

The top sheet outside the rivet underwent less downward movement, but the top sheet 

underneath the rivet was pressed downward rapidly, as shown in Figure 7.12(a-2) and (b-2). 

This induced an obvious displacement difference between the two parts of top sheet. With the 

pip die, the die pip applied an increasing resistance force on the bottom sheet, and thus the 

downward movements of the two sheets were effectively restricted as shown in Figure 7.12(a). 

Due to the different displacements of the two parts of top sheet, the top sheet material around 

the rivet tip was stretched and experienced a large plastic deformation as shown in Figure 

7.12(a-3). With further increment of the rivet displacement, the top sheet was gradually 

penetrated by the rivet shank and a ductile fracture was observed as shown in Figure 7.12(a-

4). A long nose was formed because of the severely localized top sheet deformation. However, 

due to the lack of die pip, the flat die could not provide a sufficient resistance force at the 
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central area of the bottom sheet during the early stage of the joining process, as shown in 

Figure 7.12(b-1). So the adhesive pocket, the top sheet underneath the rivet and the bottom 

sheet around the joining region were pressed downward rapidly by the rivet as shown in Figure 

7.12(b-2). With the increment of the rivet displacement, the riveting force gradually increased 

but the remaining top sheet thickness around the rivet tip decreased rapidly. After the top sheet 

thickness reduced to a threshold value, the stresses within the thinnest region surpassed the 

ultimate tensile strength of the top sheet material. As a result, initial formation of cracks started 

on the top sheet, and a premature fracture of the top sheet occurred as the cracks propagated 

in Figure 7.12(b-3). The insufficient resistance from the bottom sheet, which allowed the rapid 

downward movement of the top sheet underneath the rivet, significantly contributed to this 

early top sheet separation. This type of fracture behaviour was also reported in [19] with a 

very deep flat die as shown in Figure 7.13(a). Due to the premature failure of top sheet, 

fragments were formed with further increment of the rivet displacement as shown in Figure 

7.12(b-4). This type of fragments was also reported in [184] with a low ductile top sheet as 

shown in Figure 7.13(b). Furthermore, because of the premature top sheet fracture with the 

flat die, a gap was formed between the top sheet and the rivet shank as shown in Figure 7.8(b-

5). On the one hand, this may weaken the riveted connection due to the smaller contact length 

between the rivet head and the top sheet in Figure 7.8(b-5) than in Figure 7.8(a-5). On the 

other hand, the adhesive accumulated in this gap could bond the rivet and the top sheet together 

once cured. This might enhance the total connection strength of the Riv-Bonding joint to some 

degree. 
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Figure 7.12: Schematic of the top sheet penetration processes in Riv-Bonding joints with (a) the pip die and (b) 

the flat die 
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Figure 7.13: Joint cross-sectional profiles with (a) premature failure of top sheet [19] and (b) top sheet fragment 

[184] 

The changes of the top sheet fracture behaviour after adding the adhesive layer also bring some 

influences on the interlock formation. With the pip die, the long nose formed on the top sheet 

was partially pressed into the interface between the rivet shank and the bottom sheet, as shown 

in Figure 7.7(b-5). While with the flat die, the top sheet fragments were pressed downward 

and trapped into the interface between the rivet shank and the bottom sheet in Figure 7.8(b-

5). From the definition of interlock, both of the inserted nose and the trapped fragments will 

impose negative effects on the formation of interlock, and therefore may weaken the 

mechanical strengths of the riveted connection. 

From the Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8, it can also be seen that, regardless of the die types, the 

top sheet underneath the rivet underwent a larger plastic deformation in the Riv-Bonding joints 

than in the corresponding SPR joints. However, slightly different deformation behaviours of 

this part of top sheet were observed during the Riv-Bonding process with different types of 

dies. With the pip die, as shown in Figure 7.7(b-1), the top sheet underneath the rivet was 

already deformed to a n-shape at the moment when the top sheet was penetrated. In contrast, 

with the flat die, this part of top sheet only slightly bended upward as shown in Figure 7.8(b-

1). This is because the die pip prevented the rapid downward movement of the sheets, and the 

hydraulic pressure within the trapped adhesive increased with the increment of the rivet 

displacement. A large hydraulic force was applied at the central area of the top sheet, and led 

to the rapid deformation of the top sheet underneath the rivet. For Riv-Bonding joints with the 

flat die, rapid deformation of this part of top sheet occurred after the bottom sheet contacted 

the bottom of the die cavity in Figure 7.8(b-2). This is because the hydraulic pressure in the 

adhesive pocket could increase only after the bottom sheet stopped the rapid downward 

movement by reaching the bottom of the die cavity. Therefore, the rapid deformation of the 

top sheet underneath the rivet happened apparently later in the Riv-Bonding joints with the 

flat die than with the pip die. The following deformation behaviour of this top sheet part was 

quite similar in the Riv-Bonding processes with the pip die and the flat die. It is also worth 

mentioning that, due to the trapped adhesive pocket, the rivet cavity was filled at a faster speed 

in the Riv-Bonding joints than in the corresponding SPR joints. According to [185], this 
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change may affect the riveting force and the bottom sheet thickness distribution. These 

influences will be discussed in the following sections. 

The deformation behaviour of the bottom sheet was also affected by the involved adhesive 

layer. With the pip die, at the same rivet head height (H), the curvature of the top surface on 

the bottom sheet was always smaller in the Riv-Bonding joints than in the SPR joints as shown 

in Figure 7.7. In contrast, with the flat die, the trapped adhesive pocket led to a larger curvature 

of the bottom sheet before the bottom sheet contacted the bottom of the die cavity, as shown 

in Figure 7.8(a-1) and Figure 7.8(b-1). While the bottom sheet around the joint centre 

gradually became flat again in Figure 7.8(b-2)~(b-5) after the bottom sheet contacted the 

bottom of the die cavity. This is mainly attributed to the rapid deformation of the top sheet 

underneath the rivet and the uniform hydraulic pressure applied on the bottom sheet. 

7.3.1.3. Flare behaviour of the rivet shank 

Due to the changes of the top and bottom sheet deformations, the rivet shank flare behaviour 

in the Riv-Bonding joints also became slightly different from that in the corresponding SPR 

joints. Figure 7.14 shows the variation curves of the deformed rivet shank diameter (Dr=2Rout) 

during the joining processes with or without the adhesive layer. A similar increasing pattern 

of the Dr was found on the four curves: it firstly increased slowly at the early stage of the 

joining processes and then sharply increased. Close to the end of the joining processes, the Dr 

increased almost linearly with the decline of the rivet head height (H), which agreed well with 

the results reported by Haque et al. [186]. According to the different increasing speeds, each 

variation curve of the Dr can be roughly divided into a slow increment phase and a rapid 

increment phase.  

By comparing the changing curves with or without the adhesive layer, it was found that the 

starting point of the rapid increment phase was altered after adding the adhesive layer. As 

shown in Zone 1 of Figure 7.14(a), the rapid increment of the Dr with the pip die was delayed 

from the Point A in the SPR joint 7-P5 to the Point B in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-P10. Similarly, 

as shown in Zone 2 of Figure 7.14(b), the rapid rivet shank flare with the flat die was also 

slightly delayed in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-F10 compared with that in the SPR joint 7-F5. 

According to the results reported in [185], the rapid rivet shank flare started after the die cavity 

space underneath the rivet was fully filled. Therefore, the changes of rivet shank flare 

behaviour before and after adding the adhesive layer can be explained from the view of die 

cavity filling conditions. The threshold filling conditions of the pip die (Region 1) and the flat 

die (Region 2) for the rapid rivet shank flare are shown in Figure 7.15(a) and Figure 7.15(b) 

respectively. It can be seen that, due to the existence of die pip, the volume of the Region 1 in 

the pip die is obvious smaller than that of the Region 2 in the flat die. So the Region 1 is much 
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easier to be filled up than the Region 2. As a result, the rapid increment of the Dr started earlier 

with the pip die than with the flat die as shown in Figure 7.14. This phenomenon also indicated 

the contribution of the die pip to the rivet shank flare. As shown in Figure 7.15(c), with the 

pip die, the Region 1 in the SPR joint was nearly filled up at H=4.0mm, but was just fully 

filled at H=3.0mm in the corresponding Riv-Bonding joint. This is because the large hydraulic 

pressure within the trapped adhesive pocket caused a larger deformation of the top sheet 

underneath the rivet, and thus delayed the filling of the Region 1 in the Riv-Bonding joint. 

Similarly, with the flat die, the Region 2 was completely filled up in the SPR joint and was 

nearly filled up in the Riv-Bonding joint at H=3.0mm as shown in Figure 7.15(d). The trapped 

adhesive pocket with the flat die also caused a larger deformation of the top sheet underneath 

the rivet, but imposed limited influences on the filling of the Region 2 in the Riv-Bonding 

joint. The filling condition changes of the Region1 and Region 2 in Figure 7.15 clearly 

explained the delay of the rapid increment phase after adding the adhesive layer in Figure 

7.14. 

During the rapid increment phase, with either the pip die or the flat die, the increment speeds 

of the Dr before and after adding the adhesive layer were nearly constant and very close to 

each other as shown in Figure 7.14. At the end of the joining processes, the maximum values 

of the Dr were a little bit smaller in the Riv-Bonding joints 7-P10 and 7-F10 compared with 

that in the SPR joints 7-P5 and 7-F5. 
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Figure 7.14: Variation curves of the deformed rivet shank diameter (Dr) with or without the adhesive layer: (a) 

pip die-A and (b) flat die-A 
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Figure 7.15: Threshold filling conditions of the die cavity for rapid rivet shank flare with the pip die and flat die 

7.3.1.4. Riveting forces 

The force-displacement curves during the joining processes of the SPR joints 7-P5, 7-F5 and 

the Riv-Bonding joints 7-P10 and 7-F10 are given in Figure 7.16. A similar changing trend 

of the riveting force was observed on the four curves: it first increased slowly at the early stage 

of the joining process and then increased rapidly at the end of the joining process. During the 

slow increment phase, the riveting force was slightly smaller in the Riv-Bonding joints 7-P10 

and 7-F10 than that in the corresponding SPR joints 7-P5 and 7-F5. As shown in Figure 

7.16(a), the turning point between the slow increment and the rapid increment of riveting force 

was very clear, and appeared earlier in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-P10 (point B) than in the SPR 

joint 7-P5 (point A) with the pip die. This is because the rapid increment of the riveting force 

was directly caused by the fully filled rivet cavity. The trapped adhesive pocket speeded up 

the filling of the rivet cavity, and therefore led to the shift of the turning point from A to B. In 

contrast, as shown in Figure 7.16(b), the turning point in the SPR joint 7-F5 with the flat die 

(point C) was not obvious. This is because the rivet cavity in this joint was not fully filled as 

shown in Figure 7.8(a-5). After adding the adhesive layer, the rivet cavity in the Riv-Bonding 

joint 7-F10 was filled up almost at the end of the joining process as shown in Figure 7.8(b-

4)(b-5). So the trapped adhesive did not impose obvious influences on the turning point (point 

D) in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-F10. During the rapid increment phase, the increasing speed of 

riveting force reduced to a smaller value in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-P10 than in the SPR joint 

7-P5. This is because the rivet cavity in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-P10 was partially filled with 

the uncured adhesive, which was much easier to be deformed than the sheet material and thus 

imposed less resistance on the rivet. Whilst the rapid increment speed of the riveting force was 

almost the same in the SPR joint 7-F5 and the Riv-Bonding joint 7-F10. Finally, the maximum 
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riveting force in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-P10 was approximately 4kN smaller than that in the 

SPR joint 7-P5. The maximum riveting force in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-F10 was 

approximately 3kN greater than that in the SPR joint 7-F5. Therefore, the adhesive layer would 

not significantly affect the maximum riveting force required. 
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Figure 7.16: Force-displacement curves during the joining processes with or without the adhesive layer: (a) pip 

die and (b) flat die 

7.3.2. Effects of the top sheet thickness on the Riv-Bonding joints 

According to [56], the flexural rigidity of the sheet (D) depends heavily on the sheet thickness 

(h) as shown in Eq.(8.1). The E and v denote the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio of 

the sheet material. Increment of the h would significantly increase the sheet flexural rigidity 

and thus makes the sheet more difficult to be deformed. Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 shows 

the joint cross-sectional profiles of the SPR and Riv-Bonding joints with 1.2mm, 1.8mm and 

2.5mm top sheets. It can be seen that the top sheet thickness (Tt) not only influenced the 

flexural rigidity of the top sheet, but also directly affected the length of rivet shank inserted 

into the bottom sheet. As a result, the deformed shapes of the rivet and the sheets, the 

distribution of the trapped adhesive, and the magnitudes of joint quality indicators (i.e., 

interlock and the remaining bottom sheet thickness) were significantly influenced. These 

changes were analysed and discussed individually in the following sections. 
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Figure 7.17: Cross-sectional profiles of (a) the SPR joints 7-P11~7-P13 and (b) the Riv-Bonding joints 7-P14~7-

P16 with different top sheet thicknesses Tt (pip die) 

 

Figure 7.18: Cross-sectional profiles of (a) the SPR joints 7-F11~7-F13 and (b) the Riv-Bonding joints 7-F14~7-

F16 with different top sheet thicknesses Tt (flat die) 

7.3.2.1. Distribution of the trapped adhesive 

As shown in Figure 7.16(b), with the pip die, the Tt demonstrated a remarkable influence on 

the shape of the trapped adhesive pocket underneath the rivet. The 1.2mm top sheet in the joint 

7-P14 had a relatively low rigidity and was easy to be deformed. As a result, a large amount 

of adhesive was accumulated around the joint central area. The 1.8mm top sheet in the joint 

7-P15 had a higher rigidity and became hard to be deformed. So more adhesive around the 
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joint central area was pressed outward and a smaller amount of adhesive was trapped around 

the central area compared with that in the joint 7-P14. With the Tt further increasing to 2.5mm 

in the joint 7-P16, the top sheet became much more difficult to be deformed. The bottom 

surface of the top sheet underneath the rivet remained almost flat during the riveting process. 

As a result, the adhesive was not gathered around the joint central area, but almost uniformly 

distributed at the interface of the two sheets. In contrast, the Tt imposed limited impact on the 

distribution of adhesive outside the rivet. A similar distribution pattern of adhesive was found 

in the Riv-Bonding joints 7-P14~7-P16: only a thin adhesive layer was left between the two 

sheets. 

As shown in Figure 7.18(b), with the flat die, the changing trend of the trapped adhesive 

pocket underneath the rivet with different Tt was very similar to that in Figure 7.16(b) with 

the pip die: first gathered around the joint centre with the 1.2mm top sheet in the joint 7-F14 

and then almost uniformly distributed between the two sheets with the 2.5mm top sheet in the 

joint 7-F16. However, different from the Riv-Bonding joints with the pip die, the Tt also 

imposed a significant influence on the shape of remaining adhesive outside the rivet. Except 

for the thin adhesive layer left between the two sheets, there was a large amount of adhesive 

accumulated in the gaps (i.e., gap 1, gap 2 and gap 3) around the rivet shank. As mentioned 

above, these gaps were formed due to the premature fracture of the top sheet and the downward 

displacement of the top sheet outside the rivet. The final shape and forming position of this 

gap were apparently affected by the Tt. With the 1.2mm top sheet in the joint 7-F14, the gap 1 

had a triangle shape and was very close to the rivet head. It can be seen that the contact length 

between the rivet head and the top sheet (yellow line with arrows) was obviously reduced 

compared with that in the joint 7-F11 (blue line with arrows). This may weaken the mechanical 

strengths of the riveted connection, and increase the probability of pull-out failure from the 

top sheet. Whilst with the 2.5mm top sheet in the joint 7-F16, the gap 3 had a strip shape and 

was farther away from the rivet head. Almost no influence was found on the contact length 

formed between the rivet head and the top sheet. 

Meanwhile, it is also worth noting that, with the increment of the Tt, the reduction of the 

remaining adhesive in the Riv-Bonding joints might be also attributed to the changes of the 

initial adhesive trapped around the joining region after the clamping process. Figure 7.19 

schematically shows the initially trapped adhesive after the clamping process with a thin and 

a thick top sheet. The thin top sheet has a relatively low flexural rigidity and thus will undergo 

a large elastic-plastic deformation during the clamping process with a high blank-holder speed. 

Thus, a great amount of adhesive might be trapped around the joining region, as shown in 

Figure 7.19(a). While the thick top sheet is more difficult to be deformed due to its high 

rigidity. Thus, more adhesive might be squeezed outside the joining region during the 
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clamping process, and less adhesive would be trapped between the two sheets as shown in 

Figure 7.19(b). 

(a) Thin top sheet

Fclamping

Fclamping

(b) Thick top sheet

Adhesive Adhesive

 

Figure 7.19: Schematics of the initially trapped adhesive around the joining region after the clamping processes 

with (a) a thin top sheet and (b) a thick top sheet 

7.3.2.2. Magnitude of the interlock 

The magnitudes of interlock (I) in the SPR and the Riv-Bonding joints are shown in Figure 

7.20(a) with the pip die and in Figure 7.21(a) with the flat die. It can be seen that, regardless 

of the die type, a smaller I was always observed in the Riv-Bonding joints than in the 

corresponding SPR joints. This indicates that the adhesive layer had negative effects on the 

interlock formation. According to the definition, the magnitude of the I is directly determined 

by the radius of the interlock inner boundary (Rin) and outer boundary (Rout) shown in Figure 

7.6, and can be calculated using the Eq.(8.2). To better understand the influences of the Tt and 

the adhesive layer on the interlock formation, the Rin and Rout in all of the twelve joints with or 

without the adhesive layer were also recorded in Figure 7.20(b) with the pip die and in Figure 

7.21(b) with the flat die. It can be found that the magnitudes of the Rin and Rout were apparently 

influenced by the trapped adhesive. Compared with the initial values in the SPR joints, the 

increment amount of the Rin was always greater than that of the Rout in the Riv-Bonding joints. 

This directly led to the smaller I in the Riv-Bonding joints than in the SPR joints. 

 out inI R R= −  (8.2) 
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Figure 7.20: Changing trends of the (a) interlock and (b) radius of the interlock boundaries in the SPR and Riv-

Bonding joints with the pip die 
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Figure 7.21: Changing trends of the (a) interlock and (b) radius of the interlock boundaries in the SPR and Riv-

Bonding joints with the flat die 

In the Riv-Bonding joints with the pip die, the increased value of the Rin was mainly attributed 

to the long nose formed on the top sheet as shown in Figure 7.16(b). A part of the nose was 

inserted into the interface between the rivet shank and the bottom sheet, which affected the 

position of the inner interlock boundary and resulted in a larger Rin. Similarly, in the Riv-

Bonding joints with the flat die, the increment of the Rin was primarily caused by the top sheet 

fragments generated during the joining process as shown in Figure 7.18(b). These fragments 

were pressed downward by the rivet shank and finally trapped at the interface between the 

rivet shank and the bottom sheet. This affected the local material deformation of the bottom 

sheet and led to a greater Rin. With the different Tt, the adhesive layer showed almost the same 

influences on the Rout with the pip die and the flat die. Compared with the Rout in the SPR joints 

7-P11 and 7-F11, a smaller Rout was found in the Riv-Bonding joints 7-P14 and 7-F14. This is 

because the trapped adhesive pocket led to a larger deformation of the 1.2mm top sheet, which 

delayed the rivet shank flare. In contrast, compared with the Rout in the SPR joints 7-P12, 7-

P13, 7-F12 and 7-F13, a larger Rout was found in the corresponding Riv-Bonding joints 7-P15, 

7-P16, 7-F15 and 7-F16. This is because the 1.8mm and 2.5mm top sheets were rigid enough 
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to avoid large deformations. The trapped adhesive pocket enhanced the guidance effects of the 

top sheet underneath the rivet cavity on the rivet shank flare.  

Except for the impact of the inserted nose on the interlock formation, it is also worth noting 

that gaps filled up with adhesive might be also formed between the rivet shank and the bottom 

sheet (e.g., gap 1 in the joint 7-P15 as shown in Figure 7.16(b)). This may also weaken the 

mechanical performance of the riveted connection in the Riv-Bonding joints.  

7.3.2.3. Remaining bottom sheet thickness 

The remaining bottom sheet thickness is very important for the corrosion performance and 

mechanical strengths of the SPR joints and the Riv-Bonding joints. Fatigue failure may occur 

on the bottom sheet if the remaining bottom sheet thickness is too small [41]. Figure 7.22 

shows the magnitudes of the remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) and under 

the rivet tip (ttip) in the SPR and the Riv-Bonding joints with 1.2mm, 1.8mm and 2.5mm top 

sheets. It can be seen that, with the different Tt, the adhesive layer imposed apparently different 

influences on the remaining bottom sheet thickness.  
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Figure 7.22: Influences of the top sheet thickness Tt on the remaining bottom sheet thickness in the SPR and Riv-

Bonding joints with (a) the pip die and (b) the flat die 

As shown in Figure 7.22(a), with the pip die, a smaller tc was observed in the Riv-Bonding 

joint 7-P14 than that in the corresponding SPR joint 7-P11 with the 1.2mm top sheet. This was 

mainly attributed to the earlier fully filled rivet cavity in the joint 7-P14 because of the trapped 

adhesive pocket. The rapid decrease of the tc started again after the rivet cavity was filled up 

[185], and lasted for a longer period in the joint 7-P14 than in the SPR joint 7-P11. In contrast, 

with the 1.8mm and 2.5mm top sheets, a slightly larger tc was observed in the Riv-Bonding 

joints 7-P15 and 7-P16 than in the SPR joints 7-P12 and 7-P13. This was caused by the slightly 

larger deformation of the top sheet underneath the rivet, which reduced the pressure applied 

on the central area of the bottom sheet and thus slowed down the reduction of the tc. As shown 

in Figure 7.22(b), with the flat die, the changing trend of the tc became slightly different. When 
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the Tt=1.2mm, the tc in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-F14 was smaller than that in the SPR joint 7-

F11. This was mainly caused by the uniform hydraulic pressure applied around the central area 

of the bottom sheet, which changed the curved bottom sheet around the joint centre in the SPR 

joint 7-F11 into the almost flat bottom sheet in the Riv-Bonding joint 7-F14, as shown in 

Figure 7.18. The trapped adhesive pocket also speeded up the filling of the rivet cavity in the 

joint 7-F14. However, this contributed very little to the smaller tc because the rivet cavity was 

fully filled almost at the end of the joining process. When the Tt=1.8mm and 2.5mm, the tc in 

the Riv-Bonding joints 7-F15 and 7-F16 were almost the same as that in the corresponding 

SPR joints 7-F12 and 7-F13. This might be explained by the already very flat bottom sheet 

around the centre area of the SPR joints, and the reduction of the adhesive pocket size. The 

uniform hydraulic pressure in the trapped adhesive pocket imposed little influence on the 

bottom sheet deformation. 

Regardless of the die type, the adhesive layer imposed similar influences on the bottom sheet 

thickness under the rivet tip (ttip) in all these joints. The ttip reduced to a smaller value in the 

Riv-Bonding joints with the 1.2mm top sheet, but obviously increased the Riv-Bonding joints 

with the 1.8mm and 2.5mm top sheets. This phenomenon is highly associated with the impact 

of the adhesive layer on the rivet shank flare behaviour (or the Rout), as shown in Figure 7.20(b) 

and Figure 7.21(b). A larger Rout usually resulted in a larger ttip while a smaller Rout more likely 

led to a smaller ttip. 

7.3.2.4. Influences on the mechanical strength 

The mechanical performance of the riveted connection is highly associated to the magnitude 

of interlock. From the above experimental results, the reduction of the interlock value caused 

by the trapped adhesive pocket would unavoidably weaken the mechanical strengths of the 

riveted connection. On the other hand, the trapped adhesive in the Riv-Bonding joints may 

also provide some benefits for the riveted connection. For instance, under the lap-shear loading 

condition, the top sheet underneath the rivet in the SPR joint will not provide any resistance 

to prevent the rivet rotation because this part of top sheet can move freely with the rivet, as 

shown in Figure 7.23(a). In contrast, by adding an adhesive layer, after being cured, the 

adhesive accumulated around the joint centre can bond the top sheet underneath the rivet and 

the bottom sheet together, as shown in Figure 7.23(b). Therefore, the top sheet inside the rivet 

cavity may impose a resistance on the rivet shank under the lap-shear loading condition, which 

might delay the rivet rotation and therefore enhance the lap-shear strength of the riveted 

connection in some degrees. This phenomenon might be the reason why the riveted connection 

of the Riv-Bonding joint could endure a slightly greater shearing load after the failure of the 

bonded connection than the solo SPR joint [144]. 
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Figure 7.23: Schematic of the (a) the SPR joint and (b) the Riv-Bonding joint under the lap-shear loading 

condition 

7.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter, influences of the adhesive layer on the events that happen during the riveting 

process were experimentally investigated, including the adhesive distribution, the rivet and 

sheets deformation behaviours and the force-displacement curve. The impact of the trapped 

adhesive on the quality of joints with varying top sheet thicknesses (Tt) was analysed in detail. 

Two types of dies (i.e., pip die and flat die) were utilized in the experiments to assess the 

possible influences of die type on the joining process as well as on the joint quality. The main 

conclusions from this chapter are summarised below: 

(1) The adhesive was distributed unevenly in the Riv-Bonding joints. A large adhesive pocket 

was formed around the joint centre. The shape and magnitude of this adhesive pocket 

were significantly affected by the Tt and the clamping process, but less influenced by the 

die type. A thin adhesive layer was observed between the two sheets outside the rivet. A 

large gap filled up with the adhesive was found around the rivet shank with the flat die. 

(2) The adhesive layer imposed larger influences on the top sheet deformation than on the 

bottom sheet deformation. In the Riv-Bonding joints, the top sheet outside the rivet 

underwent a smaller downward movement, but the top sheet underneath the rivet 

experienced a greater plastic deformation due to the trapped adhesive pocket. A long nose 

was formed on the top sheet when it was penetrated by the rivet shank with the pip die, 

but small top sheet fragments were observed with the flat die due to the premature fracture 

of the top sheet. 

(3) The adhesive layer showed different influences on the rivet shank flare behaviour with 

varying Tt. Compared with sole SPR joints, the rivet shank flared a smaller distance with 

a small Tt, but flared a greater distance with a large Tt. The load-displacement curves were 

also affected by the adhesive layer, but the maximum riveting force only changed within 

a small range (i.e., −5kN~5kN). 
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(4) Compared with the corresponding SPR joints, regardless of the die types, a smaller 

interlock was always found in the Riv-Bonding joints. The long noses formed with the 

pip die and the fragments formed with the flat die directly affected the position of the left 

interlock boundary, and thus negatively influenced the interlock formation. 

(5) The influences of adhesive layer on the remaining bottom sheet thickness varied with 

different Tt and die types. Compared with the corresponding SPR joints, regardless of the 

die types, the bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre (tc) and under the rivet tip (ttip) 

reduced to a smaller value in the Riv-Bonding joints with the 1.2mm top sheet. However, 

in the Riv-Bonding joints with 1.8mm and 2.5mm top sheets, the tc slightly increased with 

the pip die but kept almost constant with the flat die. The ttip achieved a larger value with 

both of the pip die and flat die. 

(6) All the conclusions above were made based on the employed high viscosity adhesive 

SikaPower 498 and the specific amount of adhesive applied in the joints. In fact, both the 

adhesive viscosity and the adhesive amount will affect the joining results. More 

experimental tests are required in order to get comprehensive understanding of the 

adhesive layer’s impact on the joining process and on the quality of the riveted connection.  
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8. Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter summarises the main conclusions drawn from the experimental and numerical 

studies of this thesis. Potential research directions/ideas raised during the current research are 

also summarised as the future work. 

8.1. Conclusions 

In this thesis, experimental and numerical investigations were carried out to deepen the 

understanding of the SPR technique and the Riv-Bonding technique. The investigation of 

improper specimen cutting positions offers useful guidelines for the acquisition of joint cross-

sectional profile, and also improves the reliability of the joint quality evaluation results. The 

development of SPR simulation model highlights the importance of element mesh size and the 

threshold separation thickness of top sheet, and lays a foundation for further development of 

Riv-Bonding simulation model. The numerical study of the die parameters’ (i.e., die type, die 

diameter, die depth and die pip height) impact on the SPR process clearly demonstrates the 

flare behaviour of rivet shank, deformation behaviours of two sheets and the variation of 

riveting force under different joint conditions. The development of Riv-Bonding simulation 

model presents the detailed procedures to simulate the Riv-Bonding process using the 

Ostwald-de Waele power law to describe the flow behaviour of uncured adhesive. The 

experimental investigation of adhesive layer’s effects on the riveting process and the final 

quality of riveted connection demonstrates the differences between the SPR process and the 

corresponding Riv-Bonding process. The main conclusions drawn from this thesis are 

summarised below: 

(1) During experimental SPR tests, improper specimen cutting position will directly affect 

the captured joint cross-sectional profiles, and therefore influence the reliability of joint 

quality evaluation results. The offset distance (Δh) and rotation angle (θ1) between the 

cutting plane and the joint central plane imposed opposite influences on the interlock: the 

measured interlock (Im) was always larger than the true interlock (Itrue) with only the 

existence of Δh, while the Im was always smaller than the Itrue with only the existence of 

θ1. The Δh and θ1 will lead to missing data of the remaining bottom sheet thickness around 

the joint central area. Due to the different distortion degrees of the captured bottom sheet 

profile, the measurement error of the remaining bottom sheet thickness shows a decline 

trend from the joint axis to the region around the rivet tip. The measurement accuracy of 
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rivet head height is not affected by the specimen cutting position. The measurement error 

of interlock can be evaluated and corrected with the proposed strategies, whilst it is very 

hard to quantitatively evaluate and correct the measurement error of the remaining bottom 

sheet thickness. 

(2) The SPR process can be simplified and simulated with a 2D axisymmetric FE model. 

Sensitivity studies are important in order to determine the suitable element mesh sizes for 

different deformable parts. The geometrical criterion is proved effective for the modelling 

of AA5754 top sheet fracture, and the threshold thickness value should be selected 

carefully. By comparing with experimental results, it is validated that the developed FE 

model is capable of accurately predicting the deformation behaviours of rivet and sheets 

during the SPR process, and predicting the SPR joint quality as well as the riveting force. 

By deducing the C-frame stiffness of the SPR system, the experimentally recorded force-

displacement curve can be successfully transferred into the true force-displacement curve.  

(3) The FE model of SPR process is a very convenient tool to investigate the influences of 

different die parameters on the riveting process. Compared with the flat die, the pip die 

demonstrates a stronger guidance effect on the flaring of rivet shank but requires a larger 

riveting force. The die pip can effectively guide the bottom sheet material around the joint 

centre moving towards the formation region of interlock. Increment of the die diameter 

(D1) will delay the top sheet fracture, and lead to a slightly larger deformed rivet shank 

radius. Meanwhile, it will also lead to defects and result in a loosely connected joint. 

Increment of the die depth (H1) will reduce the maximum riveting force and negatively 

affect the flaring of rivet shank. It will also lead to a smaller remaining bottom sheet 

thickness at the joint centre and around the rivet tip. Increment of the die pip height will 

lead to a smaller remaining bottom sheet thickness at the joint centre but a greater 

deformed rivet shank radius. The remaining thickness distribution on the bottom sheet 

can be controlled conveniently by adjusting the die pip height. The filling condition of 

the die cavity directly affects the flaring behaviour of rivet shank during the SPR process. 

(4) A two-dimensional FE model of Riv-Bonding process was successfully developed with 

the software Simufact.Forming 15. It is proved that the flow behaviour of uncured 

adhesive can be approximately described with the Ostwald-de Waele power law. The 

blank-holder strike has a critical impact on the adhesive distribution before the riveting 

process, and should be modelled properly. By comparing with the experimental results, 

it is validated that the developed FE model is capable of predicting the flow behaviour of 

uncured adhesive, and the deformation behaviours of rivet and sheets. Meanwhile, it can 

also give reasonable prediction results on the quality of Riv-Bonding joint and the riveting 

force. This FE model provides a new way to investigate the events happened during the 
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Riv-Bonding process, and also lays a foundation for the simulation model development 

of joint mechanical strengths. 

(5) The uncured adhesive layer can impose significant influences on the riveting process and 

the final quality of riveted connection. A large adhesive pocket might be formed around 

the joint centre, and its size is apparently affected by the top sheet thickness (Tt) and the 

clamping process. The deformation behaviour of top sheet is highly influenced by the 

adhesive layer. When the top sheet is gradually penetrated by the rivet shank, a long nose 

is formed on the top sheet with the pip die while small top sheet fragments are generated 

due to the premature fracture of the top sheet with the flat die. The adhesive layer will 

also affect the flaring behaviour of rivet shank, but its influences vary in joints with 

different top sheet thicknesses. Regardless of the die type and top sheet thickness, a 

smaller interlock is always found in the Riv-Bonding joints. The influences of adhesive 

layer on the remaining bottom sheet thickness vary with different top sheet thicknesses 

and die types. 

8.2. Future Work 

Although the SPR and Riv-Bonding techniques have been widely used in the automotive 

industry, more work is still required to speed up their developments and to simplify their 

design process in practical applications. Based on the author’s experience, some potential 

research directions are summarised below: 

(1) The surface condition of die cavity can influence the deformation behaviour of bottom 

sheet. It might be possible to restrict the movement of bottom sheet material towards the 

radial direction by modifying the bottom surface texture of the flat die, as shown in 

Figure 8.1. This may be helpful for the rivet shank to flare into the bottom sheet more 

effectively, and form a greater mechanical interlock. 

 Original die Modified die

Texture 
modification

 

Figure 8.1: Texture modification of the die bottom surface  

(2) During the SPR process, the rivet profile will not only affect the final joint quality, but 

also the maximum riveting force. However, there are only a few studies relevant to this 

issue. It is necessary to find out how different rivet geometric parameters, such as the 
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thickness of rivet head in Figure 8.2(a), position of the indentation on rivet shank in 

Figure 8.2(b) and the shape of rivet head in Figure 8.2(c), affect the joining results. 

Shape 1

Position 1

Shape 2 Shape 3

Position 2 Position 3

(c)

(b)

(a)

 

Figure 8.2: Schematic of the three rivet geometric parameters 

(3) Although SPR/Riv-Bonding joints with three layers have been widely utilized in the 

industrial sector, there are only a few studies relevant to this topic in the public domain. 

It is necessary to find out the differences between the joining processes of two-layer joint 

and three-layer joint, as shown in Figure 8.3. The possibility to guide the design of three-

layer joints with experimental results of two-layer joints is also worth investigating. 

 Two-layer joint Three-layer joint  

Figure 8.3: Cross-sectional profiles of the two-layer and three-layer SPR joints 

(4) In addition to the die type and top sheet thickness, attentions should also be paid to other 

joining parameters that may affect the final quality of Riv-Bonding joints as shown in 

Figure 8.4, including the amount of adhesive, the clamping force, the blank-holder speed, 

the adhesive viscosity, the sheet material and the bottom sheet thickness. 
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Figure 8.4: Schematic of the joining parameters that may affect the final quality of Riv-Bonding joints 

(5) Simulation model of Riv-Bonding joint for mechanical strength prediction is rarely 

reported in the public domain, but is important for further modelling of structures 

assembled with multiple Riv-Bonding joints. 

(6) When using the Riv-Bonding technique to assemble structures, adhesive pockets might 

be formed between the multiple joints as shown in Figure 8.5(a). This will inevitably 

cause deformation of the connected structures [156]. Therefore, it is necessary to find out 

how the amount of adhesive, adhesive viscosity and joining parameters affect the 

connected structures. Meanwhile, structure deformation induced by the joining sequence 

of multiple joints as shown in Figure 8.5(b) is also worth studying [187]. The way of 

applying uncured adhesive as shown in Figure 8.5(c) is also worth investigating. 

Adhesive pocket

Local sheet deformation

Rivet 1 Rivet 2 Rivet 3 Rivet 4 Rivet 5 Rivet 6 Rivet 7 Rivet 8

(a)

(b)

Adhesive

(c)

Adhesive

Pattern 1
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Figure 8.5: Schematics of the (a) local sheet deformation induced by the adhesive pocket, (b) joining 

sequence of multiple Riv-Bonding joints and (c) ways of applying uncured adhesive  
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